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Today many selling organizations are reexamining and revising their philosophy

for managing salespeople because of increased costs of hiring and maintaining a sales

force. More than ever, management is looking for ways to assist salespeople in becoming

more productive and effective faster. One avenue for enhancing salespersons'

performance is through improved sales training practices. Improved sales training

practices should help salespeople get to proficiency faster. However, little is known

concerning how salespeople view training, and how sales training transcends to the job

environment.

Considering the need for greater understanding concerning salespeople's

perceptions of sales training and assuming the influence of those perceptions on job

performance and other outcomes, this study develops and executes an analysis of several

proposed relationships among personal characteristics, job related characteristics,

perceived training needs, sales training variables, and related outcomes. The program of

research identifies and evaluates salespeople's attitudes toward sales training and

specifies influences of those training perceptions on salespersons' behaviors and general

attitudes. As well, a relationship between salespeople's transfer of training materials,

their use, and individual performance are evaluated.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Many changes have impacted the sales forces over the past decade. Selling

organizations are experiencing more competition for customers; an emphasis toward

relationship selling has impacted on the amount and quality of successful communication

between selling and buying organizations; technology advances have made sharing

information between selling and buying organizations much easier and commonplace.

Taken together these issues symbolize a need or demand that organizations examine and

perhaps revise their philosophies for conducting business.

Changes in philosophy of conducting business add to the complexity of selling

organizations' situations. Over the last decade, the scope of large business organizations

has decreased. Organizational hierarchies have flattened considerably. These changes

have affected the sales force as a vehicle for promoting organizations' products. Many

selling organizations have consolidated or reduced the size of sales forces. For example,

in 1990 Procter & Gamble downsized its consumer products sales force from a product

aligned sales force to a sales force aligned by customer or sales functions. From 1992 to

1994, IBM reduced its sales force size by 50% (Judge, 1995). Other organizations have

replaced full-time company sales people with manufacturers' representatives or part-time

merchandisers (e.g., Con Agra, General Mills). These changes place greater demands on
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incumbent salespeople. Salespeople today must attain proficiency quickly. As well,

salespeople must generate higher sales revenue.

In short, today fewer salespeople must accomplish more work. Such changes

mandate that sales management assist salespeople who remain in place to become

stronger and more effective. The more effective salesperson is someone who is

producing a desired selling effort or better prepared for service or action (Webster's Ninth

New Collegiate Dictionary, 1990).

Sales managers and those who train and coach salespeople can take several

approaches to increasing the effectiveness of salespeople; these approaches can be taken

independently or in concert. Redesigning the sales job is one approach. Some

progressive selling organizations have altered their selling philosophy (alt. the

salesperson's role) from one of immediate revenue generation to one of building long-

term relationships. Developing selling teams is another approach to increasing the

effectiveness of the sales force as part of the quest for effectiveness and efficiency.

Teams composed of salespeople, marketing personnel, production personnel, and others

are intended to foster a solutions oriented perspective with business partners. A third

approach to increasing salespersons' effectiveness involves refining sales training

practices. Refining training practices should help salespeople individually to increase

their effectiveness in executing the job. 'Training practices,' used here, refers to initial

sales training imparted to newly hired salespeople. The research program described here

examines proposed relationships between several constructs associated with sales training

and with several personal variables, that may mediate relationships between sales training

variables and related outcomes.
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In recent years, sales management researchers have demonstrated an interest in

sales training. El-Ansary (1993) listed sales training as a highly significant element in

driving paper and plastics merchant wholesaler-distributor sales forces into top

performance categories. The most significant element in driving sales forces toward top

performance was teamwork between selling organizations and customers. Other

researchers (e.g., Erffmeyer, Russ, & Hair, 1991; Honeycutt, Harris & Castleberry, 1987)

enumerate several tactical applications and applied topics in the area of sales force

training. Some examples of sales training related tactical applications include:

1. salesperson needs assessment,

2. content aspects of sales training,

3. timing and scheduling of sales training,

4. how sales training is presented,

5. who presents sales training (e.g., sales managers, in-house trainers,

outside trainers),

6. location of sales training (e.g., localized or centralized),

7. sales training feedback to trainees (manager mediated feedback,

customer generated feedback, IS feedback),

8. continuous sales training for experienced sales representatives, and

9. sales force socialization through sales training.

However, it appears that greater knowledge is needed concerning how salespeople

perceive training as an element of the sales job environment to help researchers further

investigate these topics. We need to see how salespeople perceive their training needs,

their expectations regarding training and the training environment. For example, sales
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management researchers need to better understand how, when, and why sales training

leads to learning, transfer, and increased sales performance. We need to understand what

perceptual mechanisms mediate between training program content variables and

outcomes such as sales performance, job satisfaction, and salesperson turnover. Those

mechanisms need to be specified in terms of constructs and relationships between

constructs. We also need to understand how salespeople perceive sales training.

Several constructs fall within the scope of salespeople's perceptions of sales

training (e.g., perceived training needs, training satisfaction, training expectations). To

initiate the advance of knowledge, each construct needs to be conceptualized, defined,

operationalized, and validated.

Background

Few formal definitions have been offered for sales training per se, although one

exists for employee training. Goldstein (1993 p. 3), defines training as "the systematic

acquisition of skills, rules, concepts, or attitudes that result in improved performance in

another environment." Here, Goldstein seems to refer to training administered at a

location or in a context other than where employees will ultimately perform their job in

another environment.

Goldstein's conceptualization of training can be readily adapted to the

environment of the salesperson. Sales training, as such, refers to a deliberate and

formalized accumulation of information, concepts, and skills that are intended to foster

competence or enhance the performance of the salesperson. Training enhances

salespersons' understanding, base knowledge, skill set, and abilities. Each component

entails several aspects. Goldstein (1993) categorizes knowledge into: product
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knowledge; company knowledge, and customer and industry knowledge. Skills

incorporate selling skills, information management skills, and time management skills.

Abilities allude to the cognitive capabilities necessary to perform a job function

(Goldstein, 1993). Ford et al. (1987) have identified numerous common skill variables

believed to be related to sales performance. Those skill variables are: vocational skills

(e.g., job- and company-specific skills, technical knowledge, company knowledge); sales

presentation skills (e.g., skills related to evaluating customer needs, presentation style,

handling objections, and closing skills); interpersonal skills (i.e., skills related to

understanding, persuading, and getting along with other people); and general

management skills (i.e., skills related to organizing, directing and leading others) (Table

1, page 196).

Sales training emerged out of the industrial revolution. Selling was one of the

first business skills approached through formal training. Formal sales training programs

date back to the early part of this century when John Patterson developed scripted sales

presentations to be used by National Cash Register's sales people (Hawes, 1985).

Following Patterson's lead, larger sales organizations developed extensive programs.

Over the last few decades, IBM, Xerox, and Procter & Gamble have become known as

academy companies in their respective industries because of their extensive sales training

programs. Other companies build their sales forces using academy company 'graduates.'

Training a new salesperson can represent a substantial investment by the

organization. Sales training comprises 19% of the $23 billion American companies spent

on training in 1994 (Cespedes, 1995). Heide (1996) reports that sales forces across 30

industries spent an average of $7,937 to train a new salesperson. This investment is
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26.2% greater than in the pervious year (Heide, 1996). Companies training experienced

sales representatives spend on average $4,034 (Heide, 1996). Some companies,

particularly in pharmaceuticals sales, spend in excess of $23,000 training a new

salesperson (Heide, 1996). While substantial, such estimates understate the cost of

training because they encompass only direct costs, omitting the cost of a sales manager's

time spent in recruiting, interviewing, and training, and lost revenue attributable to

empty sales territories.

Although companies spend much on training salespeople, knowledge is lacking

concerning what influences training effectiveness. Little formalized knowledge exists

concerning the theoretical underpinnings of sales training. That is, sales trainers, sales

managers, and sales management researchers possess little understanding of how sales

training practices transcend to salespeople's performance in the field. It is safe to say that

in general, training is thought to be beneficial. Salespeople, sales trainers and sales

managers agree that for an inexperienced salesperson, sales training increases sales

confidence (alt. self-efficacy beliefs) and enhances longevity (Honeycutt, Ford, &

Tanner, 1994; Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram, 1993). Some sources even contend that sales

training hastens salespeople's progress to a break-even level of performance (Kelley,

1993).

Rather than proven thought, such postulations reflect accepted dogma of training.

Some training is better than no training; training is meritorious in and of itself.

Unfortunately, these admonitions are flawed because they offer no base for changing,

improving, or altering sales training. Efforts directed towards developing theory in the

area of training salespeople offer a more substantive basis for designing, analyzing,
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changing, and improving practices within the process of sales training. Presently, the

sales training area lacks the base of theory needed to sustain progress towards

understanding the impact of sales training on key outcome variables.

If we presume that upper management desires to increase the rate of return on the

salesperson as a capital asset, then it is safe to propose that sales force management needs

to know how sales training, as an investment in a capital asset, impacts salespeople's

perceptions, attitudes, behaviors, and job outcomes. Sales managers and sales trainers

alike may look at the salesperson much as a financial analyst evaluates a new project.

That is, both parties look at their respective projects as cash flows. Sales managers want

to ensure that their salespersons, as capital assets, yield a positive net present value. That

is, the present value of all future cash flows is positive. Cash flows would certainly

encompass future sales revenues and sales expenses. One of the earliest and largest

expenses that impacts cash flow would be the cost of sales training. Using that

knowledge, management can more effectively staff and design training programs.

As an initial step towards evaluating the utility of training in terms of projected

cash flows, sales researchers need to better understand of how salespeople assess their

training needs and perceive sales training. Such knowledge will help researchers map out

how salespeople's training perceptions impact more global perceptions and indirectly

influence other outcomes. Phrased from an applications perspective, the reason for the

training research stream is that sales managers and sales trainers need to better understand

how salespersons assess their sales training needs. This understanding will allow trainers

to design training programs that better match the perceived training needs of the

salespersons. The premise taken is that better meeting salespeople's training needs will
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lead to more effective performance by those salespeople. These perceived training needs

are important in if we consider that new employees enter an organization with

preconceived ideas (Wanous, 1980). Recruits develop such expectations through

independent information searches or during the recruiting process. The trainees'

expectations relate to what the job requires and entails. The expectations are important to

the degree that the expectations are unmet, performance will be impacted negatively.

One may wonder why the theory base for sales training oriented research is

inadequate relative to the importance ascribed to training new salespeople. The case may

be that researchers have assumed that sales training practices have been adequate, as

many sales forces employ sales training programs. In that sense, training is considered a

commodity. Along these lines much of training research is descriptive. Instead of

developing perceptual or attitudinally driven models, researchers have investigated

characteristics of sales training within and across sales forces (see Table 2, page 196). As

well, relatively few researchers address how issues such as psychological climate affect

efficacy of sales training programs (cf., Tudor, Pelton & Strutton, 1993). At this point,

we need knowledge as to how salespeople as individuals look at training in terms of

needs and potential outcomes.

Need for Theory Based Research Assessing Sales Training

While sales management researchers have given little effort to building theory

underlying sales training, companies invest heavily in sales training programs, spending

in excess of $30 billion annually in sales training programs (Huber, 1985). These levels

of spending initially seems paradoxical that companies make such large expenditures in

absence of a sound base of knowledge concerning how training influences performance.
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Such behavior equates to leaving on a long journey without benefit of a map or explicit

directions. However, much theory and knowledge pertaining to workplace behavior

occurs post hoc. Management, in a sense, asks researchers how to improve status quo.

Researchers identify theoretical underpinnings, developing and testing models of work

place behaviors.

Presumably, management desires a reliable barometer of the efficacy of sales

training. El-Ansary (1993) found that certain elements of sales training programs (e.g.,

training budgets, training content, training sources, training length, training methods)

predicted sales force wide performance less than 50% of the time. Findings of the El

Ansary study imply a need to examine more closely the processes underlying sales

training in hopes of better delineating how salespeople's attitudes and expectations

regarding sales training transcend to performance and retention. One could possibly

conclude from the El-Ansary (1993) work that little or no correspondence exists between

sales training and job outcomes.

To understand the process of sales training, it is necessary to conceive the benefits

sales managers ascribe to sales training. That is, what do the individuals who oversee and

influence sales training expect? Chonko, Tanner, and Weeks (1993) evaluated sales

managers' beliefs concerning training. They determined that, sales managers believe

training programs have the capability to:

1. overcome common causes of salesperson under-performance,

2. help salespeople increase their productivity,

3. improve sales force morale,

4. increase retention,
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5. hasten sales trainees' progress along the learning curve,

6. improve customer relations,

7. enhance salespersons' time and territory management skills, and

8. lower selling costs by increasing selling efficiency.

Managers' beliefs regarding the benefits of sales training appear to be based more on

supposition, assumption, or desire rather than on a base of theory.

Our goal is to develop a base of theory regarding salespeople's expectations

concerning training. Perhaps managers hold the general expectation that all training is

good; and that accounts for the other viewpoints. Tradition, more so than theory, dictates

type content, and timing of sales training. Interviews conducted with sales managers

across industries indicated that sales training programs vary greatly in format, duration,

and content (Murrow & Sager Working Paper). However, most of the managers

interviewed indicated that their organization provided some type of sales training. Could

it be that sales managers see training as a panacea that can substitute for inadequate

efforts to develop salespeople over career stages? That is, has sales training become a

mechanism that absolves sales managers of the responsibility for a poorly performing

salesperson?

Nevertheless, one reason for the lack of knowledge concerning the determinants

and outcomes of sales training could very well be the lack of a concerted effort to

understand salespeople's perceptions regarding sales training. Such an effort would

address how salespeople form perceptions about training and how those perceptions

influence outcomes such as satisfaction with training, commitment to the organization,

and retention. A further question concerns how training satisfaction influences the sales
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trainee's use of knowledge, skills, and abilities garnered during sales training into the

actual selling environment (transfer of training)? [Thus, sales force researchers are

charged with extending the base for understanding of how beliefs and perceptions

concerning sales training influence salesperson behavior and attitudes.]

Theory and subsequent empirical research need to clarify several critical points;

among them:

1. How salespeople form expectations toward sales training.

2. How do salespeople perceive sales training?

3. How do salespeople's perceptions of sales training influence various

job related attitudes and behaviors?

4. How do behaviors and attitudes of salespeople that relate to training

perceptions influence performance and other job outcomes?

Statement of Purpose and Scope

In light of the need to increase understanding concerning salespeople's perceptions

of sales training and the influence of those perceptions on job performance and other

outcomes, this study develops and executes an analysis of several proposed relationships

among personal characteristics, job related characteristics, perceived training needs, sales

training variables, and related outcomes (e.g., transfer of sales training material, sales

performance, retention). The program of research will identify and evaluate salespersons'

attitudes toward sales training and the influences of training perceptions on salespersons'

behaviors and general attitudes. As well, a relationship between transfer of training

materials and performance will be evaluated.
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Globally stated, this research develops and partially tests a model of salespeople's

training attitudes and related outcomes. The model advances a set of relationships

concerning antecedents of salespersons' attitudes toward training, sales training transfer,

and the relationship between transfer and performance. Tests of the relationships are

expressed as hypotheses and tested using data gathered from a field survey of industrial

salespeople.

Proposed Model of Salespeople's Training Attitudes and Outcomes

The training attitudes model encompasses several categories of variables. The

first category involves individual characteristics of salespeople (e.g., previous selling

experience, age, education, locus of control). The next category of variables examined is

job related personality characteristics (e.g., task specific self-efficacy, learning

orientation). A third category of variables proposed to influence salesperson transfer of

training materials consists of various forms of social support (e.g., social support from the

selling organization, support from the salesperson's immediate sales manager, support

from fellow salespersons). Another category of variables proposed to affect training

transfer includes variables that may moderate relationships within the training process

such as: perceived training needs, training satisfaction, and role clarity. Outcome

variables of the training attitudes model include transfer of training, performance (e.g.,

sales, selling activities), intention to stay, and withdrawal. Each category of variable will

be briefly addressed.

Several researchers posit that individual characteristics of trainees such as

education, previous work experience, and locus of control are determinants of training

design and attitudes toward training (Fleishman & Mumford, 1989; Tannenbaum & Yukl,
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1992). Enhanced understanding of how individual characteristics influence salespeople's

training perceptions and transfer of training materials to the job will allow the sales

trainer to build a sales training program to suit salespeople's individual characteristics.

Sales trainers and sales management researchers need to understand how

salespeople formulate attitudes toward sales training. Theory developed by Fishbein and

Ajzen (1975) suggests that a relationship exists between attitudes (toward sales training),

intention (to complete training), and behavior (transfer of training). The Attitude-

Intention-Behavior Model (AIB) serves as a partial basis for the TAO training model. In

the TAO (Training, Attitudes, and Outcomes) Model, attitude corresponds to the

salesperson's satisfaction with sales training. Proposed behavior equates to transfer of

training materials from the training environment to the selling arena.

The cybernetic approach forms a second stanchion for the training model

discussed here. Under the cybernetic approach, a discrepancy between held expectations

and perceived reality, a gap, drives attitudes and ultimately influences inputs and job

outcomes (Edwards, 1992). For example, if the trainee's initial job expectations exceed

perceived reality gained from working on the sales job, then job involvement and job

satisfaction may be harmed. Under the cybernetic, approach if the trainee perceives sales

training as satisfactory (i.e., perceptions of the amount, quality, and areas of coverage

meet or exceed expectations), he or she should be expected to be more satisfied and more

confident and thereby engage in selling activities, as prescribed in training (i.e., transfer).

Conversely, a salesperson who is dissatisfied with the amount or quality of training, may

not transfer training materials and thereby become dissatisfied and less involved in the

job activities necessary to achieve suitable performance. Therefore, sales trainers and
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sales management researchers need to understand better how unmet or under met

expectations concerning training and satisfaction with training transcends to transfer of

training materials.

Several categories of variables fall within the scope of salespeople's training

perceptions. The variables can be ordered in a causal format as: determinants of

salespeople's training perceptions; dimensions of salespeople's training perceptions;

outcomes of salespeople's training perceptions; and moderators or mediators of

relationships between salespeople's training perceptions and both antecedent and

outcome variables (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Table 4 (page 197) depicts the classifications.

The following sections discuss several constructs within the framework

summarized in Table 4 (page 197). Each of the classifications is intended to serve as an

heuristic to help researchers better conceive theory regarding salespeople's training.

Individual Determinants of Salespeople's Training Perceptions

Job related personal characteristics, individual differences variables, and trait

variables are among the determinants of sales training perceptions (STPs in Table 4, page

197). Job related personal characteristics such as task specific self-efficacy (Bandura,

1986), locus of control (Spector, 1988), and learning orientation (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar,

1994), may influence both salespeople's training expectations and training perceptions.

Individual difference variables such as salesperson's age, the trainee's level of formal

education, and prior selling experience could potentially act as determinants of

salesperson's training perceptions. Individual differences variables offer several benefits

to researchers and managers who are interested in improving sales training. First,

individual differences are easily measurable. Second, individual differences relate to the
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salesperson rather than to others or to the job itself. Third, individual differences are

more stable than are attitudes or perceptions.

Sales trainers and sales management researchers need to understand the influences

of individual determinants when investigating salespeople's perceptions of sales training

and their evaluation of sales training programs. A clearer understanding of personal

characteristics could yield beneficial and actionable information on how salespeople form

attitudes during sales training.

Perceived training needs and training expectations are also expected to influence

sales training perceptions (Tannenbaum et al. 1991). The logic behind this precept rests

in the idea that sales trainees develop their own ideas of what is requisite for success in

selling. The sales trainees would expect either their previous selling experience or

subsequent sales training to deliver those elements required for success (e.g., knowledge,

skills, and abilities). Salespeople's post-training perceptions would consist of training

satisfaction which would in turn be influenced by the quality and extent of training, and

the perceived instrumentality of training.

The influence of colleagues, managers, and other organization members on

salespeople merits study. Sales trainers, sales managers, and sales management

researchers need to understand how organization members affect sales trainees attitudes

and perceptions of training, and salesperson socialization into the sales force. Further,

sales managers, sales trainers, and sales management researchers must understand the

effect of support from colleagues, managers, and the organization have on the transfer of

training materials.
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The relationship between sales training perceptions (STPs) and distal outcomes

may be mediated by training satisfaction, transfer of training, and post-training task

specific self-efficacy. This idea is suggested by the notion that sales training does not

necessarily lead to selling success. That is, selling success does not automatically occur

upon completion of a sales training program. The basic idea behind sales training is that

the salesperson must transfer the sales training materials into behavior to be successful.

The degree of training transfer may itself be influenced by training satisfaction, role

clarity, and post-training task specific self-efficacy. Distal outcomes of sales training are

sales performance, selling effort, intention to stay/leave, and withdrawal from the

organization (i.e., turnover, lowered participation, restricted effort).

The present chapter puts forth research propositions addressing:

1. sales trainees' attitude formation;

2. the effect of perceived training needs and training satisfaction on

transfer of training materials by salespeople;

3. the possible influence of task specific self-efficacy and role clarity on

proposed relationships between training constructs (e.g., training

perceptions, perceived training needs, training satisfaction), and

transfer of training and various outcomes.

Target audience for the research framework includes researchers who seek to understand

performance of salespeople, and sales managers or sales trainers who desire to increase

the effectiveness of corporate sales training programs.
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Statement of Research Questions

Prior research in sales training addresses such themes as timing of sales training,

who provides the sales training, and the content of sales training (e.g., El-Ansary, 1993;

Erffmeyer, Russ, & Hair, 1991; Honeycutt, Harris, & Castleberry, 1987). Much of the

previous work describes training as it exists. However, previous research has not

addressed how sales trainees perceive sales training. Such perceptions include initial

expectations sales trainees hold for sales training. Existing research as well has not

related salesperson expectations concerning sales training to various attitudinal and

behavioral outcomes such as satisfaction with sales training or use of sales training

materials on the job.

Relative to the needs expressed, the following research question are proposed.

1. How do salespeople's attitudes and expectations regarding the sales training

they received influence attitudes, performance, and retention?

The overall area of interest here relates to the impact of selected dimensions of

salespeople's attitudes regarding training on several job related attitudes, intentions, and

behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In light of this question, the research related here

proposes and tests a model of salesperson attitude formation toward training, the

Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model (TAO Model); (Figure 1, page 247). The model

is intended to assist researchers and sales managers to develop training programs that

positively influence job related attitudes, intentions, and behaviors.

A second research question addresses the relationship between training

satisfaction, transfer of training and objective salesperson performance. Greater

satisfaction with sales training should relate positively to the use of information and
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concepts gained in sales training (i.e., greater transfer of training). Such a positive

transfer of training is believed to be associated with changes in behavior that lead to

desirable outcomes such as improved sales performance (Table 4, page 197).

2. To what extent is a salesperson's satisfaction with training associated with

transfer of sales training materials?

How strongly is salespeople's satisfaction with sales training associated with sales

performance?

Transfer of training materials refers to the extent that the salesperson uses skills

and knowledge acquired through training (Goldstein, 1993). Transfer of training

materials is of interest to sales trainers, sales managers, and sales management

researchers alike because the extent of transfer of training materials should reflect the

salesperson's confidence in perceived efficacy of the sales training program. If the sales

trainee fails to transfer training materials or only partially transfers them, the training

organization has achieved a sub-optimal return on its investment. If salespeople transfer

training materials, the company may conclude that the salespeople are comfortable and

confident with sales training and that the company's investment in training will result in a

positive return.

Transfer of sales training materials can be considered a barometer of the

effectiveness of sales training. Table 3 (page 247) summarizes a taxonomy of transfer.

In Cell 1, a salesperson transfers (uses) training materials and achieves increased

performance. From that behavior/outcome combination, the sales manager or sales

trainer may infer that the training was proper and effective. One can speculate that the

sales manager or sales trainer could draw the same inference concerning the effectiveness
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of sales training were the sales person to exhibit low transfer and low performance (Cell

4). Salespeople who fail to use training materials experience difficulty achieving

performance goals. Underlying Cell 4, then, is a belief that the training program was

adequate. Sales managers and sales trainers could possibly infer from occurrences that

place salespersons in Cell 2 that training was improper for the salesperson's particular

mix of customers or situation. If transfer is positive yet performance declines or is poor,

reason exists to believe that training material was ineffective or even inappropriate. For

salespersons falling into Cell 3, low transfer with high performance, sales managers and

sales trainers might believe that these salespeople would be successful regardless of the

training provided. This anomaly might be due to the use of experienced salespeople or

product dominance in the market.

Another point of interest concerns Cells 1 (high transfer/high performance) and 4

(low transfer/low performance). Why do some salespeople utilize training and progress

toward successful selling careers while other salespeople do not use the identical training

and fail at a sales career? That question can be partially answered by identifying and

studying potential antecedents to transfer of sales training.

1. What attitudes and cognitions intervene between salespeople's

training perceptions (STPs) and transfer of training knowledge and

skill?

2. What personal traits or individual determinants influence

salespeople's training expectations and satisfaction with sales

training?
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Summary

The proposal seeks to advance knowledge concerning sales training in two ways.

First, the research will provide a theoretical framework researchers can use to investigate

relationships between salespeople's training perceptions (STPs), proposed antecedents

and proposed consequences. Second, the research will evaluate several of the linkages

proposed in the theoretical framework using data gathered from a field sample of

salespeople.

The proposed research will contribute to the body of knowledge in the area of

salesperson training by expanding understanding concerning what individual and

organizational determinants, perceptions, and attitudes foster and increase transfer of

training materials by salespeople. Developing greater understanding concerning such

variables should allow sales managers, sales trainers, and sales recruiters to improve

training programs and recruiting programs. For example, recruiters could use knowledge

concerning determinants of transfer to bring the profile of the successful sales recruit into

sharper focus. This profile would capture the characteristics of sales recruits who have

demonstrated a higher propensity to transfer training materials. In addition, sales

managers and sales trainers could use the information to refine training programs and

materials to facilitate transfer. Finally, the sales organization could come to better

understand what types of support (e.g., support from the sales manager, social support

from colleagues, support from the organization) facilitates the transfer of training

materials.

Hence the proposed research benefits scholarly researchers interested in

performance and retention of salespeople and professionals who manage and train
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salespeople. For example, formalized inquiry regarding determinants of transfer of sales

training offers relatively immediate benefit to practitioner groups by assisting sales

managers in identifying salespersons who possess characteristics or attributes that

facilitate the transfer of sales training materials. Sales organizations can then seek

recruits who posses such characteristics. Further, the proposed research evaluates the

influence of several forms of socialization on the transfer of sales training. Knowledge in

this area will suggest ways management can tap or invoke the salesperson socialization

process to heighten positive transfer of training. Finally, from a research perspective, the

proposed research seeks to explain the influence of training oriented attitudes (e.g.,

perceived training needs and training satisfaction) on transfer of sales training. Greater

cognizance of how salespeople perceive training will allow sales management researchers

to discern ways to present training so as to facilitate positive transfer.

This chapter has provided a preamble into the research issues under inquiry and

specifies the contribution of the research to applied and research oriented users. Chapter

II reviews related areas of research including thought concerning: learning; training;

individual characteristics; task specific self-efficacy; socialization; transfer of training;

and sales performance. Chapter III, proposes a model of salespeople's training attitudes

and related outcomes. The model draws from the sources reviewed in Chapter II.

Chapter III relates the research and psychometric instrumentation used to gain the data

necessary to examine the posited relationships.



CHAPTER II

THEORY AND EMPIRICAL RESEARCH RELATING TO SALESPEOPLE'S

TRAINING ATTITUDES AND OUTCOMES

Introduction

Chapter I related a rationale for examining salespersons' training attitudes and

related outcomes and specified the role of the present study; that is, to develop a model

and partially evaluate salespeople's training attitudes and related outcomes. The points

established in Chapter I are as follows:

1. Individual determinants and job related determinants influence several

antecedents and outcomes of salespeople's training perceptions.

2. Several variables, such as, training satisfaction, task specific self-

efficacy, and socialization influence the relationship between

salespeople's training perceptions and training outcomes.

3. The association between training and transfer of training is moderated

by a social support construct that consists of manager, company, and

colleague support of training dimensions.

4. A positive relationship exists between salespeople's transfer of

training and objective performance measures.

As presented in Chapter I, the constructs of interest within the Training Attitudes

and Outcomes Model (TAO Model) (Figure 1, page 247) include: salespeople's

22
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perceptions of the amount and quality of sales training (STPs), individual characteristics

variables (e.g., education, prior sales experience, trait anxiety, and locus of control), job

related personal characteristics (e.g., task specific self-efficacy, learning orientation,

customer orientation, work centrality), training satisfaction, sales force socialization,

transfer of training, and objective sales performance. Chapter II examines the relevant

literature addressing sales training and training in general with particular attention to:

individual characteristics, job related personal characteristics, training satisfaction, task

specific self-efficacy, socialization, social learning, transfer of training, and sales

performance. Before discussing the variables of interest, Chapter II first explains why

salespeople are an unusual and distinct research population.

Characteristics that Distinguish Salespeople as a Research Population

Sales representatives differ markedly from other employee populations.

Dubinsky, Howell, Ingram and Bellenger (1986) elucidate several characteristics that

distinguish salespeople from other employee populations. Dubinsky et al. (1986) observe

that salespeople are separated physically, socially, and psychologically from other

organization line and staff personnel. Physical separation isolates salespeople, and

thereby lessens the social control that might result from informal group affiliation in the

parent organization. In many cases, salespeople interact relatively infrequently with other

salespeople and managers affiliated with the employer. Interactions are often formal and

sporadic as in manager 'work withs' or at periodic sales meetings. The lessened

opportunity to interact escalates the importance of sales training to salespeople because

sales training serves as a primary avenue for initial socialization (Feldman, 1989).
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Salespeople learn the values, traditions, and culture of the sales organization

through training (Cespedes, 1995). As well, interaction with other salespeople, managers,

and trainers during sales training sessions and sales meetings can serve as a basis for

observational learning (i.e., social learning), training feedback, and it can provide a basis,

a grounding point, for social support gained through colleague camaraderie. Interaction

can further give the salespeople an indication of the extent of company, manager, and

colleague support.

Adaptability is a desirable characteristic for a salesperson. The broad scope of a

sales job necessitates flexibility and adaptability (Spiro & Weitz, 1990). Salespeople

must accurately perceive a buyer's needs and perspectives, and if possible, adjust their

presentation of a product or service to suit the buyer's needs. As well, salespeople must

anticipate the problems and changes in needs that buyers experience. The demand for

flexibility in the sales job dictates that sales training be broad in scope. Ideally, sales

training would familiarize the sales trainee with every conceivable situation encountered

in the field, and provide information on how to adapt to those situations.

Reality obscures the comprehensive approach to sales training analysis for a

number of reasons. First, in stark contrast to taking time for training, sales managers

often desire to operationalize new sales representatives quickly in order to obtain and

maintain market contact. Given the countervailing pressure to enable the salesperson and

to train the salesperson properly, the organization must determine, often judgementally,

when a salesperson has been trained sufficiently to perform the job. Second, training

costs for new salespeople can be high with only a marginal short-run return for each

incremental dollar spent on training. Training investment can be lost if a salesperson
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leaves the organization in less than one year. Third, some sales managers argue that the

nature of the sales job necessitates on the job training, or baptism by fire; that is,

"experience is the best teacher." This form of training might permanently damage the

salesperson's and the organization's credibility with the customer. Finally, the new

salesperson may lack the perspective necessary to benefit from some types of information

or skills. Such skills may be more effectively provided at a later career point.

The nature and demands of the selling job vary across situations and over time.

The salesperson occupies a boundary spanning role in that salespeople work with a wide

range of customers and gatekeepers both within their own and customers' organizations

(Dubinsky et al. 1986). In their role as boundary spanners sales representatives are highly

susceptible to role ambiguity (Bagozzi, 1980; Teas, 1983). Perceived role ambiguity

exists when the salesperson believes there is a lack of relevant information needed to

execute the job effectively (Singh, 1993). Sales training should help the salesperson

manage such ambiguity by providing salespeople with a clearer perspective. Sales

training can be useful if it helps salespeople properly conceive their multiple roles. Sales

training may give the salesperson the confidence and skills necessary to manage multiple

roles. Such task-related self-confidence or efficacy may be a factor in determining

whether or not the salespersons choose to transfer their knowledge regarding different

role responsibilities (Chowdhury, 1993).

Selling necessitates considerable persistence and self motivation. Automatic

supervisory aids such as quotas, compensation plans, and expense policies guide

salespeople in the absence of direct supervision ( Challagalla & Shervani, 1996: Cravens

et al. 1993; Dubinsky et al. 1986; Robertson & Anderson, 1993). In light of the
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specificity of salespersons' goals, salespeople need both internal motivation and time

management skills. The qualities of persistence and organization become paramount and

are areas that should be addressed by sales training.

The selling situation is fraught with uncertainty and role conflict (Dubinsky et al.

1986; Walker, Churchill, & Ford, 1977). Role conflict is the belief that two or more

individuals or groups are making incompatible demands concerning how the selling job

should be performed (Ford, Walker, & Churchill, 1976). Role conflict contributes to

salesperson dissatisfaction (Walker et al. 1977). A sales training program can help the

salesperson better face uncertainty and conflict. Salespeople should be trained to employ

interpersonal skills and conflict management techniques.

Salespeople's efforts often produce delayed results. (Dubinsky et al. 1986). Fruits

of the salesperson's efforts may take time to materialize. Because a sale may take months

of effort, positive and negative reinforcement can be delayed. A salesperson may then

become disillusioned or disinterested in the sales job. Salespeople who become frustrated

because they see little immediate success might be prone to attempt methods of selling

other than those imparted during sales training. Under such a scenario, the salesperson

may not be transferring the sales training received.

Sales training can be designed to sensitize salespeople to the delayed gratification

aspect of a sales job. Indirect support exists for the expectation. Feldman (1981) and

Wanous (1980) speculate that exposing salespeople to a realistic job preview prior to

organizational entry enhances the accuracy of initial expectations concerning job and

organization characteristics. Thus, as Edwards (1992) observes, efforts to impress the
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trainee with reality should lessen the gap between expectations and perceived reality.

Such clarification can be expected to increase role clarity and thereby reduce role stress.

In summary, as a research population salespeople operate in circumstances of

isolation, wherein job demands and scope may be ambiguous and where demands of

customers and company often conflict (Goolsby, 1992; Goolsby, Lagace, & Boorom,

1992). The temporal aspect of the job can be uncertain because of buyers' decision

cycles with consequent uncertainty concerning the direction and impact of efforts.

Training can play several roles in such a variegated environment. Training can

improve the clarity of a salesperson's role perceptions, lessening the stress associated

with the job; it can enhance the salesperson's self-efficacy beliefs regarding selling skills;

and enhance the salesperson's knowledge regarding buying environments, thereby

increasing general self-efficacy (Goolsby, 1992; Goolsby et al. 1.992).

The preceding section characterizes salespersons as a research population, and

expostulates their ramifications for the nature of sales training. The following discussion

expands the scope of the review, to encompass research that corresponds to other areas of

potential benefit to the study of salespeople's training attitudes and outcomes.

Theory and Research Addressing Sales Training

A growing body of literature addresses sales training. Within the sales training

literature, researchers have investigated several topics, among them content and outcomes

of sales training programs, salespeople's satisfaction with training, and technology

applications in salespeople training.

Chapter 1 notes that published research in the area of sales training is largely

descriptive, as opposed to being theory-based or empirical. Researchers address such
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issues as sales technique, training content (El-Ansary, 1993; Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram,

1993), training methodologies (Honeycutt, Harris, & Castleberry, 1987; Kerr &

Burzinski, 1988), sales trainees' perceptions of training (Chonko, Tanner, & Weeks,

1993), and the extent to which sales training objectives are used in conducting sales

training programs (Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram, 1993). Salespersons' needs assessment

used in designing sales training programs (Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram, 1993), how

training programs are evaluated (e.g., sales trainees' reaction to the training program)

(Erffmeyer, Russ, & Hair, 1991; Honeycutt & Stevenson, 1989), and discrepancies

between what is taught in a sales training program and what is needed by successful

salespeople (Kerr & Burzynski, 1988) are other areas subjected to investigation. But,

researchers focus little attention on relationships between training perceptions, their

antecedents, and related outcomes (cf., Chonko, Turner, & Weeks, 1993; Tudor, Pelton &

Strutton, 1993). Essentially then, sales managers and sales trainers must assume on faith,

that sales training in general benefits the sales trainee and the organization. On that basis,

sales organizations invest substantial resources training new and more experienced

salespeople. A hastened learning process, increased retention, and greater performance

are among the benefits sales trainers and managers ascribe to sales training (Honeycutt,

Howe, & Ingram, 1993; Honeycutt, Harris, & Castleberry, 1987; Honeycutt &

Stevenson, 1989). Of course, those benefits hinge on the appropriateness of a particular

training program to a specific selling scenario, and more so to the perceived needs of a set

of salespeople. A poor correspondence between the training program and the sales

environment may actually impede the salesperson (Goldstein, 1993). Likewise, a poor

correspondence may adversely influence transfer of training. Without positive transfer,
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sales managers and sales trainers would have difficulty determining the efficacy of sales

training programs. Despite its importance as a vehicle for determining the efficacy of

training efforts, transfer of sales training has received almost no research attention from

the scholarly community.

Following this line of reasoning, potential influences transfer of sales training

material should be identified and investigated. Several variables such as training provider

(e.g., an external provider organization, sales manager, company sales trainer, a senior

sales representative, or a mentor El-Ansary, 1993), an environment or culture that may

foster or downplay formal training (Chonko, Tanner, Weeks, 1993; El-Ansary, 1993;

Honeycutt & Stevenson, 1989), training methodology (centralized training, localized

training, personal training, automated training, self-study, work-with training, or some

combination (El-Ansary, 1993)), or similarity of training setting to sales job setting

(Goldstein, 1993) have been studied. Thus far, most of the investigations concerning

transfer are descriptive rather than empirical. These studies do not assess hypotheses

regarding transfer or its determinants.

In light of the extensive body of research addressing influence of attitudinal and

perceptual constructs relative to job satisfaction, performance, and turnover of

salespeople, and the recent interest in sales training, it is propitious to propose and

investigate theory based relationships between constructs representing salespeople's

perceptions of sales training, other attitudinal constructs, and relevant outcome variables,

particularly transfer of training. At this point, a chief question is whether salespersons'

perceptions of training received influence transfer of training materials to the job setting.

As a first step, it is necessary to investigate how these training perceptions are formed.
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(Training perceptions in this context refer to the impressions relative to sales training

formed by the sales trainee).

Variables external to the training program are one source of influence on training

perceptions and salespeople's responses to sales training as well. Examples of several

potential external sources of influence on training perceptions include individual

differences variables (e.g., education, sales experience, age, gender), job-related personal

characteristics (e.g., locus of control, task specific self-efficacy, learning orientation

Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992), and organizational variables such as perceptions of support

received from the sales manager and from the company itself (e.g., manager support,

company support). Such external variables need to be specified and examined relative to

potential mediators and distal outcomes of salespeople's training perceptions.

Consequently, an integral, theory-based, research framework must be developed before

examinations of bivariate relationships between external variables and salespeople's

training perceptions can be justified, and most certainly before any multivariate

investigations can be conducted.

Some insight can be gained concerning the types of constructs and more focused

variables that comprise the framework of salespeople's training perceptions and outcomes

by reviewing findings of research addressing sales training. (Table 6, page 203)

summarizes by topic area research addressing sales training.) The temporal scope of the

table captures research published over the past fifteen years in the Journal of Personal

Selling and Sales Management, and in other journals that focus on selling and sales

management. The following sections evaluate that body of research as summarized by

topic area in Table 6 (page 203).
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Training Content

El-Ansary (1993) investigated the impact of sales training content, length,

methods, and trainer source on new and experienced salespersons' performance. The

study is highly descriptive and quite informative, including as well, information

concerning training budget, selling skills/techniques training, self-training and formal

evaluation of training. One of El-Ansary's findings was that top performing sales forces

train salespeople for three to nine months, while low performing sales forces train less

than three months. So initial evidence suggests that the length of the training program

may relate positively to performance, although transfer of training itself remains

unaddressed. Further, top performing sales forces exposed new salespersons to a wider

array (scope) of training topics, and they employed multiple training methods. Depth of

training may be related to performance as well. In addition, top performing sales forces

employed a wider assortment of training sources such as, experienced sales people,

company trainers, trade associations, vendor sales forces, department managers, and

vendor training schools. Low performing sales forces emphasized classroom training,

role playing, training by their supplier sales forces, and demonstration techniques for their

more experienced salespersons. El-Ansary determined that training budgets were the

same for both high and low performing sales forces.

Several limitations were associated with the study. El-Ansary (1993) neglected to

discuss how the selling organizations were dichotomized into high and low performing

organizations. No data were provided to indicate the comparability of the firms relative

to recruiting practices, compensation methods, industry representativeness, and size of

firm. Despite its limitations, the evidence provided in the El-Ansary study lends credence
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to the belief that formalized training relates positively (not negatively or neutrally) to

sales performance. The mechanism that transcends the relationship remains to be

specified and tested.

Honeycutt, Howe, and Ingram (1993) examined the extent to which sales training

objectives are used in conducting sales training programs. They inferred from the

findings generated from a questionnaire distributed to 136 sales training executives

(members of National Society of Sales Training Executives), 500 sales managers

(subscribers to Sales and Marketing Management), and 1,000 sales representatives

(selected by their sales managers) that few firms set training objectives systematically.

The researchers postulated that sales organizations allocate training time to the following

topics in descending order:

1. product information,

2. sales techniques,

3. market information, and

4. company information.

Honeycutt et al. (1993) observed that what firms offer in sales training often

corresponds poorly to salespersons' needs. For example, 60% of the salespeople

surveyed preferred more training time invested in product information and markets

served, but 60% of the training executives suggested more time should be spent on

improving sales techniques. Hence, evidence exists for a difference in perspective by

level between salespeople's perceptions of their training information needs and the

managers perception of those needs. Consumer product and service organizations both

spend much more training time on selling techniques than product information or market
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information. Only industrial goods firms spent more time on product information.

Perhaps because industrial customers have more specific need for the product.

Puri (1993) surveyed sales managers and purchasing managers regarding several

topics; among them: how sales and purchasing managers rated salespeople on several

task-oriented qualities (e.g., follow-through skills, product knowledge, problem solving

abilities); the sales managers' perspective on the length and content of their firms' sales

training program, and other unrelated to sales training.

Puri found that 37% of the firms surveyed did not train salespeople. Twenty-three

percent of the firms trained from three to six months, 13% trained six to nine months,

15% trained nine to twelve months, 7% trained twelve to fifteen months, and 5% of firms

trained more than fifteen months. A notable point from Puri's (1993) study is that 60%

of the firms surveyed devote less than six months to training a new salesperson. Over

half those firms offer new salespeople no formal training. Despite the Dartnell (Heide,

1996) survey data indicating that replacing a salesperson costs a firm at least six thousand

dollars, and the El-Ansary (1993) findings that training appears to escalate performance

of salespeople, it appears that the bulk of sales forces either provide an abbreviated

training program or offer no formal training.

Managers rankings of the qualities of sales representatives varied. Puri found that

purchasing managers ranked follow-through skills, product knowledge, and integrity as

the most important task-oriented attributes of a salesperson. The least important

attributes to purchasing managers were, knowledge of competitors' products, industry

knowledge, and appropriate call frequency. On the other hand, sales managers ranked

integrity, credibility, and follow-through skills as the most important attitudes. The
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attributes mentioned the least were knowledge of competitors' products, presentation

skills, and industry knowledge. Follow-through is a quality held as important by both

sales and purchasing managers.

Kerr and Burzynski (1988) compared salespersons' characteristics pertaining to

success (e.g., commitment to quality and customer service; aggressiveness; persistence;

self-confidence; sales, problem-solving, communication, and time management skills;

and product, industry, and market knowledge) with sales training program content. Using

data gained from 235 sales managers and sales trainers, the researchers identified the

requisite characteristics for salesperson success. Listed in descending order, the

characteristics identified as necessary for salesperson success were attitude, skills, and

knowledge. In contrast sales training programs studied placed various levels of emphasis

on selling skills (56% to 65% of the program content), knowledge (43% to 35% of the

program content) and attitudes (1% or less of the program content).

The Kerr and Burzynski (1988) study results indicate a discrepancy between what

salespeople and trainers believe they need to receive in training and what content sales

training programs provide. The sources of information for the study, sales trainers and

sales managers, are biased in that salespeople were excluded. Still, if providers of training

see discrepancies between content offered and content needed, might trainees not see

such discrepancies to an even greater extent? Again, research exploring salespeople's

perceived training needs and expectations would shed light on the discrepancy uncovered

by Kerr and Burzynski (1988).
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Training Attitudes

Training attitudes refer to the cognitive and affective beliefs an individual has

concerning training. Chonko, Tanner, and Weeks (1993) investigated salespersons'

satisfaction with training programs, using a sample of 106 subscribers of a sales

publication. Their findings suggest that sales organizations ignore important aspects of

sales training that influence selling effectiveness. Among the neglected areas are the

following: salespeople's perceptions of the company's commitment to training,

communicating the benefits of training to sales trainees, supervisor feedback relating to

training, and rewards for salespersons' learned behavior. Drawing from the study results,

it appears that sales organizations need to convey clearly to salespeople how sales

training relates learning the job and to their ultimate success, and as well, to convey the

company's desire to continue training beyond the initial sales training program. Such an

environment fosters the learning orientation discussed by Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar

(1994).

Tudor, Pelton, and Strutton (1993) studied to what extent differing levels in the

proficiency of sales force training influence psychological climate within sales forces

(i.e., fairness, cohesiveness, and innovation) and to what extent the sundry components of

psychological climate within selling organizations vary between genders. The

researchers hypothesized that salespeople who believed their training was administered

proficiently as opposed to sales trainees that believed their organization's training was not

administered proficiently would express greater autonomy, more cohesiveness, see more

fairness in the organization, reflect greater innovation, and perceive less pressure from

managers.
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Results of the study supported mostly the hypothesized relationships. Tudor et al.

(1993) reported no gender-based differences in salesperson innovation, fairness,

cohesion, or autonomy. All of the other hypothesized relationships received support,

except one relating to autonomy. Salespeople who were more certain their training

helped them become proficient also perceived a more favorable organizational climate

(innovativeness, fairness, cohesion) and lower perceptions of pressure. Findings of the

Tudor et al. (1993) study suggest that a positive halo effect can be associated with

perceived sales training proficiency. The halo carries over to other aspects of the sales

organization's climate.

A salesperson's perception of training proficiency is surely an element of sales

training perceptions (STPs). Training proficiency refers to how well the training

organization conducts sales force training. Judging from Tudor et al. (1993) study

findings one can expect that salespersons' sales training perceptions (STPs) are

associated with perceptions of the organization. Thereby, the organization can benefit

from a 'halo effect' inspired by the salespersons' perception of tenor of training. In

addition, salespeople's perceptions of the organization could potentially be influenced by

salespersons' perceived organization and manager support for training programs. One

must now ask, what are the underlying dimensions of perceived training proficiency and

how are these sales training perceptions formed?

Other Sales Training Topics

Erffieyer, Russ, and Hair (1991) evaluated the prevalence of needs assessment

and evaluation practices by sales forces as perceived by a random sample of members of

the American Society of Training and Development. They investigated the relative
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importance sales managers ascribed to needs assessment, implementation, and post

training evaluation exercises, as aspects of a sales training program. They further

identified the sources of sales training information salespeople considered most

meaningful (e.g., upper level managers, trainers, sales managers, interviews with

salespeople), and how frequently those sources are used to evaluate sales force training

needs. Erffrneyer et al. (1991) also evaluated relationships between several

organizational characteristics and the form of sales training needs assessment used.

Results of the study suggest that managers ranked sales training implementation

above sales training planning and training evaluation. Further, salespeople rated as most

important sources of information regarding training program content and implementation:

management judgement; interviews with salespeople; and performance measures (e.g.,

sales volume, customer service, sales calls, selling expenses, customer complaints, profit

margin, turnover). The recommendations from upper management, training departments,

sales managers, and incumbent salespeople were identified as the most important when

selecting the areas of sales training course content.

Findings of Erffieyer et al. (1991) study suggest that salespeople's impressions

of the beliefs of upper management have a crucial influence on the timing, content, and

extent of sales training programs. Sales managers' feelings about training have less sway

with salespeople than the researchers initially thought. From these findings, one might

infer that timing, content, and extent of sales training might be considered a financial

resource by upper management, so less training would be provided to salespeople

following a bad business year. However, the beliefs and background of upper managers

could very well influence the shape of training programs. Admittedly, the source of
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information, members of the American Society of Training and Development, may have

biased the study findings. Nevertheless, the findings reported by Chonko et al. (1993) fit

with those concerning how strongly salespeople believe the company is committed to

training. Taken together, findings of the two studies lead to a deduction that if

salespeople believe that upper management supports training, then they will have a

positive perception of the company's training system. Perhaps such beliefs will reflect a

higher level of self-efficacy perceptions on the part of salespeople.

Honeycutt and Stevenson (1989) observed how sales managers from a number of

different size and type of companies evaluated sales training programs and ascertained

how sales managers' knowledge and attitudes related to evaluating sales training. The

research investigated how sales managers evaluated several facets of the trainees'

response to a sales training program: sales trainees' reaction to the sales training program

(i.e., their attitudes and feelings); knowledge of principles, facts, and sales techniques

attributable to the sales training program; attitude (changes in behavior); and results

(changes in performance).

Honeycutt and Stevenson (1989) infer from the study findings, that smaller firms

seldom evaluate efficacy of their sales training program, and that sales managers

generally oppose direct evaluation of the utility of sales training programs. The

researchers believed that sales managers had various reasons for not evaluating sales

training programs. Some sales managers' reasons for not evaluating training include:

1. "The company is successful, therefore, the training program must be

effective."

2. "There is no need to evaluate; what we do is good."
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3. "Evaluation is difficult or time consuming."

4. "The training staff should conduct the evaluation."

5. "Training evaluations may not be able to prove anything."

6. "If the evaluations prove the training is not effective, the manager will be

terminated."

It is puzzling that sales mangers are opposed to evaluating efficacy of training.

While guessing is highly speculative, it may be that sales managers see the utility of

training as delayed, and that the salesperson will recognize the benefit of training as

experience amasses. Likewise, sales managers may appreciate the difficulty of measuring

the transferability of certain types of training (e.g., cognitive skills).

Honeycutt, Harris, and Castleberry (1987) investigated specificity of sales training

objectives, sales training content, instructional techniques and methods, and sales training

evaluation using a sample consisting of 155 sales trainers who were members of the

National Society of Sales Training Executives. The researchers found that 90% of the

companies responding had definite training objectives. However, the stated objectives

may have been too nebulous to be meaningful in developing training programs. Only a

very small percentage mentioned primary objectives for sales training such as product

knowledge. Sales training content included product information (35% of the

respondents), selling techniques (30% of the respondents), market information (15% of

the respondents), and company information (15% of the respondents). It can be inferred

from the findings that some companies view sales training as a panacea for financial and

personnel-related problems such as lagging sales, excessive salesperson turnover, or

declining market share. Such expectations seem overly optimistic. The linkage between
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several perceptual, attitudinal, temporal, and experiential constructs.

Salespeople's Perceptions of Training Needs

Dubinsky and Staples (1981) investigated salespeople's perceptions concerning

how prepared salespeople were to use various sales techniques that could be addressed

through sales training. Among the domains where salespeople believed they were well

prepared were:

1. cold canvassing and qualifying during the prospecting phase;

2. asking direct questions, cold calling, and phoning for appointments in the pre

approach phase;

3. using a consumer-benefit, a question, or a curiosity sales approach;

4. helping the prospect visualize the offering, asking questions to establish the

prospect's understanding, tailoring presentations, speaking the prospect's

language, and demonstrations during the sales presentation;

5. using partially standardized approaches, direct answers, and case histories

while handling objections;

6. making direct closes and assumptive closes;

7. handling complaints; periodic follow-up; and reassuring customers during the

post sale period.

Salespeople believed they could use additional training in the following areas:

1. identifying leads from: service clubs, chambers of commerce, etc.; identifying

leads from noncompeting sales people; and using "bird dogs" to prospect;

2. using letters of referral;
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3. employing premium, shock, or showmanship approaches;

4. using showmanship or dramatization in sales presentations;

5. using the pass-up, "it's in your hands," or humor to handle objections;

6. making minor-decision or emotional closes;

7. sending thank-you notes or getting customer referrals.

The Dubinsky and Staples (1981) investigation was useful because it addressed

salespersons' perceived training needs directly. Unfortunately, the study format

precluded assessing the nature and form of relationship between training needs and other

variables such as amount of sales training, transfer of sales training, and sales

performance. However, the study provides an idea of areas salespeople may evaluate

relative to sales training.

Conclusions Concerning Salespeople's Training Needs

Several major conclusions can be drawn from the research addressing

salespeople's training needs. Sales training exudes a halo effect (Dubinsky & Staples,

1981). That is, training can contribute to a more positive sales force climate. A positive

sales force climate is evidenced by salesperson autonomy, cohesiveness, fairness,

organizational and flexibility (Tudor et al. 1993). Sales managers are reticent to evaluate

the impact of sales training programs (Honeycutt & Stevenson, 1989). Upper

management dictates content, duration, and extent of sales training (Erffineyer et al.

1991). Company management views sales training as a panacea for financial maladies

such as lagging sales and for personnel related problems such as turnover (Honeycutt et

al. 1993). These conclusions provide a researcher with a general idea of the backdrop for

analysis of salespeople's training perceptions.
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A second type of conclusion concerns the nature of the body of research

addressing salespeople's training perceptions. Most of the body of literature concerning

salespeople's training in general is descriptive. The areas studied in Table 6 (page 203)

indicate that to date, researchers have investigated areas of need relative to sales training.

Many of the studies (e.g., El-Ansary, 1993; Erffireyer, Russ, & Hair, 1991; Honneycutt,

Harris, & Castleberry, 1987; Kerr & Burzynski, 1988; Puri, 1993; ) provide respondents

impressions of the importance or ranking of various content areas or skills related to sales

training. However, other than the work published by Tudor, Pelton and Strutton (1993), a

dearth of information exists concerning salespeople's perceptions of their training;

researchers need to learn more about how aspects of the person, the organization, the

manager, or the environment influence salespeople's use of sales training materials (i.e.,

transfer of training materials). Hence, any suggestions researchers make concerning how

to facilitate a positive transfer of training program content are at best speculative, given

the lack of perceptions-based information needed to make direct inference. Likewise,

little knowledge exists concerning to what extent transfer of training influences

salespeople's performance. By building on the descriptive knowledge base, sales

management researchers should be able to develop a theoretical framework that

incorporates the emerging salespeople's perceptions of training needs and attitudes.

Role of Socialization Relative to Salespeople's Training Perceptions

A critical objective of organizations and selling organizations in particular is the

necessity of getting new employees "up-to-speed". Essentially, management desires to

move a newly hired salesperson ahead on the learning curve as quickly as possible. To

facilitate learning and enhance retention of newly hired salespeople, organizations seek to
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tap the process of socialization new salespeople undergo following entry. Assimilation of

salespeople into the selling organization entails successful socialization. The belief is

that the socialization process can be harnessed to facilitate refining of new salespeople.

Training overlaps and relates with socialization. The interrelationship between

sales training and socialization is difficult to articulate. One may view socialization as

part of the salesperson's informal training, or view training as a formal component within

the socialization process. In either case, the organization seeks to hasten the process of

converting a neophyte salesperson, essentially a cost center, into a profit producing asset.

Hence newly hired salespersons, an initial aspect of training, registers as an important

aspect of the organization's training system. As well socialization allows the salesperson

to establish (to one extent to validate) a perceptual base, comparing initial expectations

concerning aspects of the job with reality.

Each theorist contributes a distinct viewpoint on the nature of the socialization

process. Feldman (1981) conceptualizes organizational socialization as the process

wherein employees are transformed from organization outsiders to participating and

effective organization members. Van Maanen (1978) emphasizes the idea that during

socialization the new employee surrenders pre-existing attitudes;, behaviors, and values.

Caplow (1964) focuses on the acquisition of new self-images and commitments as a

keystone of socialization. Schein (1978) contends that the new employee learns and

adopts organizational rules and goals. Across the themes one notes that socialization is a

transformational process wherein a newcomer learns but does not necessarily adopt the

mores and folkways of the organization. That is, the newcomer becomes cognizant of

goals and policies, and learns how to comport oneself in the boundary role.
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Much of the contemporary work in socialization draws on the socialization model

proposed by Feldman (1981) (e.g., Dubinsky et al. 1986). Feldman (1981; Figure 2, page

248) envisions the socialization process as containing three distinct objectives:

1. acquisition of a set of suitable role behaviors,

2. the formation of work skills and abilities, and

3. alignment to the work group's values and norms.

Feldman's socialization model entails three phases: (1) anticipatory socialization (i.e.,

learning that occurs before a member joins the organization); (2) encounter (i.e., the point

in time where the newcomer first experiences the reality of organizational membership);

and (3) change and acquisition (i.e., the point where appropriate long-lasting changes take

place in the individual).

At each stage of the socialization process, Feldman (1981) specifies relationships

between component variables. Different variables attain prominence during each stage.

For example, during the anticipatory stage, pertinent process variables are: (1) attaining

realism about the organization; (2) discerning realism about the job; (3) matching of skills

and abilities (i.e., the employee's recognition of the requisite skills and abilities to

complete task assignments successfully); and (4) achieving congruence of needs and

values (i.e., the employee adopts the organization's values and recognizes personal needs

that the organization can meet). Realism about the job is theorized to affect the

salesperson's perception of the congruence of skills and abilities, a relationship that

should have a significant impact on a sales trainee's pre-training expectations. Trainees

would expect sales training to concentrate on areas where they perceive low congruence

between organization needs and salesperson skills and abilities. That is, the sales trainee
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would expect the organization to direct attention to remedy the trainee's weaknesses and

downplay areas of high perceived congruence.

Feldman believes that the extent the newcomer perceives the reality of the

organization in the anticipatory socialization phase facilitates progress through the

encounter phase. Ideally then, the salesperson who is presented with a realistic preview

of the selling job will perceive fewer conflicts between aspects within the working

environment and nonwork aspects of existence.

As Figure 2 (page 248) indicates the encounter stage is dominated by five process

variables (management of outside-life conflicts, management of intergroup role conflicts,

role definition, initiation to the task, and initiation to the group). Encounter involves the

salesperson's first experiences participating as a member of the organization. Initial

participation serves as the real initiation to the role the salesperson plays in that the

newcomer experiences conflicts between personal needs, organizational needs, and

customer needs.

The newcomer begins to adjust to the organization during the change and

acquisition stage. The processes that dominate the change and acquisition stage involve

resolving conflicts the newcomer has identified and developing job skills. As a part of

adjustment, newcomers begin to assess personal satisfaction with the job and to develop a

motivational system.

As noted earlier, socialization and training interrelate. However, the foci of

socialization and sales training differ. Sales training researchers address salespeople's

performance of work tasks (usually in terms of objective measures), whereas socialization

researchers focus on individual conformity or deviance from the parameters set by the
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organization. The difference resides with the specificity of focus. Training research

focuses on tasks, knowledge, and skills related to performance of a specific job.

Organization based socialization research investigates the nature of the process that

readies and qualifies individuals to inhabit organizational positions (Feldman, 1989). In

that light sales training relates more to the job aspect of the socialization process.

Overlap exists between the setting or climate aspect of the salesperson's work group and

other role partners.

Empirical research addressing employee socialization has produced several

findings pertinent to theory building concerning salespeople's perceptions of training.

Table 7 (page 208) summarizes many of the findings presented in subsequent sections. In

general, socialization research introduces the need for attention to the ways informal

interactions facilitate the transfer of training materials. There is a paucity of specific

knowledge relative to how informal interactions facilitate or inhibit transfer of training

materials.

To a great extent, empirical work lags behind theory in the area of socialization

(Dubinsky et al. 1985; Feldman, 1981; Grant & Bush, 1996; Morrison & Brantner, 1991).

Still, several findings exist that may be pertinent to sales training research. Feldman

(1989) emphasizes the point that an employee's adjustment to a work group strongly

relates to the person's ability to learn the job. Cross-applying that finding, it appears that

a sales trainee's positive adaptation to the sales setting would facilitate learning. Intra-

group relationships are also significant to the salesperson gathering relevant information

and becoming a functioning member of the organization. Feldman (1976) observed that

newcomers believe that until they can rely on co-workers, they cannot obtain information
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essential to doing their jobs well. That is, newcomers wish to perceive trusting

relationships with established coworkers before coworker advice is either shared by the

established coworker or accepted by the newcomer.

Aside from the role of coworkers in socialization a newcomer, socialization

researchers also comment on the role of mastering the tasks associated with the job.

Newcomer socialization into an organization consists of becoming adjusted to the job

role and becoming adjusted to the group. However, the employee becoming adjusted to

the job role may be the most time consuming aspect of the socialization process

(Feldman, 1976; Graen, Orris, & Johnson, 1973; Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975; Van

Maanen, 1978). Newcomers spend decreasing amounts of time learning their tasks, but

increasing amounts of time trying to manage role conflicts. Feldman (1989) believes that

the employee's mastery of abilities and work skills strongly influences performance of

routine job activities, enhances general satisfaction, and lessens the likelihood of

turnover. Thus, salespeople who reach proficiency at the job quickly, should be more

satisfied, and less likely to leave. Feldman further believes that employee's adjustment to

the norms of the group has the strongest influence on cooperative behavior and job

involvement. Salespeople who adopt group norms are more likely to become involved in

the sales organization. The finding fits well with findings regarding salespersons'

commitment and retention reported by Johnston et al. (1990).

While Feldman elucidates much of what scholars espouse regarding socialization

processes, Jones (1986) contributes to understanding regarding the tactics organizations

use to socialize new employees. Jones dichotomizes socialization tactics into two

categories: institutionalized tactics (i.e., collective, formal, sequential, variable, serial, or
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divestiture) and individualized tactics (i.e., informal, random, fixed, disjunctive, and

investiture). Institutionalized socialization tactics provide common initiation and

learning experiences which facilitate the personal adjustments of new sales people.

Individualized tactics provide newcomers with unique initiation and learning experiences

which are less likely to provide standardized learning experiences. Individualized

socialization tactics are more likely to result in newcomers with innovative role

orientations (Grant & Bush, 1996). To assess the validity of the dichotomy, Jones (1986)

investigated the relationship between socialization tactics used by organizations and

several role and personal outcomes (i.e., role orientation, role conflict, intention to quit,

role ambiguity, and job satisfaction).

Jones' (1986) finding suggest several relationships involving tactical aspects of

socialization.

1. The greater the size of the training cohort under the institutionalized training

model, the more formal and distancing the training will be.

2. An institutional strategy of training in large groups instills less positive affect

toward the organization among trainees and generates less innovative behavior

than does an individualized training system.

3. Collective training, under the institutional model, generates the greatest

cohesion among new recruits.

Interpreting Jones findings requires more insight about institutionalized and

individualized socialization models.

Institutional socialization is formal in that it occurs away from the work setting,

follows an explicit sequence and timing of activities, has role models present, and
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provides support from organization members. Individual socialization encompasses

individual learning experiences. Individual socialization involves little codified

information regarding the sequence or timing of training or career progression. It allows

newcomers to develop their own roles; treatment by organization members disconfirms

the newcomers' identities. Newcomers learn their role largely by trail and error through

interactions with others.

The two models, institutionalized and individualized offer another perspective for

evaluating sales training relationships. Nicely, Jones (1986) findings imply that each

model may be associated with different perceptions on the part of salespeople. Differing

perceptions will be associated with different outcomes in terms of organizational

commitment, role stress, performance, and turnover.

At this juncture several contextual interpretations can be offered for Jones' (1986)

findings. Under an institutionalized training strategy executed with a large class, a trade

salesperson tracks personal progress in the organization relative to that of others from the

same training cohort. Such a metric fits with the academy company environment once

fostered by industry giants such as IBM and Procter & Gamble. An individualized

training strategy relates positively to innovative behavior in trainees, but it also generates

greater uncertainty and role confusion. For individuals with lower self-efficacy beliefs

(less task-based self confidence), institutionalized socialization tactics result in stronger

custodial orientations. That is, a newcomer who has lower self-confidence tends to

accept more readily the established limits of a role in an organization, rather than

attempting to customize or adjust procedures for performing a role (innovative

orientation). Institutionalized socialization tactics help new employees increase self-
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confidence, through becoming dependent on the organization for help and support.

Notably newcomers' self-efficacy beliefs moderated the effects of institutionalized tactics

on role orientation such that newcomers with higher self-efficacy beliefs exhibited

weaker relationships between institutionalized tactics and role orientation. According to

Jones (1986) this moderating relationship poses that newcomers to an organization with

high self-efficacy use self as a locus when evaluating situations even when their

organization imposes a role.

Expanding on Jones' (1986) findings, Allen and Meyer (1990) examined the

relationships between socialization tactics and outcomes. The researchers explored how

newcomers' socialization experiences influence role commitment and organizational

commitment. Socialization tactic, institutional or individual, was the variable of interest.

The researchers concluded that institutional tactics related positively to a custodial

orientation, and individualized tactics were positively associated with an innovative

orientation. A custodial orientation refers to the individual's conformity to established

roles and procedures. Conversely, an innovative orientation is evident in individuals who

exhibit individualized behavior or creativity in defining and enacting roles. Study

findings validated those reported by Jones (1986). Role innovation and organizational

commitment were negatively correlated after six months on the job. Hence, it appears

that individuals who personalize exhibit less loyalty to the organization. Further,

institutionalized tactics were more strongly associated with higher degrees of

organizational commitment. Individuals who exhibit a custodial orientation respond

positively to institutionalized tactics and are more committed to the organization. The
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nature of commitment may be either affective or continuance based (Allen & Meyer,

1990; Meyer, Allen, & Smith, 1993).

Dubinsky, Howell, Ingram, and Bellenger (1986) explored organizational

socialization in a sales force context. The researchers drew from the Feldman (1976)

model of organizational socialization(a model closely akin to the Feldman (1981) model).

The Dubinsky et al. (1986) model of salesperson socialization specifies several

stages as follows (Figure 3, page 249):

1. Anticipatory socialization stage (The newcomer begins to learn about the

organization prior to joining);

2. Accommodation stage (The sales recruit endeavors to uncover what the

organization is really like and to develop into an organizational member);

3. Role definition stage (The recruit attempts to reconcile work-nonwork

conflicts and conflicting demands at work); and

4. Outcome stage (The recruit begins to assess job satisfaction, work motivation,

and job involvement).

The researchers determined that salespeople who clearly perceive the reality of the

sales organization exhibit greater job satisfaction. Further, the more sales recruits feel

competent and accepted by salesperson colleagues, the more satisfaction they exhibit. In

addition, congruence, the extent of overlap between the organization's resources and

demands and a sales recruit's skills and needs, related positively and strongly to job

satisfaction, job involvement, role definition, initiation to group, congruence of

evaluation, and mutual influence.
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Results of the Dubinsky et al. (1986) study add credence to the use of

socialization tactics whereby organizations seek to provide job candidates with an

accurate impression of the sales job and the working environment (perhaps through the

realistic job preview technique suggested by Wanous (1980)). The idea resides under the

notion of person-job fit also espoused by Wanous (1980). The research also highlights

the need for a close fit between a person's personal resources and the needs of the

organization.

Dubinsky et al. (1986) suggest that the training process is an integral aspect of

new salesperson socialization. It is plausible to infer from the body of research

addressing socialization that training processes influence the newcomer's self-efficacy

perceptions, perceptions of acceptance by sales managers and fellow salespeople,

involvement in the job itself, and commitment to the organization.

Other Variables that May Relate to Training of Salespeople

Positive/Negative Affect

George (1990) approached the organizational socialization from an Attraction-

Selection-Attrition (ASA) framework (Schneider, 1987). The ASA framework suggests

that people whose personalities correspond to those dominant in the organization will be

attracted to, selected by, and retained.

George proposed that the balance of personality traits, either positive affectivity

(PA) or negative affectivity (NA), influences the positive and negative affective tones of

the groups respectively. PA is a personality disposition to experience positive emotional

states while NA is the obverse. Under George's (1990) model, the affective tenor or tone

of a sales manager's sales district or sales team should be influenced by the dominant
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tone of the individual team members. George considered personality, affect, and

behavior to be group-level phenomena. She found that individual affect was consistent

within groups. That is, work groups contained people of like affect (group homogeneity).

This finding suggests that affective tone of a group is a useful construct for socializing

and training salespersons. A logical yet unfounded extension of the finding might be that

the more positive affect in a sales force the higher the overall group performance and

retention of salespeople in the group. The necessary evidence would be that performance

correlates positively with positive affect at the group level. Moreover, the negative

affective tone of the group was negatively related to the extent to which the group

engaged in pro-social behavior. Groups whose tone was positive engaged in more pro

social behavior. Finally, absenteeism by group members was negatively related to

positive affect (George, 1990). Group members with greater PA enjoy and spend time

with other members of their group and consequently may be more prone to spend more

time in the company of their work group. Essentially, group personality influences

group attitude and group behavior to a substantial extent.

Person-Organization Fit

Chatman (1991) assessed the congruence of employees' values with the values of

the employing organization (i.e., person-organization fit). The values Chatman assessed

included desire for quality, respect for individuals, flexibility, and orientation toward

risk-taking, Chatman hypothesized that the more social interaction a newcomer has with

firm members, the more positive will be the person-organization fit. Further, a new

employee's spending more time with a mentor was proposed as being positively

associated with person-organization fit, as was the amount of formal training. Finally,
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newcomers' perceptions that organizational socialization emphasizes recruitment and

selection processes, career paths, and clear values was supposed to be positively

associated with person-organization fit to the organizational roles assigned them.

Chatman (1991) demonstrated the person-organization correspondence is strongly

influenced by the selection process and socialization. During the selection process the

organization assesses who the person is when entering the organization. Traits and

characteristics are considered, among them: past experience, intelligence, knowledge,

skills, and abilities. During the socialization process, the organization influences the

person's values, attitudes, and behaviors. The notions correspond with the change and

acquisition stage in Feldman's (1981) socialization model (Figure 2, page 248). Also,

recruits whose values at the time of entry more closely corresponded to those of the firm

adjusted faster, Chatman (1991) found, than did those whose values corresponded

poorly. Recruits who experienced the most exhaustive socialization (i.e., a rigorous

attempt by the organization to influence its members) fit the firm's values better than

those recruits who did not experience a less rigorous socialization. In addition, recruits

whose values more closely matched the firm's felt more satisfied and intended to stay

with the firm longer.

Nicely, Chatman's (1991) findings correspond to those reported by Feldman

(1981) and Dubinsky et al. (1986). Drawing from the socialization literature it appears

that sales trainees would benefit greatly from socialization through formal training

programs as opposed to on-the-job training or limited one-on-one training from the

immediate manager, because of the conveyance of values and behaviors such programs
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afford. Greater understanding and acceptance of the organization's values should reduce

ambiguity and thereby enhance retention of salespeople.

Surprisingly, Chatman (1991) reported that formal training and recruitment were

unrelated to person-organization fit. Chatman's (1991) findings suggest that training may

not be a part of socialization. It appears that the selection process, rather than training,

influences satisfaction and longevity of employees. Recruits whose values correspond to

those of the organization are more likely to stay and enjoy the work experience. Under

Chatman's (1991) findings, training serves only to enhance staff performance, not

organizational fit.

Several explanations may underlie Chatman's (1991) findings. Chatman studied a

population, of 171 junior audit staff members from the West Coast offices of eight of the

largest United States' public accounting firms, where much of the training one receives

occurs in college rather than in the organization. Hence skill training or skill familiarity,

already accomplished, would have little impact on socialization. Given the demanding

sequencing and required standardization of formal training, recruits may learn less about

the norms and values of the firm and more about the technical aspects or auditing

(Chatman, 1991). As well recruits are pre-socialized to turn over in big accounting firms.

Poorly socialized employees may respond well to training (i.e., the technical aspects of

auditing) but leave the organization because of poor fit with the firm due to errors

occurring during the selection process. Perhaps individuals were recruited with

organization fit characteristics already in place. Further, perhaps training included no

mechanisms to cause organization fit. The accounting firms may desire to retain only a
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portion of those they hire out of college. Although training did not appear related to

organization fit, the result may not transcend well to a population of salespersons.

Tannenbaum et al. (1991) examined training of naval recruits using a socialization

paradigm. The researchers used a longitudinal research design to examine development

of organizational commitment, academic self-efficacy, physical self-efficacy, and

motivation within a socialization training framework. They assessed pre and post

training variables: organizational commitment, self-efficacy beliefs, and motivation. The

researchers hypothesized that (Figure 4, page 250)

1. Training fulfilment (i.e., the extent to which training meets or fulfills a

trainee's expectations and desires) would be positively related to development

of post training organizational commitment, self-efficacy, and training

motivation;

2. Trainee reactions (i.e., the participants' affective responses) would be

positively related to post training organizational commitment and training

motivation, and

3. The trainees' performance would relate positively to recruits' post-training

self-efficacy beliefs.

Tannenbaum et al. (1991) assessed trainee fulfillment as a function of

expectations, desires, and perceptions. Where P, equals perceptions of training element I

after completion of the training program, E, equals expectations of the training element i

prior to training, and D, equals desirability of training element i.
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n
Training fulfillment= 2J (P-E1)D, (1)

t=1

Several hypothesized relationships were supported. Training fulfillment was

positively related to organizational commitment, physical self-efficacy, academic self-

efficacy, and training motivation. Further, trainees' expectations related positively to

post-training organizational commitment.

Information Seeking Behavior

Miller and Jablin (1991) examined the means newcomers use to seek information,

and they also investigate a series of propositions regarding how newcomers use

information seeking tactics. The researchers developed a theoretical model (see Figure 5,

page 251) representing variables that influence organization newcomers' information-

seeking behaviors during organization entry.

Miller and Jablin (1991) identify several sources of information seeking and

confirmation. Communication from management, supervisors, and co-workers during the

encounter period of socialization explains newcomers' roles, indoctrinates newcomers to

organizational practices, eases newcomers into membership in their work groups, and

helps newcomers start to develop new self-images in keeping with their new roles and

organizations (Jablin, 1987). Newcomers' information seeking efforts are prone to be

focused on their supervisors and co-workers. Other sources (e.g., top management) are

often unavailable to new hires. Newcomers often use their immediate supervisors as a
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source of information during socialization because they must ultimately gain their

supervisor's approval (Miller & Jablin, 1991).

The researchers found evidence to suggest that the organizational entry stage of

socialization is the most decisive time of employee's learning requisite roles. The ease

and speed with which new employees learn their roles are likely to affect their

relationships with members of their role set and positively influence their career paths

(Figure 5, page 251) (Miller & Jablin, 1991).

Newcomers' information seeking behaviors may be influenced by the method the

organization employs to socialize new hires (Allen & Meyer, 1986; Jones, 1986).

Newcomers who receive individualized socialization will establish personal relationships

with fellow salespeople, sales managers, or sales trainers from whom they can seek

information directly (Jones, 1986). Under an individualized socialization program,

newcomers tend to be more comfortable and less reticent in approaching experienced and

knowledgeable individuals when uncertainty arises. Clearly under this socialization

format, sales trainees would have a more positive perception of sales training. In

contrast, newcomers who experience institutionalized tactics may try to reduce

uncertainty by seeking information from other newcomers, a state of affairs that may be

described as "the blind leading the blind." Unlike an individualized approach, sales

trainees would probably have little confidence in the information received from cohort

trainees. Under this circumstance, trainees may perceive that if they are unable or

reluctant to contact knowledgeable individuals, they are being deprived of valuable

sources of potential information and hence the training is not as adequate as it potentially

could be.
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Top Management Support

Senior management or top management of the sales organization plays a key role

through its advocacy and support of the sales training program. Top management's

support of a sales training program transcends through sales management to new

salespeople because trainees look to top management for acknowledgment. Facteau,

Dobbins, Russell, Ladd, and Kudisch (1995) provide evidence that support from top

management (e.g., financial support, time support, advocacy) provides greater training

satisfaction and greater transfer of training materials. Rodgers, Hunter, and Rogers

(1993), analyzed literature relating to the influence of top management commitment on

management program success. The researchers expected that effective program

implementation depended on the level of top management commitment. The stronger the

commitment of top management, the greater the potential for program success. Rodgers

et al. (1993) determined that a substantial increase in managers' job satisfaction existed

when full management commitment and active participation existed. The finding

suggests that by extending the support of top management for training programs, greater

transfer of training materials and more favorable perceptions of training by salespeople

may be achieved.

Feedback.

Feedback (i.e., intra-organizational interactions) is related to salespeople's

satisfaction with training. Kohli and Jaworski (1994) investigated the influence of four

types of co-worker feedback (positive output feedback, negative output feedback, positive

behavioral feedback, and negative behavioral feedback) on salespeople's role clarity,

satisfaction, and sales performance. The researchers proposed that relationships between
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feedback types and outcomes are moderated by salespeople's characteristics (e.g., need

for conformity, sales experience), their ability to provide self-feedback (i.e., output

feedback and behavioral feedback), and by their perceptions regarding the competence of

coworkers. Findings indicated that behaviorally oriented feedback (i.e., feedback that

focuses on selling strategies and work approaches) was more effective than output-based

feedback (i.e., strategies that focus on outputs and results). In addition, positive coworker

feedback tended to be more functional than negative feedback. Moreover, negative

behavioral feedback from supervisors had a negative influence on salesperson

performance. Findings reported by Kohli and Jaworski (1994) suggest that positive

behavioral feedback from sales managers facilitates transfer of training materials from

training scenarios into the sales job environment.

Role Development

Major et al. (1995) examined proposed moderating effects of role development on

the linkage between newcomers' unmet expectations and socialization outcomes (e.g.,

organizational commitment, turnover intention, and job satisfaction). Role development

refers to the salespersons understanding and acceptance of the activities, efforts, and

performances requisite for the selling role (Major et al. 1995). The researchers

hypothesized that organization newcomers face a dilemma when their expectations

concerning the organization correspond poorly to the reality they experience. Following

the cybernetic approach Edwards (1992) described, greater discrepancy between

expectations and reality generates reality shock. Reality shock is expected to be

dysfunctional for newcomers (Edwards, 1992). Likewise, unmet role expectations were

expected to be associated negatively to organizational commitment, self-efficacy beliefs,
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job satisfaction, job performance, expectancy and instrumentality beliefs, and causal

attributions of newcomers. Unmet role expectations were expected to be associated

positively with the duration of newcomers' adjustment process, absenteeism, intentions to

quit and turnover. To implement the study, Major et al. (1995) measured role

expectations such as role clarity, role conflict, and acceptance of newcomers' prior to

organization entry. Developmental constructs such as leader exchange, team member

exchange and outcome variables including organizational commitment, turnover

intention, and job satisfaction were measured after job entry.

The Major et al. (1995) findings lead to an inference that a key relationship exists

between salespeople and their sales managers. To the extent that sales managers clarify

role expectations and thereby develop close relationships with salespeople, positive

exchange relationships are enhanced.

Models That Incorporate Determinants of Training Effectiveness

Noe (1986) observes that training effectiveness serves as the barometer for most

training programs. Customarily, researchers evaluate training effectiveness using

Kirkpatrick's (1976) hierarchical model of training outcomes (Goldstein, 1993; Noe,

1986). The model consists of four levels of outcomes:

1. reactions to the content of the training program and training process,

2. acquisition of skills and knowledge,

3. changes in behavior, and

4. tangible improvements in outcomes.
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Kirkpatrick's dimensions of training outcomes can be equated to desirable outcomes on

the part of sales trainers and sales managers. With slight enhancements, it is safe to

speculate that sales trainers and sales managers find the following outcomes desirable.

1. positive reactions to the content and process of the sales training program,

2. perceptions on the part of salespeople that selling skills and sales knowledge

were enhanced through the training program (i.e., increased self-efficacy

beliefs),

3. changes in behavior of the type desired bu sales management (e.g., increased

sales calls per day), and

4. increased levels of desired sales outcomes attributable to sales training (i.e.,

revenue, profit or sales volume objectives).

Importantly, it si difficult for a manager or researcher to validate a linkage

between a specific sales training program or event and chosen outcomes, particularly

behavioral and performance outcomes. However, efforts to assess training are important.

Establishing a hierarchy of training effectiveness allows sales trainers and sales managers

to agree on important outcomes. Manager and trainer can employ those outcomes to

assess the efficacy of a training program. While implementing a training program

necessitates evaluating training effectiveness, assessing the determinants of training

effectiveness is equally important.

Kanfer and Ackerman (1989), Noe (1986), and Tannenbaum et al. (1991, 1992)

investigated determinants of training effectiveness. Among the determinants researchers

proposed were: personal characteristics (e.g., locus of control, self-efficacy, motivation to
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learn), demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, family history, cognitive ability),

training expectations, and job beliefs (e.g., career/job attitudes, job involvement).

Noe (1986) designed a model that incorporates determinants of training

effectiveness with mediators and outcomes as indicated (Figure 6, page 252). The model

proposes a variety of variables besides ability that may be related to training

effectiveness. Training effectiveness (behavior change and results) is determined by a

combination of trainees' reactions to the training program content and training process

(reaction), knowledge or skill accumulation (learning), behavior change (behavior), and

improvements in measurable individual or organizational level outcomes such as

turnover, accidents, or productivity.

Noe (1986) further considers the impact on training effectiveness attributed to

motivation and environmental influences. Two key elements of the Noe (1986) model

are motivation to learn and motivation to transfer. Noe proposes that environmental

favorability moderates both motivation to learn and motivation to transfer.

Environmental favorability refers to the way the organization fosters training (e.g.,

support and advocacy of a training program by senior management and line sales

managers). It is conceptualized as involving a task and a social component. The social

component refers to the trainees' beliefs concerning the occasions to practice skills

received from training, amount of knowledge gained during the training program, and the

opportunity to receive reinforcement and feedback regarding what was learned from

supervisors. The more opportunities trainees have to utilize the skills conveyed during

training, the greater the likelihood they will transfer these skills. All else held constant, a
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greater opportunity for salespeople to use training materials drives behavior change and

improvement in job performance.

Noe and Schmitt (1986) developed an attitudinal model of determinants and

training effectiveness (Figure 7, page 253). They propose that an individual's motivation

to learn is influenced by assessment feedback, attitude toward job and career, job

involvement, locus of control, and self-efficacy. Following the logic of the Noe and

Schmidt (1986) model, the trainee who receives positive feedback from managers, holds

a positive attitude toward career and job, is involved in the job, possesses an internal

locus of control and exhibits a higher level of task-based self-efficacy and therefore

should be more motivated to learn.

Noe's (1986) model proposed relationships between training effectiveness and

trainees' attitudes regarding their jobs, careers, and participation in training programs.

Noe and Schmitt (1986) tested the Noe (1986) model of motivational influences and

developed an alternative model (Figure 7, page 253). In the alternative model, trainees'

reaction to skill assessment (referring to the evaluation of employees' current

performance levels) was an important determinant of satisfaction with training. Trainees

who responded favorably to skill assessment were more likely to experience training

satisfaction than were trainees who reacted negatively to an assessment of their needs.

Considering the findings reported by Noe and Schmitt (1986), it appears that sales

trainees who agreed with trainers' and sales managers' assessments of their needs will

respond more positively to a training program than will sales trainees who were less

favorably disposed to the assessment. However, unless fully cognizant of the sales job

requirements, sales trainees might disagree with needs assessments. Both models assume
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the new hire has a clear idea of what the job entails prior to beginning a training program.

For example, consider the recent college graduate who lacks selling experience. That

person might believe that selling consists mainly of sales presentations and

demonstrations. As a sales trainee that person would expect the needs assessment phase

to identify training needs in the individual that concentrated on that individual's strengths

or weaknesses in making presentations or demonstrations. If, in reality, the selling job

requires the salesperson to interpret and analyze customers' business needs, then the sales

trainee would probably be disturbed when a needs assessment suggested the sales trainee

required more training in accounting or finance. The alignment between a trainee's

perceived training needs and training needs assessments would influence the trainee's

satisfaction with training. A greater discrepancy between perceived training needs and

needs assessment would relate negatively to satisfaction with training. Admittedly, such

speculations might be more appropriate for salespeople who possess sales experience

than for new salespeople who possess little or no sales experience.

Noe and Schmitt (1986)also conclude that learning and behavior changes evolve

from job involvement and career planning, and not necessarily from the individual's

satisfaction with training (i.e., a specific desire of the trainee to learn the content of the

training program). It appears then that a salesperson's involvement in the job and level of

career involvement may determine transfer of training more so than satisfaction with the

training program.

Similarly, Noe and Schmitt (1986) demonstrate that pre-training motivation (i.e.,

a specific desire by the trainee to learn the content of the training program) strongly

influences learning (Figure 7, page 253). Moving backwards in the sequence, Pre-
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training motivation influences exploratory behavior that occurs before the individual

chooses the job. The more extensive the activities the trainee undertakes to secure

information regarding person-to-career match, job environment, and occupational

nuances, the more the trainee will be motivated to learn. The model incorporates a

portion of the socialization process discussed by Feldman (1981) and Dubinsky et al.

(1986) (Figure 2, page 248 and Figure 3, page 249)

As Noe (1986) proposes, the expectancies a trainee holds regarding effort-to-

performance relationships in training will, along with self-efficacy beliefs, influence

motivation to learn. To the extent that a salesperson believes that new recruit training fits

perceived training needs (i.e., positive expectancy), that salesperson is motivated to learn

during the training program. Sources of information for framing such expectations

include information gathered during exploratory behavior, information received from the

sales manager, and information received through fellow salespeople.

Training researchers accept the idea that learning and transfer occurs only when

trainees have both the ability and motivation to accumulate new skills (Noe, 1986,

Wexley & Latham, 1981). The belief was derived from the performance model

developed by Porter and Lawler (1968) and described by Lawler (1973: 8-9). In that

model, performance evolves from a multiplicative combination of ability and motivation.

Ability is determined by a multiplicative combination of aptitude and training/experience.

Motivation occurs through an expectancy model (i.e., through a combination of

expectancies, instrumentalities, and valances).

Within the auspices of the ability/motivation model as adapted to the context of

training several researchers have demonstrated that other volitional influences occur. For
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example, Noe (1986) and Baldwin and Ford (1988) incorporated the expectancy-based

framework into training theory, and Tannenbaum and his colleagues (Mathieu et al. 1990;

Tannenbaum et al. 1991) applied a socialization framework to examine training.

Findings reported by Mathieu et al. (1990) demonstrate that trainees with higher pre-

training motivation to learn exhibited greater expectancies for training, more positive

training instrumentalities, and thereby learned more. Further empirical evidence

supporting a positive relationship between trainee motivation and training outcomes is

provided by Williams, Thayer, and Pond (1991); Tannenbaum et al. (1991); and Baldwin,

Magjuka, & Loher, (1991).

Individual Characteristics

Theory indicates that outcomes of training programs vary as a function of

individual expectancies and instrumentalities and as a function of individual

characteristics. George (1990) notes that increasing recognition has been placed on the

importance of personal characteristics, as antecedents to training perceptions and

attitudes. Some of the proposed antecedents can be loosely grouped as personality traits

or dispositions that influence individuals' feelings toward work. Examples of personality

traits or dispositions that influence individuals' feelings toward work are: locus of

control (Spector, 1988), learning orientation (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994), and

positive/negative affect toward work ( Allen & Meyer, 1990; George, 1990; Miller &

Jablin, 1991). Other individual characteristics that may influence training perceptions

include education, age, and goal orientation.

The easiest way for the sales manager's or sales trainer's study of training

perceptions to progress might be to follow a path of "easy" to "difficult." That is,
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managers or trainers would first look at the easily identified variables (e.g., education and

age), and then progress to variables that are more difficult to conceive (e.g., locus of

control). The easiest variables would be demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender,

education, previous selling experience). From there, in order of difficulty regarding

gathering and analyzing, would potentially be individual characteristics (e.g., locus of

control, task-specific self-efficacy). Finally, investigators would be concerned with

potential moderator variables such as company or manager support for training. These

moderator variables influence the strength or direction of relationship between training

oriented variables and their outcomes.

According to Tannenbaum and Yukl (1992), research on trainee characteristics

has concentrated more on identifying and selecting trainees with the ability to pass

through training and less on placing trainees into suitable training programs, amending

training to match trainee attributes, or comprehending how trainee characteristics

influence training effectiveness. Yet relationships may exist between selected personal

characteristics and training perceptions and these relationships may influence

performance related outcomes. The following sections address research relevant to

relationships posited between specific personal characteristics, training perceptions. and

outcomes. Each characteristic will be separately addressed. The first section addresses

characteristics studied within the social or experiential learning frameworks.

The unique characteristics of salespersons make examining sales training from an

experiential perspective very appealing. The principal characteristic that differentiates

salespeople from other workplace populations is the physical, social, and psychological

separation from other organizational personnel. The salesperson in the field generally has
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to rely on others to perform many of the requirements of the selling job (e.g., order

placement, installation of equipment). Those individuals are more often than not

customers and competitors rather than colleagues or sales managers. Salespersons see

how successful individuals perform the job requirements and base their future behavior

on the actions of successful individuals. Neophyte sales personnel are expected to

identify individuals worth emulating as those who are successful and are rewarded

accordingly. Further, during formal sales training, whether occurring at a central facility

with a cohort of neophyte trainees or one-on-one training with a sales manager, the sales

trainee is expected to model his or her behavior to match the behaviors that are

reinforced. Reinforcement might range from a simple "Well done" to a training cohort

member during a training episode to seeing the rewards a competitor receives for writing

a large order with a customer.

Social Learning Theory

"Learning is largely an information processing activity in which information

about the structure of behavior and about environmental events is transformed into

symbolic representations that serve as guides for behavior," (Bandura, 1986 p. 51). As

mentioned earlier, Bandura recognizes two modes of learning. Learning through direct

experience is referred to as enactive learning while learning through modeling is known

as observational learning. Although enactive learning is highly important, learning

through direct experience can be inefficient and does not account for much of human

learning. Much of Bandura's writing and research has concentrated on the way

individuals infer behavior outcome rules by observing the behavior, outcomes, and

characteristics of others in specific situations. Bandura calls this notion "modeling." His
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positions centers on four interrelated processes: attentional processes, retention

processes, production processes, and motivational processes (Figure 8, page 254).

Attention is a selective process, and what is selectively observed will determine

what is eventually displayed by the observer (Weiss, 1990). Attentional processes point

to those processes that affect attention to the degree that behavior itself commands

attention on specific aspects being displayed. Bandura (1986) further suggests that

expectations of future benefits for the demonstration of similar behavior can also attract

attention. Modeling in an organization results from a desire to diminish uncertainly.

People with low self-esteem will be more likely to look to the behavior of others as

guides for their own conduct (Weiss, 1990).

Retention processes refer to the idea that observed behavior must be stored and

recalled in order to be used. Bandura (1986) proposes that memory involves symbolic

transformation of observed activities and these representations guide later behavior, and

components that aid the accumulation of information in long-term memory or the

recovery of information will sway the degree of modeling (Weiss, 1990).

Production processes are the translations of what has been observed and coded

into overt behavior (Weiss, 1990). Bandura (1986) suggests that through observation,

people conceptual representations of the pattern and sequence of sub-components

produce a new behavior. "By observing modeled performances, one forms a conception

of how constituent acts must be combined and temporally sequenced to form new forms

of behavior," (Bandura, 1986; p. 64). Many factors contribute to interfere with the

ability to transpose the representations into action. Such factors are fragmentary concept

development or a lack of component sub-skills. Physical or cognitive flaws may also
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make it impossible to perform certain subtasks or integrate those subtasks in the required

fashion. Finally, the quality and specificity of feedback will influence the ability to

detect the source of discrepancies between behavior and representation (Weiss, 1990).

Motivational processes refer to an individual's propensity to use what he or she

training); performance goals or learning goals. Performance goals occur when

individuals seek to maintain a positive evaluation or their current abilities and

performance from other important individuals. Learning goals transpire when individuals

seek to increase their ability or master new tasks more so than to compete (Suj an, Weitz,

& Kumar, 1994). Learning and performance orientations are traits and states (Ames &

Archer, 1988; Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994).

According to Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar (1994), salespeople with a learning

orientation enjoy the process of learning how to sell effectively. Salespersons with a

learning orientation are attracted by challenging situations and not bothered by mistakes.

These individuals value personal growth feelings and the mastery derived from the job.

Salespersons seeking favorable evaluations of their abilities and skills from their

managers would possess a performance orientation. Performance oriented sales persons

would be reluctant to try new approaches and avoid challenging situations. Laboratory

experiments have treated performance and learning orientations as opposites. However,

salespersons can pursue goals of learning how to perform their jobs better and showing

their ability to others simultaneously.

Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar (1994) determined that while most sales motivation and

evaluation programs concentrate on establishing a performance orientation such as setting

sales targets, salesperson productivity is dependent on the development of learning
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orientations in salespersons. The learning orientation not only motivates salespersons to

work hard, but to work smart as well. The authors identified that, in a selling setting,

performance orientations are not polar opposites. Further, that managerial interventions

to increase learning orientation are not likely to damage a salesperson's performance

orientation. Learning orientations are enhanced through both positive and negative

feedback. A performance orientation is heightened through negative feedback but not

through positive feedback. A performance orientation, in sales, appears to "depend on

negative feedback and not a positive environment for its development--a kick-in-the-

pants style of workplace," (p. 44).

Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar (1994) also determined that the effect of performance

orientation on working hard and smart is moderated by a salesperson's self-efficacy.

Salespersons tending toward performance orientations and high self-efficacy work smart

and hard.

Sujan et al. (1994) suggest that manager controllable factors other than feedback

need investigation. Some of these actions could fall under the notion of salesperson

socialization. One such manager controllable factor could be communication between

salespersons. Managers may or may not encourage salespersons to communicate, share

experiences and evaluate activities and performances. In the event sales managers do

encourage salesperson-to-salesperson communication (e.g., sales meetings, telephone

communication) there is bound to be feedback between the salespersons. It is suspected

that results similar to Suj an's et al. (1994) would be found for feedback between

salespersons. What would be important is the strength of salesperson-to-salesperson

feedback on goal orientation as opposed to sales manager-to-salesperson (e.g., the effects
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of peer formal or negative feedback on individual salesperson goal orientation).

Researchers should identify which source (sales peer or sales manager) of feedback has

the strongest effect on a salesperson's goal orientation.

Another area of interest could be the nature of sales training. The sales

management researcher and sales manager should be concerned with the nature of

feedback occurring during sales training. Negative feedback during both formal (e.g.,

sales training school, new representative training courses) and informal sales training

(e.g., manager field visits after initial sales training, salesperson office visits) could

possibly discourage sales representatives from developing a learning orientation and

encourage the development of a performance orientation. For example, during a field

visit the manager criticizes the salesperson for not getting the order rather than

reinforcing what the salesperson did correctly during the sales call or making suggestions

for improving sales call procedures.

Experiential Learning Model

Morrison and Brantner (1991) proposed and partially tested a model of the factors

hypothesized to enhance or inhibit learning (see Figure 9, page 255). Their model

includes: individual difference factors, job characteristics, contextual variables, and

environmental factors. The researchers determined that individual differences, job/job-

characteristics, context, and environment factors in total, accounted for 24% of variance

in learning a hypothetical job.

Morrison and Brantner (1991) suggested numerous enhancers and inhibitors of

experiential learning. The single largest enhancer of job learning is time on the job (an

enhancer), followed by perceived lack of challenge in the job (an inhibitor), job
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significance (an enhancer), self-efficacy (an enhancer), and role clarity (an enhancer).

Morrison and Brantner (1991) found lack of challenge as a significant enhancer as a

controversial result. They believe this was an artifact of the sample consisting of Naval

Surface Warfare Officers.

Several suggestions Morrison and Brantner (1991) proposed may be incorporated

in a sales context. Time on the job can be incorporated into the training program if the

sales manager or trainer predisposes the salesperson to the learning period required.

However, an extensive period of formal training can seldom be afforded in a sales

context. Indeed, in some selling contexts, salespersons are expected to be productive

from the first day of selling in the field. The expectation may arise from an incentive-

based compensation plan, come indirectly from a high growth business environment, or

from a high turnover rate (sometimes more than 80% annually).

Job significance (i.e., the importance of the job's mission and task) should be high

across selling positions. The sales job is a revenue generating, boundary role position.

Salespeople secure business through closed sales, they maintain relationships with current

customers, and they represent the organization to new and existing customers. In some

business organizations, salespeople can earn more than the chief executive officer. These

information bits are normally conveyed during the selection process, and reinforced

regularly throughout the fiscal year. Hence, all sales representatives should know and

understand the importance and significance of the sales job to the company.

The diversion of time and effort away from the central theme of work may be a

major inhibitor of experiential learning. Morrison and Brantner (1991) found two

inhibitors to experiential learning: engaging in activities perceived as non-central
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future have less significance to the subjects). Because they secure orders from customers

and perform other duties that entail customer contact, salespeople are expected to perform

many nonselling tasks. Heide (1996) reported that salespeople spend more than 50% of

their time engaged in nonselling activities (e.g., servicing accounts, preparing reports,

performing service calls). Performance of nonselling tasks more than expectations may

actually inhibit experiential learning, and ultimately damage job satisfaction. Some work

has been reported on the efficacy of time management programs for increasing the

proportion of time salespeople have available for selling (Shephard & Ridnour, 1995).

Alternately, sales trainers and managers may reinforce the linkage between nonselling

activities and long range performance.

Morrison and Brantner (1991) sagely note that pre-existing knowledge may

actually inhibit the experiential learning process. Preexisting knowledge may impede

learning when such knowledge is inappropriate for new work conditions. In a selling

context, knowledge and skill requirements vary considerably between industrial settings,

and even as a function of the type of selling conducted within a particular industrial

setting. Moncrief (1986) delineated the different tasks and skills required of different

types of sales jobs (e.g., institutional sellers, who perform creative selling; order takers,

whose major activities involve orders and servicing the account; missionary salespeople,

who have the highest incidence of travel; trade servicers, who are creative sellers but also

service the accounts; trade sellers, who deal most often with distributors; and residuals,

who have a low frequency on every factor). Hence, the practice of hiring salespeople

75
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who possess prior sales experience may actually inhibit learning a sales job if the

person's experience diverges greatly from the type of selling practiced in the new job.

Education

Mathieu, Tannenbaum, and Salas (1990) proposed and demonstrated that the

influence of education on learning a task was positive and significant. Today, 64.9% of

salespersons have a college degree (Heide, 1996). Many selling jobs require a college

education.

Underlying the effort to recruit sales trainees who possess a college degree for

sales positions is the supposition that college graduates possess a stronger learning

orientation (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). Learning orientation refers to a disposition

to acquire knowledge and skills pertaining to a job. A salesperson who registers high on

learning orientation pursues knowledge of product, market, and job as an end in itself.

Hence, it may be that organizations that require sales job applicants to possess a college

degree inadvertently subscribe to the notion of a learning orientation.

Locus of Control

Whether an individual attributes performance to personal efforts or to outside

entities or forces (e.g., business environmental forces, competitors ) may influence how

the individual perceives training. That attribution has been labeled locus of control.

Spector (1988) defines locus of control as an individual's generalized expectancy that

rewards, reinforcements or outcomes in work are controlled either by one's actions

(internal) or by other forces (external). Individuals possessing an internal locus of

control, internals, believe they determine occurrences at work, figuratively controlling

their own destiny. Individuals who possess an external locus of control (externals)
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ascribe work outcomes to outside forces, such as luck or the actions of others (Goldstein,

1993).

Many expectations have evolved concerning locus of control, and more

particularly, the internal locus of control. Noe (1986) maintained that internal locus of

control is a stable personality trait that positively influences the individual's motivation

and ability to learn (Figure 6, page 252). Noe theorizes that internals are more likely to

display high levels of motivation to learn in training programs because they will be more

receptive to direct feedback and will take action to correct performance difficulties.

Several other researchers provide information to support Noe's speculation. Internals are

more prone to identify psychologically with their work and career (Thornton, 1978), to

hold stronger expectancy and instrumentality beliefs (Broedling, 1975) and to accept

appraisals of their skills, strengths, and weaknesses than externals (Phares, 1976). In

light of these findings, postulating that internals with high motivation to learn should also

be highly motivated to transfer learned materials to the job environment is reasonable.

Noe and Schmitt (1986) proposed that internals believe job performance and

events that occur in the work place are dependent on their own behaviors, and are

therefore under personal control. This belief in their ability to control their environment

opportunities at work may increase the probability of internals receiving greater rewards.

Given their orientation, internals are more likely to respond favorably to skills assessment

(Figure 7, page 253). Conversely, externals believe that work outcomes are beyond

personal control and attribute the cause for work outcomes to luck, fate, or actions of

others, lessening the likelihood that their beliefs and efforts will result in greater rewards.
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Given their disposition, externals are less likely to respond positively to a skills

assessment.

Spector (1988) observes that because locus of control is a personality trait that

influences beliefs about the ability to enrich skills, it should be an important determinant

of individual trainability. Trainability connotes the ability of an individual to learn and

apply the material emphasized in the training program (Noe & Schmitt, 1986). Internals

are expected to exert greater exploratory effort toward collecting relevant information

relating to a job than externals (Noe & Schmitt, 1986). Under Spector and Noe and

Schmitt's theses, individuals with an internal locus of control should hold stronger

expectancies concerning the utility of activities designed to strengthen their abilities or

place the selling environment more under their control and thereby be positively disposed

to training.

Noe and Schmitt (1986) identified a modest negative correlation between external

locus of control and pre-training motivation to learn. This finding supports the

contention that locus of control influences motivation to learn. In summary, it appears

that locus of control plays an important role in predicting motivation to learn, and

indirectly influences transferability of training material. Internals are more likely to seek

control over their environment, and to view training as a way to increase their ability to

master the job.

Age of Salespersons

The work force will grow at a decreasing rate over the next decade, making the

population of entrants to the sales force markedly smaller ( Goldstein, 1993; Workforce

2000). The shortage of youth to fill entry level positions will drive sales forces to
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consider strategic alternatives. One alternative is to find another means to promote

products (i.e., direct mail, telemarketing, use of brokers, joint ventures). Another

alternative is to rework target markets to require fewer salespeople (i.e., use direct

marketing, telemarketing, or distributors for smaller accounts, reserving salespeople for

large or high revenue potential accounts). A third alternative is to recruit older

individuals for sales positions. The older salesperson may have previous selling

experience, or may be changing careers.

Pursuant to recruiting an older workforce, the organization must consider

mitigating variables such as performance, trainability, and motivation. Employee age and

performance are generally unrelated. When variance attributed to experience is partialed

out from age and performance, there appears to be no relationship between performance

and age (Goldstein, 1993).

Apostolidis (1980) investigated whether age of salespeople should be treated as an

independent variable influencing attitudes toward self-development and growth

opportunities. Findings of the study have important ramifications for designing training

programs for older salespeople. Salespersons less than twenty-five years old:

1. exhibited high levels of enthusiasm for job,

2. held more positive attitudes toward career and growth opportunities,

3. strongly agreed with programs advocated by management,

4. identified strongly with the company,

5. trusted in equitably administered advancement, and

6. believed opportunities for career growth opportunities were available.
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Given the study's findings, younger sales trainees could be expected to have more

favorable (or positive) sales training perceptions as long as they perceived a connection

between training and what they wanted to accomplish professionally. Younger trainees

may be more responsive to materials and policies developed by upper management. It

appears that older sales trainees may be skeptical about career pathing or perhaps have a

lower propensity for continuance commitment (i.e., desire to become a long term member

of the organization (Meyer, Allen, & Smith, 1993)).

The age-based career stages model seems evident in the Apostolidis (1980) study.

Salespersons aged 26 to 35, in the establishment career stage (Cron, 1984; Super, 1957),

were more oriented toward competing for more rewarding jobs, and were more strongly

oriented toward training that would increase the likelihood of securing a desired job; they

indicated a strong desire for advancement as a means to increased earnings (Cron, 1984;

Super, 1957). It appears that sales trainees in the 26 to 35-year age category would have

favorable sales training perceptions if the training were linked to opportunities to advance

career and earnings potential.

Apostolidis (1980) reported that salespersons in the 36 to 45-year old age

category, loosely grouped as a maintenance or maturity career stage (Cron, 1984; Super,

1957), exhibited declining levels of enthusiasm for self-development and career growth

and indicated that non job personal growth matters held greater relative value than did

monetary matters. Sales trainees at more mature stages (36 to 45 years old) are expected

to have positive or favorable sales training perceptions if the training is believed to assist

the sales trainees in attaining personal growth.
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Salespersons more than 45 experienced positive attitudes, but not to the degree of

other age cohorts. Their attitudes toward growth opportunities were barely positive.

Further, older sales representatives exhibited negative attitudes concerning utilization of

skills, creativity of jobs, and advancement. Much the same tenors of results have been

reported relative to salespeople's career orientation by Cron and Slocum (1986) and

Ornstein, Cron, and Slocum (1989).

Apostolidis (1980) research suggests salesperson age may moderate salespersons'

training expectations and perceptions concerning the utility of training. Younger

salespersons (less than twenty-five) are expected to regard sales training as a vehicle

leading to career growth and self-development. Younger recruits, just entering a sales

career, will desire job advancement and earnings growth to a greater extent than will

salespeople in the older categories. Salespeople in the 26 to 35-year old category

(establishment career group) will regard sales training as a means to career and income

advancement. Salespersons in the 36 to 45-year old cohort are expected to view sales

training from the perspective of personal growth. Unless it is positioned as relevant to

personal growth, established salespersons in the 36 to 45-year old age range may attach

little instrumentality additional sales training. Such established sales representatives are

expected to envision sales training as a management effort to improve performance or

evoke conformity. Under such circumstances, management's objectives for training may

be incongruent with established salespersons' objectives, resulting in negative sales

training perceptions. Sales representatives in the maintenance career stage (usually those

more than forty-five) are expected to view sales training as a nuisance, unless the training

has a very focused outcome other than career advancement, self-development, or
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utilization of skills. Training relating to a new product or product line that is essential to

the salesperson's revenue generating capacity may be of great interest to salespeople in

the maintenance stage.

Apostolides' (1980) research clarifies the need to consider the career stage and age

of participants when designing and presenting sales programs. As age and career change

training must focus more directly on areas perceived as important by the salesperson as

opposed to being important to the organization or trainer. The manager or trainer must

clearly demonstrate the program's capacity to assist the salesperson in satisfying the

salesperson's own particular career advancement or self-development needs.

From a theoretical perspective, it appears that age and career stage may play an

important role in establishing a trainee's perceived training needs. If needs assessment

and training align with the trainee's perceived training needs (expectations and desires),

positive sales training perceptions are more likely (Tannenbaum et al. 1991). To the

extent sales training perceptions (expectancies) are favorable, high transfer of training

materials is expected (Noe, 1986).

Job Related Personal Characteristics

To a large extent, research on trainees' personal characteristics has concentrated

on selecting trainees who will succeed in training, a selection-based perspective, rather

than placing individuals into appropriate training programs, matching training with

trainees' attributes, or understanding how trainees' characteristics influence training

effectiveness--adapting training to trainees' needs (Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). A

selection-based perspective slants the sales recruiting program toward facilitating training

at the potential expense of field performance. Conversely, adapting the training program
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to trainees' expectations and perceptions subordinates the training program to preparing

qualified sales job candidates for the field.

Recently, researchers have redirected attention toward gaining a clear

understanding of relationships among trainee characteristics and those characteristics

contributions toward learning facilitation, skill acquisition, and transfer of learning

materials--largely through developing integral models of training effectiveness and

learning (Morrison & Brantner, 1992; Noe, 1986; Noe & Schmitt, 1986; Tannenbaum &

Yukl, 1992; Tannenbaum et al. 1991). The models meld job related personal

characteristics with perceptual variables, intermediate outcomes (e.g., learning and

transfer of behavior), and performance. Job related personal characteristics, unlike

individual characteristics, focus specifically on work itself. Some job related personal

characteristics of interest include goal orientation (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994) and

task specific self-efficacy (Chowdhury, 1993; Tannenbaum et al. 1991).

Goal Orientation

The concept of goal orientation first appeared in the education literature

(Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). The concept holds that individuals can pursue two

different forms of a goal in achievement situations:

1. performance goals, wherein individuals seek to maintain positive judgements

about their abilities and

2. learning goals, wherein individuals seek to increase their ability to master new

tasks.

Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar (1994) applied the goal orientation concept in a sales

management scenario. These researchers tied the concept to salespeople's motivation to
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learn. The goal orientation presupposes that individuals can pursue either of the two

forms of goals in an achievement-oriented situation such as training. Under that thesis, a

new salesperson may approach the training experience from either performance goals or

learning goals. Intuitively, one supposes that in a training scenario and in the entry stage

of a career cycle, a learning goal will be desirable.

Elaboration on the nature of learning and performance orientation will be helpful.

Learning and performance orientations are traits and states (Amabile, 1983; Ames &

Archer, 1988; Broedling, 1977). While there may exist considerable stability in

individuals' performance and learning goals, environmental conditions can make

performance or learning goals more salient (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). A

performance goal exists when an individual seeks to maintain a positive evaluation of

current abilities and performance from other important individuals (e.g., sales manager or

sales trainer). In other words, individuals with a performance orientation receive

satisfaction from recognition for their efforts. For example, performance oriented

salespersons are gratified when their sales managers recognize significant

accomplishments (e.g., securing of new accounts, a large sales volume). Learning goals

transpire when individuals seek to increase their ability or master new tasks more so than

to compete (Sujan et al. 1994). That is, individuals with a learning orientation gratify

themselves by developing skills or knowledge more so than by using the skills or

knowledge. Feasiblely, a performance oriented individual may amass a sizeable amount

of sales revenue during the first three months of employment (often considered a

probationary or training period), while a learning oriented salesperson may struggle with

the job. The performance-oriented trainee may concentrate on making a high volume of
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calls, believing that by sheer effort a portion of the calls will lead to a close. The learning

oriented trainee may concentrate on learning product characteristics, learning how the

user buys the product, planning calls, and analyzing the territory.

A plausible rationale underlies the dichotomization. Sujan et al. (1994) comment

that salespeople who possess a learning orientation enjoy the process of learning how to

sell effectively; they orient toward task mastery. Salespersons with a learning orientation

are attracted by challenging situations. These individuals value personal growth feelings

and the mastery derived from the job. Performance oriented salespeople seek to win,

according great emphasis to recognition from key others such as the sales manager, sales

trainer, or peers. A performance-oriented salesperson seeks an approach that works

consistently, forsaking the rationale for success or alternative approaches to the selling

situation. Relative to a learning oriented salesperson, a performance-oriented salesperson

would be less likely to study and try new approaches and be more prone toward

identifying opportunities with a high likelihood of success.

Delineating a learning orientation from a performance orientation is a challenging

task. Laboratory experiments have treated performance and learning orientations as

opposites (Ames & Archer, 1988; Meece, Blumfeld, & Hoyle, 1988). In a field setting,

apparently goal orientation exists on a continuum, somewhat akin to the Type A Behavior

continuum (i.e., Type A, Type X, Type B) (Sager, 1991). It is logical and feasible that

some salespersons can pursue simultaneously the goals of learning the job and

performing in the job. As well, the model could be sequential over career, with learning

how to perform the sales job well as a key goal in the entry and establishment stages of

the career cycle (performance being a subordinate goal), and performing the job
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excellently (selling) a key goal in the maturity stage of the career cycle (learning being a

subordinate goal). The crossover literature supports the notion that high performing

employees and organizations learn continually (Cespedes, 1995, Chapter 6; Senge, 1990).

In summary, the question exists as to the validity of dichotomizing goal orientation.

Sujan et al. (1994) determined that most sales motivation and evaluation

programs concentrate on establishing a performance orientation within the sales force, by

stressing that salespeople set and achieve sales objectives. Paradoxically, perhaps, a

salesperson's longer run productivity depends on how well the individual learns the job.

So somewhat of a learning orientation is necessary for survival of a salesperson.

Anecdotal evidence gathered by Sager (conversation with Bill Spino, training director

NCH Corporation; and conversation with Jim Eckhouse, division manager, MANTEK

Division of NCH Corporation), suggests that under a performance orientation salespeople

tend to plateau quickly, generating only minimal (break even) sales revenue. Both

interviewees, the training director and sales division manager, noted that secondary sales

training and mentoring must be used to carry salespeople from a barely competent status

to a more productive status, otherwise the organization will experience a high level of

turnover among its newer salespeople. Leading sales organizations such as General Mills

employ ongoing, CD rom-based training to enhance salespeople's job skills and enhance

product and market knowledge (interview with James Gilyard, regional training director

for General Mills, conducted by Sager). By developing a learning orientation, the

salesperson activates attribution theory of motivation by working both hard and smart

(Teas and McElroy, 1986; Weitz, Sujan, & Sujan, 1986). By working smart as well as

hard, the salesperson is able to increase sales productivity beyond levels achieved through
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working harder. Sujan et al. (1994) contend that in a selling setting, goal orientations

(i.e., performance orientation and learning orientation) are integral rather than polar in

nature. Thereby, interventions designed to stimulate a learning orientation are not likely

to damage a salesperson's performance orientation.

Managers, trainers, and sales supervisors alike may influence a salesperson's goal

orientation through feedback. A salesperson's learning orientation can be enhanced

through both positive and negative feedback from a significant other. Conversely,

performance orientation can be heightened through negative feedback, but not through

positive feedback (Sujan et al. 1994). Sujan et al. (1994) contend that the goal

orientation of salespeople can be shifted toward performance through a system of

negative feedback. Under such a system, salespeople strive to be among the top

performers because lower performers are either directly or implicitly chastised by the

sales manager. An example is the sales setting where the salespeople's weekly

performance numbers are posted on Fridays or on Mondays--"a kick-in-the-pants style of

workplace" (Sujan et al. 1994, p. 44).

Evidence suggests that a salesperson's self-efficacy beliefs moderate the

relationship between a performance goal orientation and motivation (attribution of

performance to working smart and working hard). Sujan et al. (1994) provide evidence

that salespersons who possess a higher performance orientation and exhibit higher self-

efficacy beliefs work both smart and hard. In addition, a learning orientation motivated

working hard and working smart, while a performance orientation only motivated

working hard.
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Another area of interest is the role feedback plays in sales training. Feedback is

defined as work related interactions (Kohli & Jaworski, 1994). Concern focuses on the

nature of feedback in sales training, and its effect on motivation. Negative feedback

administered during formal training events such as sales schools and new rep training

courses, and that provided during more informal training events such as manager field

visits, may discourage sales representatives from developing a learning orientation and

inadvertently foster a performance orientation.

Task Specific Self-efficacy

Bandura (1986) defines task specific self-efficacy as a belief in one's ability to

perform a specific task (Bandura, 1986). High self-efficacy beliefs are desirable in that

they increase the persons' beliefs in their ability to perform. Empirical research suggests

that persons possessing higher self-efficacy beliefs outperform individuals with lower

self-efficacy beliefs (Bouffard-Bouchard, 1990; Taylor et al. 1984).

High self-efficacy can be regarded as a likely antecedent to training effectiveness

and transfer of training (Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). Chowdhury (1993) demonstrated

the utility of salespeople's self-efficacy beliefs in their ability to sell. Therefore,

individuals who commence training with the belief that they can master the training

materials and training content, and are prone to learn or comprehend more during training

(Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992). Using a longitudinal research design, Gist, Schwoerer, and

Rosen (1990) identified that trainees with higher self-efficacy beliefs antecedent to

training and individuals reporting higher self-efficacy at the midpoint of training

performed better than trainees who registered lower self-efficacy. Logically, salespersons

who exit a training program with a belief that they will successfully perform job tasks
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because of the training are more likely to be able to endure and overcome obstacles

experienced during the transfer process (Chowdhury, 1993; Marx, 1982). Likewise, Hill,

Smith, & Mann (1987) demonstrated that employees who hold higher self-efficacy beliefs

adapted job practices by trying new approaches. In light of these findings, and in

particular the theory posited by Bandura (1986), self-efficacy beliefs may be considered

as a predictor of training success, as a process variable during training, and as an alluring

outcome of the training process (Tannenbaum & Yukl, 1992).

Jones (1986) proposed that self-efficacy moderates the socialization process for

new employees. More specifically, within Jones' rubric, institutionalized socialization

tactics produce a stronger custodial role orientation when newly hired individuals possess

low levels of self-efficacy.

Saks (1995) proposed both moderating and mediating effects for self-efficacy on

the relationship between training and newcomer adjustment during the newcomers' first

years of employment. He demonstrated some support for the proposition that initial self-

efficacy moderates the relationship between training and adjustment. Measures of work

adjustment included job performance, turnover, intention to quit, organizational and

professional commitment, job satisfaction, and ability to cope. Post-training self-

efficacy, ability to cope, job performance, and intention to quit were strongly related to

perceptions of training for individuals with low initial self-efficacy beliefs. Post-training

self-efficacy was found to mediate the relationship between training and adjustment.

The relationship between training and job satisfaction, organizational and professional

commitment (i.e., commitment to the profession), and intention to quit was partially

mediated by post-training self-efficacy.
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Training Satisfaction

Post training attitudes are expected to be a major determinant of post training

performance. Tannenbaum et al. (1991) Investigated the role of post-training attitudes

and the determinants of post-training attitudes. One of the determinants they investigated

was training fulfillment. Tannenbaum et al. (1991) conceptualize training satisfaction or

training fulfillment as the extent to which training meets or fulfills a trainee's expectations

and desires. Individuals enter training with varying expectations and desires (Hoiberg &

Berry, 1978). That is, individuals do not share identical expectations and desires

concerning training. When training falters in meeting trainees' expectations and desires,

or training fulfillment is low, organizational commitment is reduced (Tannenbaum et al.

1991).

Training fulfillment=>3 (P-E)D, (1)
1=1

Tannenbaum et al. (1991) examined the effects of meeting naval trainees'

expectations on organizational commitment, academic self-efficacy, physical self-

efficacy, and motivation. Training fulfillment refers to the degree to which training

meets or fulfills a trainee's expectations or desires. They operationalized training

fulfillment as a function of expectations, desires, and perceptions. Post training

perceptions of training are represented above by P. training expectations is represented

by E, and training desires is represented by D, where I equals the item number and n

equals the number of items in the scale. Training perceptions alluded to the trainee's

beliefs concerning training after the training event. Training expectations referred to
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what the trainees anticipated they would face during the course of training. Training

desires related to what the trainees wanted the course of training to encompass.

Training satisfaction was demonstrated to be an important influence in the

development of post training attitudes by Tannenbaum et al. (1991). Three key findings

were: partial support was found for a relationship between performance during training

and post training self-efficacy beliefs, trainees' organizational commitment was

positively related to trainee reactions (i.e., satisfaction with training), and training

satisfaction was positively related to commitment, self-efficacy, and motivation. These

findings are consistent with findings reported by Tudor, Pelton, and Strutton (1993) in

that salespeople who felt their company was highly proficient in training perceived the

organizational climate as more positive.

Training Outcomes

Outcomes of training fall into a number of areas. Kirkpatrick (1976) suggests that

trainees evaluate training effectiveness through a four level hierarchy. Kirkpatrick

proposes that trainees assess outcomes in terms of:

1. reactions to the content of the training program and training process,

2. acquisition of skills and knowledge,

3. changes in behavior, and

4. tangible improvements in outcomes.

Reaction to the content of training programs corresponds to sales training perceptions.

Acquisition of skills and knowledge relates to learning. Changes in behavior relate to the

transfer of training materials. Tangible improvements in outcomes refer to escalations in

performance.
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Transfer of Training

Trainees learn something in an artificial environment, and then have to use that

knowledge in the job, the actual environment. If the ultimate objectives of sales training

are changes in behavior and improved sales performance, and if training is assumed to be

correct and proper, then the trainees can be expected to employ materials, techniques, and

knowledge acquired during sales training to meet the job objectives. The notion of a

trainee applying or adapting materials from the training environment into the work

environment is referred to as transfer of training. Transfer of training refers to the

trainee's ability to learn something in one environment and use the learned skill or

knowledge in another environment (Goldstein, 1993). The desire of sales trainers and

sales managers should be for as much training material as possible to be transferred into

the job setting. Identification of factors that facilitate or hinder transfer is very important.

Transfer sounds like a simple process. Michalak (1981) suggests that transfer

may be impeded because trainers overemphasize the portion of training that deals with

the acquisition of skills and place little emphasis on what happens afterwards.

Baumgartel and Jeanpierre (1972) determined that training transferred more effectively

when management provided a supportive climate and encouraged trainees to investigate

new ideas and use training knowledge. Likewise, Russell, Terborg, and Powers (1985)

ascertained that organizational support was significantly related to the application of

training to organizational performance.

Transfer of training is expected to benefit the sales trainee and the organization.

However, training does not always lead to desirable outcomes. Several training transfer

conditions may possibly occur, positive or negative. In the basic transfer design proposed
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by Goldstein (1993), positive transfer occurs when an experimental group that receives

training performs significantly better than a control group not receiving training.

Negative transfer transpires when performance worsens for the experimental group when

compared with the control group. Zero transfer ensues when no change in performance

exists between the experimental group and the control group. Identifying the nature of

transfer outcomes should assist training program designers. In the event of negative or

zero transfer, training program designers should conclude that training program

modifications are needed.

Goldstein (1993) discusses two theories used to describe the conditions necessary

for the transfer of training. The first condition is referred to as identical-elements and the

second is known as transfer-through-principles. Identical elements theory refers to the

notion that transfer will occur as long as identical elements are in the training and

application arenas. When stimuli and responses are interchangeable between training and

transfer, trainees are practicing the final task during the training program that should lead

to positive transfer. Unfortunately, such situations seldom exist in a sales environment

where market and organizational conditions cannot be closely replicated during training.

Further, the task characteristics often differ such that practice on tasks may have an

imperfect relationship to performance of the task in the field. Finally, the responses

developed through training may be only partially appropriate for the transfer setting.

Sales trainers may determine that calling on real buyers bears no resemblance to making

sales presentations to sales trainers, sales managers, or fellow sales trainees.

The transfer-through-principles theory suggests that training focus on the general

principles requisite to learn a task. The trainee will apply those principles to solve
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problems in the transfer task (Goldstein, 1993). Much the same thought underlies

traditional university training. The transfer-through-principles theory suggests that it is

reasonable to design training environments without too much regard to their similarity to

the transfer situation, as long as exercising the underlying principles is feasible. During

training, salespeople are admonished that they will learn to apply principles on the job,

and that their manager or field trainer will familiarize them with the sale call situation.

Climate for transfer is also an important area of concern. Climate refers to the

employee's affective response to the organization (Furnham, 1991). Sales trainees may

be concerned with the supportive aspect of a sales organization's climate. To what extent

do the sales manager, fellow salespeople, trainers, and the organization itself aid the new

salesperson in learning the job and succeeding? Russell, Terborg, and Powers (1985)

evaluated the importance of a supportive organization. The evaluation was accomplished

through a study of co-worker and management practices to determine whether these

personnel were using methods similar to those taught in training. If those individuals

were using similar methods, the trainees would be influenced to use such behaviors in the

workplace. Their study indicated that organizational support of training methods relates

to performance.

Goldstein (1993) identified two major components of transfer climate. Those

components are situational cues and consequences. Situational cues were the actions that

trainees' managers took to reinforce what the trainees had learned during training. For

example, the manager would make sure that the trainees had an opportunity to use the

training materials immediately; managers might share their own training experiences with

trainees; or managers provided training aids on the job. Consequences were considered
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as the rewards a trainee received for transferring knowledge, skills, and abilities garnered

during training into the transfer environment. Furnham's (1991) research suggests that

the degree of positive transfer climate affects the extent to which learned behavior is

transferred onto the job, separate from the degree to which the trainees had learned in the

training program.

Goldstein (1993) suggests that the following general conditions facilitate a

climate that facilitates positive transfer.

1. The training program must unite the trainer, trainee, and manager in the

transfer process.

2. Trainee and manager expectations must be clear before training.

3. Obstacles to transfer and strategies to overcome those obstacles must be

identified.

4. Managers must work to provide opportunities for the support of trainees'

learned behavior in the work environment.

5. A climate for continuous learning must be developed (Senge, 1990).

Role Clarity

Donnelly and Ivancevich (1975) define role clarity as the extent to which required

information is communicated and understood. In this context, role clarity overlaps both

role conflict and role ambiguity. Role conflict refers to the belief that two or more

individuals or groups are making incompatible demands concerning how the selling job

should be performed (Ford, Walker, & Churchill, 1976). Role ambiguity addresses the

condition when a salesperson feels uncertain about what kinds of behavior is expected by

various role partners (Ford, Walker, & Churchill, 1976). Together, conflicting messages
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about how the salesperson should be performing the job, and ambiguity concerning goals

and role lead may contribute to an inability to process job information. Likewise, a lack

of clear information about how to perform the job (information concerning products,

pricing, and procedures) may contribute to conflicting demands and to ambiguity

concerning role (Rizzo, House, & Lirtzman, 1970). Donnelly and Ivancevich (1975)

propose that lack of role clarity (essentially, poor communication) is one major cause of

job tension for salespeople. Lack of role clarity leaves the worker with an ambiguous

perception of the sales job role, predisposing the salesperson to be dissatisfied with the

job, to experience job stress, and hence to seek opportunities for employment elsewhere

or, more positively, to attempt to improve role clarity and satisfaction. Johnston et al.

(1990) partially assessed relationships between role stress (i.e., role conflict and role

ambiguity), commitment to the organization, and intention to leave.

The sales position possesses a number of characteristics that impede role clarity.

First, salespeople must perform with incomplete information concerning products and

their customers. Second, as discussed in Chapter I the salesperson occupies a boundary

role position. The salesperson interacts for the company with customers, often

interceding between customers and departments within the company. Often, the

procedures and information necessary for coordinating activities among the varied

departments at customer sites and within the company is nonexistent or incomplete.

Finally, relative to internal positions, the salesperson's job is amorphous in character,

requiring adaptation and innovation. Innovative roles are highly susceptible to

deficiencies in role clarity (Jones, 1986).
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Donnelly and Ivancevich (1975) determined that salespeople who possessed

higher role clarity were more interested in the sales job, sought opportunity to innovate

on the job, and evinced greater autonomy and self-esteem. Salespeople who

demonstrated greater role clarity also registered lower job tension and lower propensity to

leave. From the findings, the researchers implied that salespersons need a clear

understanding of what goals the organization envisions, the specifications of the sales

job, and the specific criteria that will be used to evaluate them. In corroboration of the

Donnelly and Ivancevich (1975) work, Ford, Walker, and Churchill (1976) demonstrated

that increasing the relevant information provided to the salesperson enhanced role clarity

(or role clarification), thereby stimulating interest in the job, increasing opportunity for

innovation, generating greater job satisfaction, and lessening perceptions of job tension

and the desire to leave.

Salesperson Performance

Salesperson performance is defined as the relationship of salesperson behaviors

and the results of those behaviors to the achievement of organizational goals (Sager &

Hyman, 1992). Because efforts of salespeople are seen as closely related to company

revenue, performance of salespeople is measured more objectively and more often than

that of other types of personnel (e.g., staff accountants, systems analysts, human

resources employees).

The bases for assessing performance of salespeople have been disputed in the

literature addressing compensation (Cotham & Cravens, 1968; Winer, 1973). The

question of how to assess salesperson performance remains unsettled. Conservatively

speaking, it is safe to say that the effectiveness cannot be fully assessed by using only a
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single measure of sales performance such as billed accounts or units sold. While revenue

sustains the business organization, total sales dollars are a lagged result of salespeople's

effort. That is, sales dollars generated today may result from sales calls and other efforts

that occurred months ago. Other aspects of the salesperson's efforts may need to be

considered to evaluate efforts that contribute to long-term performance. Sources of sales

and dollars generated per order may provide a more thorough impression of what the

salesperson does to generate sales. Considering the number of presentations,

demonstrations, and cold calls a salesperson makes over a performance window provides

an impression of the actual work a salesperson inputs to the job. MacKenzie, Podsakoff,

and Fetter (1993) point out the non-selling behaviors salespeople perform that contribute

to the organization's status.

Research Needs in Sales Training

Several aspects of salesperson training remain for investigation. Among the

aspects are the following.

1. A greater understanding is needed concerning how sales trainees determine

what sales training materials they will or will not transfer into the selling

environment.

2. Although most trainers and training theorists (e.g., Goldstein, 1990, 1993)

agree that similarity between training environment and job environment leads

to better performance on the job, little is known concerning why this occurs.

(It is probably an outgrowth of conditioning theory--net of generalizations of

the behavior to other settings.)
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3. Effectiveness of sales training programs has yet to be defined or means of

assessing effectiveness developed.

4. Researchers need a greater understanding of the role played by salespeople's

perceptions of sales training in transfer of training materials. Constructs

relating to sales training perceptions need to be developed, metricized, and

validated relative to existing perceptual variables such as job satisfaction and

organizational commitment.

The role of sales training in the socialization of salespeople needs to be

investigated as well. Does socialization incorporate sales training or should sales training

encompass socialization? Socialization has been fairly well studied in the literature

addressing organization behavior. Few sales management researchers have investigated

the role socialization plays in sales force management (cf., Dubinsky et al. 1986).

However, the socialization process new salespeople and sales managers undergo has

ramifications for several outcomes including performance, burnout, and withdrawal.

Summary

Chapter II reviewed aspects of published thought and empirical research relating

to sales training. The discussion involved several bodies of thought including

socialization, models of training transfer and training satisfaction, relationships between

individual characteristics and training satisfaction, relationships between several job

related personal characteristics and training satisfaction. Several constructs developed

specifically within the training literature were also discussed, including training

satisfaction and transfer of training. Finally, the chapter specified several aspects within

the scope of salesperson training that need to be studied.
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Chapter III introduces a theory-based framework that represents the potential

antecedents and outcomes of salespeople's training perceptions. The framework serves

as the basis for proposing several hypotheses that will be tested. The chapter also details

the following aspects of the research process:

1. development of research constructs drawn from the theoretical framework,

2. operationalization of the constructs as variables used in testing the

hypothesized relationships,

3. preparation of a research instrument,

4. selection of a sample,

5. administration of the research instrument, and

6. methodology for empirical evaluation of the proposed relationships.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN, FRAMEWORK AND MEASURES

Chapter I reviewed the research issues under inquiry and specified the

contribution of the study of salespeople's training perceptions to both the research

community and to practicing sales managers and trainers. Chapter II introduced several

areas of research that relate to sales training, in particular, socialization, self-efficacy, and

learning. It also presented several models of the determinants of training satisfaction and

of transfer of training materials, chiefly the models developed by Noe, Tannenbaum, and

their colleagues (Mathieu, Tannenbaum, & Salas, 1990; Noe, 1986; and Noe & Schmitt,

1986; Tannenbaum, Mathieu, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1991; Tannenbaum & Yukl,

1992).

Chapter III continues the line of thought concerning training attitudes and

outcomes by presenting base models of behavior within the realm of training and transfer

of training. The chapter then integrates concepts reviewed in Chapter II and hypothesizes

relationships. Continuing, Chapter III develops a theoretical model that depicts

salespeople's training attitudes and related outcomes (referred to as the Training Attitudes

and Outcomes (TAO) Model). The TAO model draws from the literature reviewed in

Chapter II. Concluding sections of Chapter III relate the research design employed to

gather empirical data used to evaluate several of the relationships proposed in the TAO

model, and summarize the measures used to operationalize the constructs of interest.
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The chapter proceeds as follows: 102

1. It reviews the trait variables of interest.

2. It discusses the base models of transfer of training and theories associated with
the base models.

3. It develops the rationale underlying the base models.

4. It proposes hypotheses depicting structural and moderator relationships within
the base models.

5. It summarizes the research design used for testing the proposed relationships.
6. It presents measures used to operationalize the constructs of interest and

outlines their psychometric properties.

7. It describes the sample used to represent salespeople, the population of

interest.

The general purpose of this study is to assist researchers in answering the
following questions:

1. What variables interest influence the transfer of training materials?

2. What forms of relationships exist between salespeople's perceived training
needs, their satisfaction with training received, and the transfer of materials
gained in sales training to the job environment?

3. What other variables may influence the transfer of sales training materials?
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Trait Variables of Interest

Numerous individual trait variables may impact salespeople's receptivity to
training and ultimately their transfer of training materials from the point of training into
application in the field. A trait is defined as any characteristic in which one individual
differs from another individual in a relatively permanent and consistent way (Hilgard,

Atkinson, & Atkinson, 1975). Examples of such traits are Type A behavior and locus of
control. Traits differ from personal characteristics such as age, tenure, and gender. A
contention made here is that trait variables influence the TAO process through training
expectations, perceptions of training, and training satisfaction. (For definitions, refer to
Table 8 on page 209). Alternately, important changes in trait variables may emerge from
the training process (e.g., task specific self-efficacy for the selling process).

Self-efficacy beliefs embody the salesperson's belief as to the extent a skill, such
as ability to plan and execute a sales presentation, is possessed or has been developed.

Chowdhury (1993) developed self-efficacy as a variable in a selling context. In a sales
training context, self-efficacy connotes the salesperson's presumed ability to participate
in, complete, and retain training materials.

Self-efficacy beliefs for training would seem positively related to training
satisfaction. The greater the skill level the trainee believes has been derived from training
(i.e., higher self efficacy) the greater the satisfaction with training. As well, the more
prepared the salesperson feels for training (training self-efficacy), the greater the
satisfaction will be with the training. Tannenbaum et al. (1991) define training
satisfaction as the extent to which a course or unit of training fulfills a trainee's
expectations. An expectation within the realm of the Attitude, Intention, Behavior (AIB)
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model (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) is that, to the extent salespersons are satisfied with the
training received, they are more likely to believe they possess greater selling skills (i.e.,
possess greater self-efficacy for selling). Enhanced self-efficacy beliefs, resulting from
training satisfaction, should positively influence transfer of training (Figure 10, page

256).

Internal locus of control refers to one extreme of the bipolar internal--external

locus of control dichotomy. Rotter (1966) characterizes internal locus of control as a
state where the individual ascribes events and performance to personal efforts or the lack
thereof. Conversely, external locus of control relates a state where the individual assigns
events and performance to sources outside personal scope of control (e.g., events and
performance could be ascribed to the economy, actions of competitors, corporate

management, or poor training).

Salespersons who possess more external locus of control are likely to possess
greater expectations for training. The expectation here holds that salespeople with a more
external locus of control, relative to other salespeople, seek aid from sources outside
themselves. They are thereby more inclined to expect sales training. Salespeople with a
more internal locus of control rely more on personal attributes and learning capacity.
Thereby, salespeople with a more internal locus of control are less oriented towards sales
training. Internals may also be less likely to engage in the transfer of training materials

into the selling environment.

Similar to locus of control, learning orientation operates on the bipolar paradigm.
A salesperson who possesses a relatively stronger learning orientation engages in
activities conceived to enhance understanding and knowledge that relates to the job. A
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salesperson who possesses a relatively stronger performance orientation, engages only in

activities intended to advance sales performance--the ultimate outcome variable. Sujan,

Weitz, and Kumar (1994) applied the concept of learning orientation to salespeople as a

population, and operationalized the construct. They reported that learning orientation

was positively related to working hard (overall amount of effort a salesperson directs

towards the job) and working smart (behaviors directed toward developing knowledge

about selling situations and employing this knowledge in selling situations). Sujan et al.

(1994) further reported a positive relationship between working smart and performance,

and working hard and performance.

Learning orientation extends logically to the TAO model. Other traits held

constant, salespeople who possess a stronger learning orientation should hold greater

expectations for sales training they receive, and thereby should also be more likely than

those with a stronger performance orientation to transfer sales training to the job

environment. Learning oriented salespeople see training as a vehicle to enhanced

understanding, and they envision understanding as a vehicle to performance. Salespeople

who possess a stronger performance orientation seek the avenue that offers the most

direct linkage to enhanced performance, and thereby may forgo efforts to enhance

understanding.

Base Models and Hypothesized Relationships

Base models will be used to represent the theories that underlie the TAO model.

A base model depicts the working relationships between the general or categorical

concepts that overarch the TAO model. Base models serve two roles. First, they

illustrate the theory at work in TAO. Users need to comprehend the theory in use before
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accepting or evaluating TAO. Second, base models depict the components that comprise

the TAO model; they simplify. More complex models like TAO integrate two or more

base models. TAO encompasses a number of base models.

The first base model is the Behavior Driven Model. Under a behavior driven

scheme (Figure 12, page 256), a personal trait or belief influences behavior, and behavior

influences outcome. In the case of training models, the influenced behavior is transfer of

training materials. That is, the sales trainee takes what has been learned in a training

environment and applies the acquired knowledge, skills, or abilities in the selling

environment. The behavior (i.e., transfer of training) is proposed to be associated with

positive outcomes such as increased sales revenue, increased selling activities,

strengthened organizational commitment, and higher intention to stay with the

organization. The positive relationship between transfer of training and performance

would seem to be the justification for providing any sales training at all. Sales managers

are presumed to believe that training leads to performance that is better than would occur

without training (Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram, 1993; Honeycutt & Stevenson, 1989;

Honeycutt, Harris, & Castleberry 1987). As well, sales training may hasten a

salesperson's progress up the learning curve--a particular benefit in a commission sales

environment.

Performance Outcomes = (Training Transfer, Traits) (3)

In the Behavior Driven Model, the behavior (i.e., transfer of training) is driven by

traits or characteristics intrinsic to the individual receiving training. Traits, such as self-

efficacy beliefs, external locus of control, or learning orientation are associated with
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positive behavior, that is, use or transfer of training. A positive transfer contributes to

performance. If the Behavior Driven Model is accepted, then it is incumbent to identify

what traits or characteristics facilitate transfer behavior. The following relationships

concerning personal traits are hypothesized.

1. Higher self-efficacy beliefs positively contribute to transfer of training.

Transfer = f(Self-efficacy) (4)

Salespeople who feel more comfortable with their selling skills and knowledge developed

through training are more likely to use those skills in the field.

2. Higher degree of internal locus of control positively influences transfer of

training.

Transfer = f(Internal Locus of Control) (5)

Salespeople who tend towards internality are more likely to see their training as a way to

enhance their performance on the job, and thereby use skills and knowledge gained in

training.

3. A stronger learning orientation, positively influences transfer of training.

Transfer = J(Learning Orientation) (6)

Salespeople who seek to better understand the job and the market they serve are more

likely to use skills and knowledge they gain in training.

While traits may well explain some of the variance in transfer among trainees,

other factors may be at work as well. Traits may also influence attitudes the salesperson
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holds toward sales training. Attitudes can also contribute to desired outcomes (Brown &

Peterson, 1993).

The second form of base model presented is an Attitude Driven Model (Figure 11,

page 256). Under the Attitude Driven Model, trainees' personal traits or beliefs influence

attitudes, and attitudes influence outcomes. In the sales training context, individual traits

influence attitudes which, in turn, influence performance. Under the Attitude Driven

Model, certain personal traits positively influence salespeople's perceptions concerning

training. A more positive attitude (e.g., greater training satisfaction) contributes

positively to performance.

Performance Outcomes = f(Training Satisfaction, Individual Traits) (7)

The following relationships relate how personal traits influence training

satisfaction (an attitude) which contributes positively to performance. The rational for

each proposed relationship corresponds to that expressed in equations (4), (5), and (6).

4. Higher self-efficacy beliefs influence training satisfaction positively.

Training Satisfaction = f(Self-efficacy) (8)

Salespeople who strongly believe they are able to perform a specific selling task learned

during sales training (e.g., demonstrating products, overcoming objections, or tailoring

presentations for individual accounts) will tend to have higher degrees of training

satisfaction than those sales trainees with lower task specific self-efficacy beliefs

subsequent to training.
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5. A more external locus of control positively influences satisfaction with

training.

Training Satisfaction = f(External Locus of Control) (9)

Unlike training transfer, where transfer is projected to be positively related to the

individual's degree of internal locus of control, training satisfaction is instead positively

related to the degree of external locus of control (or negatively related to internal locus of

control). Individuals with an external locus of control will believe that their future

success is dependent on external influences beyond the control of the individual. Sales

training may be construed as just such an external influence.

6. A stronger learning orientation influences training satisfaction positively.

Training Satisfaction = f(Learning Orientation) (10)

Individuals with learning orientations simply enjoy the process of discovering how to sell

effectively (Suj an, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). These individuals may see the sales training

process as value in and of itself. Training to individuals of this nature would be in itself

satisfying.

The attitude driven model assumes that positive attitudes toward sales training

(e.g., satisfaction with training) lead to improvements in performance. Unfortunately, the

attitude model fails to address the notion of transfer of training, a behavior. The model

simply assumes that performance evolves from satisfaction. What appears to be of

importance in the attitude driven model are the traits associated with the desired attitude,
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in the present case satisfaction with training. Researchers need to identify personal traits

and characteristics that might influence training satisfaction.

Attitude, defined as a learned predisposition to respond to an object or entity in a

consistent manner, can be affected by information and experiences (Wilkie, 1990). An

instance of sales training, particularly initial training, constitutes an experience, and it

normally incorporates information as well. Certainly, the information and experiences a

trainee anticipates before training (pre-training expectations), the training itself, and the

perceptions the trainee holds following training (i.e., post-training evaluations) should

determine a trainee's satisfaction with training. Following that line of thought, the

salesperson's satisfaction with sales training will be greater to the extent that the training

experience meets or exceeds the trainee's expectations.

The extent that training meets or exceeds expectations is represented by the

Discrepancy Driven Model of training (Figure 13, page 257). The lower the discrepancy

is between the pre-training expectations and perceived reality, the greater the

salesperson's satisfaction with the training (an attitude).

The Discrepancy-Based Model (Figure 13, page 257) suggests that outcomes are

positively associated with attitude (satisfaction with training) and behavior (transfer of

training). Such expectations correspond positively to the Behavior Driven Model and

Attitude Driven Model (Figure 12, page 256 and Figure 11, page 256 respectively). That

is, transfer of training, a behavior, contributes to performance, an outcome; and

satisfaction with training, an attitude, contributes positively to performance, an outcome.

Performance Outcomes = fiTraining Satisfaction + Transfer of Training) (11)
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The model further proposes that attitude (e.g., satisfaction with training) and

behavior (e.g., transfer of training) relate negatively to the discrepancy between training

expectations and perceived reality of sales training. To the extent the trainee perceives

that training received fell short of pre-training expectations, the trainee experiences less

satisfaction and lower transfer of training.

Training Satisfaction = J(Training Perceptions - Training Expectations) (12)

Transfer of Training = f(Training Perceptions - Training Expectations) (13)

As proposed, the Discrepancy Based Model (Figure 13, page 257) has initial face

validity only when the training expectations exceed the perceived realities. In other

words, the model functions if the training received is bounded by training expectations

(i.e., less than what was anticipated). The discrepancy can be attributed to several

sources: inadequate training materials, an ineffectual or inattentive trainer, nonspecific or

inappropriate training, or inadequate duration of training to name a few. From a face

validity standpoint, the model may not hold when a negative discrepancy exists because

the training received exceeds a trainee's expectations. Pragmatically speaking, such a

situation is desirable but it falls outside the concerns of the present study. As well, reality

tells us that training is used as a recruiting tool in some sales situations. Such use sets

higher expectations. In particular, people who lack sales experience desire training. As

well, individuals who possess sales experience but are unfamiliar with the industry for

whom they will be selling, desire some type of training to familiarize them with the

characteristics of that industry.
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Of primary concern regarding a Discrepancy Based Model is the formation of

initial training expectations. The formation of these expectations ultimately determines

behavior and attitudes, and through them affects the outcomes of a salesperson's training

experience. Yet the Discrepancy Based Model neglects to address the impacts of such

influences. With that need in mind, it is logical to propose a model integrating the

influence of individual traits and characteristics on behavior (transfer of training) and

attitude (satisfaction with training).

The next base model under consideration is an Attitude-Behavior (A-B) Model.

The A-B Model synthesizes two previous lines of thought, the Behavior Driven Model

(Figure 12, page 256) and the Attitude Driven Model (Figure 11, page 256). It extends

the attitude model by incorporating transfer of training as a consequence of training

satisfaction. The A-B model draws from the Attitude-Intention-Behavior model

discussed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975). The A-B Model proposes that personal traits

and beliefs influence attitudes; attitudes influence behavior, and behavior influences

outcomes.

The following relationships are hypothesized within the A-B Model.

1. Greater self-efficacy perception contributes positively to training satisfaction.

2. A more external locus of control contributes positively to training satisfaction.

3. A stronger learning orientation contributes positively to training satisfaction.

4. Satisfaction with training contributes positively to training transfer.

5. Transfer of training contributes positively to performance.

The A-B Model is consistent with notions proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen

(1975). They suggest that attitudes toward an object or action (e.g., sales training) may
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influence behavior concerning the object or action under consideration. However,

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) contend that intention mediates the relationship between

attitude and behavior.

The A-B Model holds intention constant, an inherent limitation. The A-B Model

suggests that attitude (e.g., satisfaction with training) may be influenced by the

individual's personal traits or beliefs and, like prior models, that attitude influences

behavior (i.e., transfer of training), and behavior relates positively to outcomes (e.g.,

performance).

The A-B Model improves on prior models through its integral ordering of

constructs. The model proposes that attitude (satisfaction with training) mediates the

relationship between individual traits or beliefs and behavior (transfer of training). The

individual traits or beliefs construct may include a discrepancy-based component,

although the discrepancy symbolizes a cognition more so than a trait or belief.

Under the Discrepancy Based Model, attitude and behavior act independently in

influencing outcomes. The discrepancy-based model suggests that outcomes may be

favorable with either satisfaction with training or transfer of training, but that neither trait

is a requisite. The A-B Model takes more of a cognitive approach. That is, the trainee

possesses a predisposition towards the training event or program, forms an attitude

regarding the training, and acts to the extent that the training transfers. In studying the A-

B Model, one must determine to what extent specific traits or beliefs influence attitude

(satisfaction with training), and to what extent attitude towards training affects behavior

(transfer of training). Identification of traits or beliefs salient to satisfaction with training

should be an objective of further investigation.
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While trait variables may influence attitudes (satisfaction with training), beliefs

could play an equivalent or greater role in the TAO process. Beliefs refer to the cognitive

knowledge people have of the relations among attributes, benefits, and objects (Mowen,

1995). Researchers need to increase understanding of how salespeople form beliefs.

Evidence suggests that self-efficacy beliefs may be formed during the salesperson

socialization process (Dubinsky et al. 1986). Socialization prepares the sales trainee to

perform the sales job (Feldman, 1981). In recent years, the sales training program has

become a major part of the socialization process (Feldman, 1989). By examining the role

of the socialization process in training, researchers can expand understanding concerning

how sales trainees' form expectations and attitudes. Further, by addressing salespeople's

socialization process, researchers may gain a clearer conception concerning the role

managers and trainers play in the TAO process.

The following section conceptualizes how socialization oriented variables may

influence training. A TAO Model is presented to represent supposed influences in the

training process. The TAO Model (Figure 15, page 258) incorporates the A-B Model,

and it includes the additional relationships among variables relating socialization

experience, management support, organization support, and organizational climate.

Moreover, the TAO Model incorporates organization commitment as an influence on the

TAO process for salespeople. Commitment has yet to be examined relative to TAOs.

In the TAO Model, the socialization experience directly influences satisfaction

with training. While progressing through the various stages of socialization (anticipatory

stage, accommodation stage, role definition stage, and outcome state; Feldman, 1981) the

salesperson develops expectations concerning training. The expectations could address
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several aspects of training such as extent or scope of training, quality of trainers, topic

areas addressed during training, and skills acquired through training (e.g., selling skills,

demonstrations skills). To the extent that it is managed, the socialization process should

to some extent reduce discrepancies between training expectations and training reality.

The greater the extent of socialization, the greater the reduction in discrepancy between

expectations and perceived reality. The reduction in discrepancy is proposed to enhance

training satisfaction.

Socialization renders benefit to salespeople in that the socialization experience

fosters in the trainee a greater degree of job realism. Wanous (1980) urges that

organizations provide job candidates with a realistic job preview as a means to convey

actuality to job candidates before a commitment has been made between the parties.

Particularly in the anticipatory stage of socialization, such realism aligns expectations

with actuality, lessening the potential discrepancy and thus leading to greater job

satisfaction (Dubinsky et al. 1986). Enhanced job satisfaction contributes to commitment

to the sales organization, an outgrowth of the socialization process (Sager, 1994; Sager &

Johnston, 1989). In turn, organizational commitment is proposed to have a positive

relationship to transfer of training (Figure 15, page 258).

Moderator Relationships

When analyzing networks of relationships, an important consideration concerns

how certain variables may differentially influence relationships between hypothesized

component variable frameworks. Variables that differentially influence the form or

strength of a linear relationship between two variables are termed moderators (Baron &

Kenney, 1986). The form of relationship concerns its direction (i.e., positive or
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negative), while strength concerns the magnitude of the linear relationship (i.e., statistical

significance, p 0.01, as opposed to non-significance)

Several variables may moderate relationships proposed in the Behavior Driven

Model (Figure 12, page 256) and Attitude Driven Model (Figure 11, page 256), the

Discrepancy Based Model (Figure 13, page 257), and the Attitude-Behavior Model (A-B)

(Figure 25, page 268). Relationships between training satisfaction (attitude), transfer of

training (behavior), and performance (outcome) may be moderated by the support of

training the sales manager provides, by support for the salespeople the company provides,

and by organizational climate.

Manager Support of training and Organization Support for training are two more

constructs developed for the present study. Manager Support of training signifies the

extent that the salesperson believes the sales manager advocates and reinforces the formal

training the salesperson received. Support encompasses the feedback the manager

provides after the salesperson returns to the field. Manager Support is a component of the

climate of the sales force. Opportunity for support exists through the time the salesperson

is in the field. However, Manager Support of training plays a crucial role while the new

salesperson moves along the training curve. The window of time a salesperson takes to

achieve basic proficiency at the job varies from one or two weeks to up to two years

(Heide, 1996; private data collected by researcher). Reinforcement by the manager of the

principles covered in initial training include giving personal attention, as well as

coaching, and encouraging of the salesperson by the sales manager.

Organization Support of salespeople involves a salesperson's perception of how

well the organization conveys information and tools for the salesperson to use in carrying
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out the job. Salespeople perceive Organization Support independently of Manager

Support; although the sales manager certainly acts as an intermediary between the

company and salespeople (Patty, 1982). The company provides order processing

services, market intelligence, information on competitors, technical information, and

pricing and discount information. In selling systems or other customized products, the

salesperson solicits approval of bids and proposals from the company. So salespeople

seek approval, guidance, technical information, product information, and even moral

support from the company. Such support has particular import to a salesperson in light of

the absence of regular contact between salespeople and nonsales coworkers or corporate

management. Need for acceptance and a feeling of belonging are important to

salespeople who function as boundary spanners for their organization (Singh & Rhoads,

1991).

Organization Support of training exists as a construct separate from Manager

Support of training. Like Manager Support of training, the salesperson perceives support

after returning to the field from initial training. The window of perception for

Organization Support of training exists in an ongoing state. Organization Support of

training conceptualizes the extent the company encourages salespeople with product

information and ongoing technical support.

Manager Support should moderate the relationship between transfer and

performance (assuming the training is proper and adequate for the salesperson's particular

field situation). Generally, the more the salesperson accepts that the manager supports

the training process, the stronger will be the relationship between the transfer of training

and performance. Salespersons who use the materials from the training process are more
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likely to succeed if their sales managers reinforce use of training materials through

coaching and other forms of support. Conversely, salespersons who only initially transfer

the material presented during the training process are less likely to succeed when their

sales manager neglects to reinforce training through coaching or generally fails to support

the salesperson. In the latter case, the sales manager either undermines the base training

the salesperson is attempting to employ or simply neglects to support the salesperson's

learning process. In more extreme cases, sales managers denigrate sales training the

company provides.

Organization Support should moderate the relationship between transfer and

performance (assuming the training is proper and adequate for the salesperson's particular

field situation). The more the salesperson believes that the Organization Supports the

training process through materials, time, and information, the stronger will be the

relationship between transfer of training and performance. Salespeople who use the

material from the training process are more likely to succeed if the company reinforces

use of training material through follow-up information and other direct forms of support.

Other forms of support include new product demonstrations, computerized systems for

territory management and order processing, and regular direct contact with senior

management. Conversely, salespeople who only initially use the material they absorb

from the training process are less likely to perform successfully when the company

inadequately reinforces training or otherwise ignores supporting the salesperson.

Organizational climate refers to the individual salesperson's perceptions of

organizational conditions and interrelationships among those conditions (Tyagi &

Wotruba, 1993). Brown and Leigh (1996) investigated the processes by which employee
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perceptions of organizational environment (i.e., organizational climate) associated with

job involvement, effort, and performance. Psychological climate refers to the degree to

which employees ascertain the organization to be a psychologically safe and meaningful

work environment. Brown and Leigh (1996) determined that psychological climate was

related to job involvement which in turn was related to performance. They further

suggested that when the organizational environment is perceived in a positive fashion by

the employees (i.e., as congruent with their self-interests and values) they are more prone

to identify with the organization on a more personal level and allocate greater effort

toward reaching those personal goals.

From a sales training perspective, the salesperson that perceived a supportive

psychological climate toward the training program would recognize the importance of the

relationship between sales training and performance in the field. In order to accomplish

this objective, the organization must position the goals of sales training as congruent with

the individual sales trainee's goals.

Formal Moderator Hypotheses Relating to Base Models

When salespeople perceive greater Manager Support for training then:

1. Behavior model: Self-efficacy beliefs are positively associated with transfer

of training. (M1A)

Manager Support for training will generally confirm the sales trainees' self-efficacy

beliefs developed during the course of training. The heightened self-efficacy beliefs will

in turn lead the sales trainees to believe they are engaging in behavior encouraged and

supported by managers when they employ those behaviors on the job.

2. Training satisfaction is positively associated with performance. (M1B)
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When salespersons perceive that managers are supportive of training activities, then the

satisfaction is expected to influence performance. Manager Support for the sales training

program would indicate to the sales trainee that the managers are confident in the

adequacy of the sales training program to provide the salespersons with the requisite

knowledge, skills, and abilities to accomplish the selling job. This confidence is in turn

expected to influence transfer of training in a positive manner.

3. Attitude model: Training satisfaction is positively associated with transfer of

training. (M1C)

Managers' support for training programs will tend to confirm to the sales trainee that the

sales training program was proper for the demands of the selling job. Sales trainees enter

into training programs with preconceived notions of sales training content and amount.

The managers' support for the program can demonstrate to the sales trainee that either the

program satisfied the trainees' preconceived needs or that the preconceived needs were

erroneous. As the "gap" between expectations is lessened through the managers' support,

the degree of satisfaction with training would be heightened. This in turn would lead to

increased transfer of training.

4. Transfer of training is positively associated with performance. (MID)

The overall reason for training is to generate some form of behavior change in the

recipient of the training. These behavior changes are meant to improve performance. If

there is no change in performance when transfer of training is evident, then there is no

reason for training (assuming the training is proper for the situations faced in the job).

Manager Support for training programs would demonstrate the importance of training and
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the importance of the training materials imparted during the sales training. This Manager

Support should encourage the sales trainees to transfer the materials into the job.

The rationale for the remaining moderating hypotheses is identical to M1A, MiB,

MiC, and MID. However, unlike Manager Support for training which is generally

verbal and communicated in a manner more appropriate for the individuals concerned,

Organization Support is generally nonverbal and probably more generic. Organization

Support for training would take the form of providing the salesperson with training

materials in a timely manner, encouraging correct behavior (i.e., selling processes) by

recognizing successful efforts, or updating or upgrading training programs. When

salespeople perceive greater Organization Support for training then:

5. Behavior model: Self-efficacy beliefs are associated with greater transfer of

training. (M2A)

6. Training satisfaction is positively associated with performance. (M2B)

7. Attitude model: Training satisfaction is positively associated with transfer of

training. (M2C)

8. Transfer of training is positively associated with performance. (M2D)

Pilot Study

A pilot study was performed on a subset of the sample population. The pilot

sample was comprised of seventy-seven salespeople employed by a single sales division

of a national manufacturer of specialty chemicals. Salespeople were compensated via a

full commission scheme. Forty-six responses were received from seventy-seven

salespersons. Responses of these salespersons were used to initially assess content
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validity, convergent validity, discriminant validity, and reliability of the measures used to

operationalize the research constructs.

Table 9 (page 209) summarizes the constructs developed and employed for the

pilot study. Only Transfer of Training exhibited marginal reliability. A preliminary

analysis of the Transfer of Training items suggests that three distinct dimensions are

represented by the 11 items. This set of items will be addressed later in this proposal.

Descriptive statistics, the group of item means, standard deviations, and bi-variate

correlations are presented in Table 10 (page 209). The training needs items, training

satisfaction items, and the three factors represented by the transfer of training items are

presented. The low bivariate correlations are encouraging indications of discriminant

validity.

Research Design

The following sections summarize the research design employed to test both

structural and moderator hypotheses. Several aspects of the research design discussed are

sample used, instrumentation, survey administration procedures, and analytical

techniques.

Sample

The sample used to test the proposed hypotheses consists of members of the

domestic sales force employed by a national organization that manufactures several lines

of maintenance chemicals, lubricants, water treatments and other cleaning supply items.

The company concentrates its marketing efforts primarily on small to mid-range

purchasers; that is, businesses that purchase $5,000 to $10,000 of lubrication, cleaning,

water treatment, or other maintenance products per year.
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Sales representatives are full-time, exclusive employees of the manufacturer.

Except for the initial introductory training period when they are compensated by a draw

against commission, sales representatives are compensated through a straight commission

system. The organization employs its own sales recruiters and sales trainers. Sales

managers, interviewed as a segment of the base research on sales training, suggested that

a salesperson attains minimal proficiency after approximately six months of field

experience.

The sample sales organization employs 1,200 salespersons and approximately 100

sales managers. At the time of the survey, 25% of the sales force was female. The ratio

of females to males corresponds to the average reported by Heide (1996). However,

females represented approximately 40% of recent hires. Eighty percent of the sales force

had completed at least some college courses. The median annual sales force income was

$35,000. Annual retention rate is somewhat less than 50%.

In order to assess the representativeness of the sample to the population of interest

(i.e., salespersons compensated via a full commission scheme), demographic

characteristics of the respondents will be compared with those of the sales force as a

whole. Social desirability of responses will also be assessed. As well, later respondents

will be contrasted with those of earlier respondents to assess for possible systematic

variations in responses.

Survey Administration

A self-administered questionnaire (APPENDIX E) was mailed to the full sales

force (N=1,200). The director of recruiting and training indicated that internal studies

conducted by his department yielded response rates ranging from 50 to 60%. In an effort
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to improve the response rate, a cover letter from the senior vice-president in charge of

sales (APPENDIX C), and a letter from the researcher will be enclosed (APPENDIX D).

The letter will express the rationale for the survey and assure the confidentiality of the

responses (APPENDICES D and E). A label affixed to the questionnaire will include the

salesperson's name and territory number. The survey itself will have a unique serial

number allowing the researchers to identify the respondents. This information will be

employed to match performance and retention information provided by the organization

subsequent to the survey administration. Salespersons will be requested to return the pre-

addressed, self-mailing, postage paid survey directly to the principal researcher.

A record of the individuals returning surveys will be maintained. The non-

respondents from the first mailing can be tracked by the survey's serial number. Four

weeks after the first surveys are returned, an additional copy of the survey will be mailed

to those salespersons not responding to the original survey.

Research Instrument

The questionnaire is designed to extract information requisite to operationalize

the research constructs of interest. Kerlinger (1986) defines a construct as a concept

which has been consciously invented or adopted for a special scientific purpose and can

be observed or measured. The following groups include the constructs of interest in this

study.

1. Individual characteristics: education, prior sales experience, and locus

of control.

2. Job related personal characteristics: task specific self-efficacy,

learning orientation, customer orientation, and work centrality.
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3. Socialization variables: Manager Support, colleague support, and

Organization Support.

4. Training variables: perceived training needs, training satisfaction, and

transfer of training.

5. Attitudes: job satisfaction and organizational commitment.

6. Withdrawal variables: thinking of quitting, intention to search for

another job, intention to leave, and retention/turnover.

7. Performance: sales revenue.

Aside from performance and retention, the constructs of interest will be measured

using established scales selected from the literatures addressing sales management and

general organizational behavior. Performance data for each salesperson surveyed, and

employment status information six months subsequent to survey administration will be

obtained from organization records. Demographic information: education, income,

gender, race, and tenure with the organization, will be obtained from the respondents.

Prior to final selection, several measures were evaluated for each construct.

Measures were chosen on the basis of the level of correspondence between the measure as

defined and the constructs represented. Table 8 (page 209) summarizes the measures that

will be used.

Internal Locus of Control

Work Locus of Control (WLOC) is a generalized expectancy that rewards,

reinforcements, or outcomes in an individual's work environment are controlled either by

one's own actions (internality) or other forces (externality).
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The scale used to measure Work Locus of Control was developed by Spector

(1988). Spector's sixteen item instrument exhibited an alpha reliability of a=.85. Items

14-29 on pages 283-284 of the APPENDIX E tap WLOC with Likert type response

formats (1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree nor Disagree, 4 = Agree,

5 = Strongly Agree). A higher score on the instrument suggests an internal locus of

control.

Task Specific Self-Efficacy

Self efficacy refers to a persons perception of his or her own level of mastery

within a limited task domain (e.g., selling) (Chowdhury, 1993). Self-efficacy will be

measured using a twelve item scale developed by Chowdhury (1993). The scale

exhibited an alpha reliability of a=.92 (in the pilot study). Responses are arrayed on a

five point Likert type format (APPENDIX E, p. 283, Numbers 1-17). A higher score

indicates greater task specific self-efficacy.

Learning Orientation

Learning orientation, as conceptualized by Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar (1994) refers

to an individual's desire to discover how to sell effectively. Learning orientation is

measured using nine items developed by Ames and Archer (1988) under a Likert type

response format. The learning orientation measure in the pilot study exhibited alpha

reliability of a=.81 (APPENDIX E, p. 281-282, Numbers 116-122). A higher score on

the items indicates a stronger learning orientation.

Perceived Training Needs

A perceived training needs instrument was developed by the research team in

conjunction with the sample organization's director of recruiting and training. Training
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topics of importance were determined to be: identifying the best prospects; qualifying;

closing skills; handling objections; product demonstrations; approach skills; making the

sales presentation; follow-up; collecting referrals; building business through new

products and uses; improving product knowledge; account penetration; and territory and

time management.

Instructions for the perceived training needs segment request the respondent to

indicate the importance of several areas where the trainee may want additional sales

training. The response choices range from Very Unimportant = 1, to Very Important = 5.

(Items can be found in APPENDIX E, p. 280, numbers 45-58). During the pretest, the

fourteen items demonstrated an alpha reliability of a=.96. Items in the perceived training

needs set correspond to those in the training satisfaction set. By correlating the two sets

some idea may be gained as to the correspondence of the sales training program to the

sales trainees' perceived training needs.

Training Satisfaction

Training satisfaction is assessed by the use of two sets of items. The first set of

items relating to training satisfaction was developed by the research team in conjunction

with the organization's director of recruiting and training. Items in the set request the

respondent to indicate satisfaction with an aspect of the training program (APPENDIX E,

p. 280, Numbers 59-72). Response choices range from Very Unsatisfied = 1, to Very

Satisfied = 5. This set of items exhibited an alpha reliability of a=.89 in the pretest. The

training satisfaction items correspond to the training needs items.

The second set of items is a global assessment of training that was developed by

the research team in conjunction with the organization's director of recruiting and
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training. The global assessment of training items consists of nine bipolar adjectives

(APPENDIX E, page 281, Numbers 92-99). In the pretest, the item set exhibited an alpha

reliability of a=.91.

Socialization

Three dimensions of socialization are measured. Two dimensions are measured

using items borrowed from Jones' (1986) work socialization instrument. Serial versus

disjunctive socialization is assessed by four items (APPENDIX E, p. 286, Numbers 26-

29). Serial socialization occurs when organizational members act as role models for new

recruits. Under disjunctive socialization, newcomers must develop their own definitions

of situations because no role incumbents are present (Jones, 1986). This scale has a

demonstrated alpha reliability of a=.78 (Jones, 1986). Formal versus informal

socialization is assessed using five items (APPENDIX E, p. 286, Numbers 30-34).

Formal socialization refers to organizations separating newcomers from other

organizational members while learning their roles. Informal socialization is exhibited

when newcomers become part of a work group and learning takes place on the job (Jones,

1986). Formal versus informal socialization exhibited an reliability of a=.88 (Jones,

1986).

The third dimension of socialization measured is organizational climate. Items

assessing organizational climate were developed by Furnham (1991) and were used to tap

organizational climate concerning learning and training. Furnham's instrument

demonstrated an alpha reliability ofca=.81 (Furnham, 1991). Response choices for the

socialization scales follow a Likert type format (APPENDIX E, p. 287, Numbers 38-42).
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Manager Support of Training/Organization Support of Training

Manager Support and Organization Support of training are assessed through two

scales developed by the research team and the organization's director of recruiting and

training. These items are designed to assess the sales trainee's perception of the support

for sales training demonstrated by the trainee's immediate sales manager (APPENDIX E,

p. 280 Numbers 73-78) and the organization as a whole (APPENDIX E, page 280,

Numbers 79-82). The Manager Support of training instrument attained an alpha

reliability of a=.80 from the pretest data. The instrument establishing Organization

Support of training demonstrated an alpha reliability of a=.81 from the pretest data.

Transfer of Training

Transfer of training refers to the extent that the salesperson uses skills and

knowledge acquired through training. Transfer is appraised through eleven items that

will be validated through the pilot study. The items were developed to assess the extent

sales trainees employed the concepts, knowledge, skills, and abilities developed during

sales training. These items were developed through consultation between the research

team and the organization's director of recruiting and training (APPENDIX E, p. 279,

Numbers 1-11). Transfer of training demonstrated a pretest a reliability of .64. The low

a is troubling. An exploratory factor analysis of the transfer of training scale revealed

multiple dimensions within the scale. Preliminary analysis suggests the dimensions

represent: use of product based knowledge, planning and time management skills,

rapport building skills, and selling style adaptability.

Performance Outcomes: Sales
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Sales performance is assessed by examining organization records of each survey

respondent's: total dollar sales; total orders; and average sales per order. An average of

three month's sales revenue will be used when determining sales performance measures.

Commitment

Commitment dimensions are assessed using the Meyer, Allen, and Smith (1993)

and Dunham, Grube, and Castaueda (1994) instruments. The scale measuring affective

commitment consists of six items (APPENDIX E, p. 288, Numbers 1-5, and 7) that

demonstrated an alpha reliability of a=.85 (Meyer et al. 1993). Affective commitment is

an employee's emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the

organization (Meyer et al. 1993). Continuance commitment is appraised by a nine item

scale (APPENDIX E, p. 288, Numbers 16-24) exhibiting a reliability of .83 (Meyer et al.

1993). Continuance commitment refers to the costs an employee associates with leaving

the organization (Meyer et al. 1993). Normative commitment is assessed via a six item

scale (APPENDIX E, p. 288, numbers 11-16) having an alpha reliability of a=.77 (Meyer

et al. 1993). Normative commitment constitutes the employee's feelings of obligation to

remain with the organization (Meyer et al. 1993). Responses will be arrayed on a five

point Likert type format.

Withdrawal

Withdrawal refers to declining participation in the sales job (Rosse & Hulin,

1991). Referents include personal potential and other salespeople working in the same

firm (APPENDIX E, p. 285, Numbers 1-5). Items used to capture withdrawal include

two items that tap thinking of quitting (APPENDIX E, p. 285, Numbers 4-5); two items

that tap intention to search for another job (APPENDIX E, p. 285, Numbers 8-9); and
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three items that tap intention to leave the sales job (APPENDIX E, p. 286, Numbers 10-

12). Items were adapted from research published by Hom and Griffeth (1991) and by

Hom, Griffeth, and Sellars (1984).

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses of the accumulated sample data will comprise several steps.

The goal of the process is to test the hypothesized relationships proposed in the model of

salespeople's training perceptions, their determinants, and their outcomes. Initially, the

integrity of the data will be ascertained, that is, the validity of the data will be assessed.

Each variable must represent a valid response. All reverse coding must be verified. The

correct number of responses relative to sample size will be established. Response rate

will be determined. Any outcome variables such as performance or employment status

will be correctly merged.

Second, descriptive statistics for individual items will be examined. Frequencies,

means, medians, dispersion percentages, skewness, and kurtosis measures will be

examined for each item of the questionnaire. The objective of this step is to identify mis-

keyed entries and to appraise the distribution of item response. A validity check will be

performed to confirm that the cleaned data represents the information the respondents

intend to convey.

Third, unidimensionality of the instruments and measures will be assessed.

Unidimensionality refers to the existence of a single construct underlying a set of items

(Gerbing & Anderson, 1988). For example, the three dimensions of organizational

commitment advocated by Meyer et al. (1993) represent separate constructs. For research

purposes, the independence of these dimensions needs to be assessed. Unidimensionality
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will be assessed using confirmatory factor analysis. Separate measurement models will

be evaluated for related sets of items. Model fit will be assessed for each measurement

model. The proposed measurement models should reproduce the covariance matrix more

effectively than should a unidimensional model. Confirmatory factor analysis offers a

more robust assessment of dimensionality than is provided by exploratory factor analysis

or coefficient alpha (Gerbing & Anderson, 1988).

Fourth, the convergent and discriminant validity and reliability of all scales

measuring proposed constructs will be assessed. Each previously validated scale should

exhibit a reliability approximately equal to or greater than previously reported validities.

Finally, the hypothesized relationships among the constructs will be evaluated

through a two-step covariance structure analysis proposed by Anderson and Gerbing

(1988). A model building assignment can be considered as the analysis of two

conceptually distinct models. The first step (confirmatory measurement) specifies the

relations of the observed measures to their proposed underlying constructs with the

constructs allowed to inter-correlate freely. The second step (confirmatory structural

model) then specifies the causal relationships among the constructs as posited by theory

(Anderson & Gerbing, 1988).

Recapitulation

Chapter III introduced the model developed for this study. The chapter elucidates

the rationale for each relationship proposed and to be subsequently tested . Additionally,

the chapter discusses what instruments will be employed to assess the constructs of

interests. Further, Chapter III presents the proposed statistical analyzes and the rational

for their execution and selection.
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Chapter IV will review the results of statistical analyses of the obtained data.

Chapter IV will also report support or absence of support for the proposed relationships

within the model of salespeople's training perceptions, their determinants, and their

outcomes.

Chapter V will address the contributions of the concluded research to marketing

and sales management theory. Further, this chapter expands on the findings of the

research. That is, it proposes how the findings might be used to benefit sales managers

involved in improving sales training for sales recruits in a fashion that leads to heightened

transfer of training and enhanced performance. Finally, Chapter V addresses limitations

of the research and aspects of future research expanding theory concerning sales training,

transfer of training, and sales performance.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This chapter reports the procedures used to evaluate the relationships and analyze

the models presented in the preceding chapter. The first section discusses the procedures

used to select a sample and distribute the survey instrument to the respondents. The next

section of the chapter presents an analysis of the measures used. The final section of the

chapter reports model and hypotheses testing procedures.

Analytical Protocol

The first step in the analysis was to assess the validity of the data base. This step

involved verifying the integrity of the data; that is, validate responses, assess the

correctness of reverse coding, establish response rate, and merging outcome variable

(sales performance) with survey data. One thousand-two hundred (1,200) surveys were

distributed to the company's sales force. A total of 381 surveys were returned from the

initial distribution. A second request sent to the sales force generated another 131

responses. A total of 512 surveys were returned for a response rate of 42.7%. Sales

representatives accounted for 452 of the responses (88.3%) and sales managers accounted

for 56 (11.7%) of the returned surveys. Sales manager responses were excluded from the

analysis. Therefore, 452 responses were used for the analysis.

Step two of the analytical protocol involved examining descriptive statistics for

individual items. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, variance, kurtosis,

134
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skewness) can be found in APPENDIX F. Platykurtic and highly skewed items are

earmarked for further investigation. Because of their non-normal distributions items that

are highly skewed or with low variance may present difficulties during exploratory factor

analysis and covariance structure analysis.

The next phases of data analysis involve: (1) an exploratory factor analysis to

assess dimensionality of the constructs of interest; (2) an assessment of alpha reliability

for proposed measures; and (3) a confirmatory factor analysis of measures used to

represent constructs of interest.

Exploratory Factor Analyses of Constructs

Factor analysis was conducted to provide an initial impression of the

dimensionality of the items that were expected to reflect the constructs of interests.

Responses of all 452 sales personnel were used for the factor analysis. The item median

was substituted where items were missing from an individual's set of responses.

Several indicators were used to assess the structure underlying the items

employed to represent a construct of interest. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of

Sampling Adequacy (KMO) compares the magnitude of the observed correlation

coefficients to the magnitudes of the partial correlation coefficients. Smaller values for

the KMO suggest that factor analysis of the variables may be a poor idea, since the

correlations between pairs of variables cannot be accounted for to a sufficient extent by

other items in the set (Norusis, 1990). The Bartlett Test of Sphericity evaluates the

hypothesis that the correlation matrix of items is an identity matrix. That is, all terms in

the diagonal of a correlation matrix are 1 and all off diagonal elements are 0 (Norusis,

1990). If off diagonal correlations are zero, then all items investigated are orthogonal
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(independent), that is, no factors exists. A third way to assess the appropriateness of

using factor analysis involves analyzing the anti-image correlation (AIC) matrices

(Kaiser, 1970). The AIC is the negative of the partial correlation coefficient. The partial

correlation coefficient for variables sharing common factors should be small when the

linear influences of the other variables are eliminated. If the proportion of large

coefficients is high, then using a factor analysis model should be reconsidered.

A principal components factor analysis was employed to extract factors. Kaiser's

Criterion (eigen values 1) was used as a cutoff to evaluate the utility of emergent factors

contained within a set of variables believed to measure a construct (Kim & Mueller,

1978a). Only factors with eigen values exceeding one were evaluated. Varimax rotation

maximizes the variance of the squared item loadings for each factor; and was employed

to achieve the most parsimonious possible factor structure (Kim & Mueller, 1978b).

Dimensionality was assessed for all constructs used in the study, whether

operationalized for the present study or established. For each model, (i.e., Behavior

Driven Model, Attitude Driven Model, Discriminant Based Model, Attitude-Behavior

Based Model, and Training Outcomes and Attitudes Model) factor structure (loadings and

cross loadings), item communality (h2), and percentage of variance explained were

evaluated . Items that cross loaded (i.e., loadings on two or more factors in excess of .40)

and whose communality was less than .50 were investigated. Subject to item content,

items that cross loaded or where item loadings were below .50 were deleted. The

dimensionality of proposed constructs was evaluated until a workable construct was

obtained. The following sections discuss the evaluation of each of the constructs

developed for the models of interest (i.e., Behavior Driven Model, Attitude Driven
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Model, Discriminant Based Model, Attitude-Behavior Based Model, and Training

Outcomes and Attitudes Model) and for the previously established constructs (Work

Locus of Control, Task Specific Self-efficacy, Learning Orientation, Training

Expectations, Socialization, and Learning Climate). The newly developed constructs are:

Transfer of Training, Training Perceptions, Perceived Training Needs, Training

Satisfaction, Manager Support of Training, and Organization Support of Training.

Existing measures were used to represent the following constructs: Learning Orientation,

Task Specific Self-efficacy, Work Locus of Control, and two socialization constructs.

Transfer of Training

Transfer of Training refers to the trainee's ability to learn something in one

environment and use the learned skill or knowledge in another environment (Goldstein,

1993; Wexley & Latham, 1991). In the context of the present study, Transfer of Training

refers to the extent that the salesperson uses skills and knowledge acquired through sales

training in the job environment. Three sub-constructs were expected to emerge relative to

Transfer of Training: (1) a factor relating to product knowledge, (2) a factor relating to

selling skills training, and (3) a factor relating to personal management. Three factors

were extracted for Transfer of Training items and combined to explain 44.3% of pooled

item variance (15.5%, 15.1%, and 13.7% each) (Table 12, page 212). The eigen values

for each factor were respectively; 1.709, 1.661, and 1.511. Factor 1 captures the sales

presentation component of sales training materials (i.e., demonstrations and handling

objections). Factor 2 represents time management skills (e.g., call scheduling, territory

coverage). Factor 3 represents a selling and product knowledge component (e.g., product

application, product usage, demonstration skills). The time management factor was not a
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priori hypothesized to be a dimension of Transfer of Training. In retrospect, it is logical

that salespeople view time management as an area for transfer.

While the factors appeared to be unique, there are some concerns that must be

addressed. First, several of the variables had communalities below .50. This condition

may have been due to the inclusiveness of some of the items (i.e., TY11, TYl). Even

though the items were developed by the research team in conjunction with the

organization's Director of Training and Recruiting. Some of the items seemed to have

multiple connotations. For example, item TY1 refers directly to the organization's basic

introductory guidelines for selling, the Gears of Selling. However the Gears of Selling

fundamentals may have been superceded by more formal training elements. Such

multiple possible interpretations may have caused some salespeople to misunderstand

certain items or to interpret some item's contexts other than that intended. Specific

variables of concern include TYl, TY3, TY5, TY7, and TY10. Further, item TY7 "Use

very little of the technical information I receive" (R) cross-loaded across all three factors

(Table 12, page 212).

Several of the items were dropped based on low communalities and substantial

cross loadings. Those variables were TYl, TY5, TY6, and TY1l1. Items TY3, TY7, and

TY10 were retained because item content and loadings corresponded with a priori

expectations.

Three distinct factors remained, in the second 'final' factor analysis (See Table

13, page 213). Total variance explained increased to 54.0%. Composition of the factors

remained intact. Factor 1 addresses time management; factor 2 addresses sales
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presentation skills, and factor 3 taps product knowledge. The measures for Transfer of

Training accounted for 58% of the variance and can be found in

Training Perceptions

Training Perceptions are constructs that capture the trainee's evaluations

concerning content and amount of training received. Items used to operationalize

Training Perceptions were adapted from those developed by Tannenbaum et al. (1991).

The exploratory factor analysis performed on nine Training Perception items suggest that

a three factor structure underlay the Training Perceptions items. The three factors

explained 69% of the observed item variation (Table 14, page 214). Factor 1 identified

training activities (TP2, TP3, TP4, TP5, and TP6). Factor 2 addressed social support

during training (TP7 and TP8). Factor 3 reflected a 'difficulty' or 'challenge' construct

(TP1 and TP9). Although item communalities for Factor 3 were over .500, factor 3 was

removed because the two items exhibited a very low scale reliability (a=.32) and the

factor explained little substantive variance (11%).

Next, scale reliability for the two selected Training Perceptions factors was

assessed using Cronbach's alpha. Reliability analysis conducted on the items assessing

the training materials construct, TP2, TP3, TP4, TP5, and TP6, suggested that scale

reliability (Cronbach's a) could be improved from .8450 to .8480 by deleting item TP3

from future consideration. The increase in reliability was not great, but corrected item-

total correlation for TP3 was very low (.5135). Reliability for the items reflecting social

support during training was .81. The two factor solution that dropped the difficulty items

TP1, TP3 and TP9 improved overall explained variation from 69.0% to 73.2% (Table 15,

page 215).
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Perceived Training Needs

Perceived Training Needs, a construct developed for this study, refers to the

salesperson's desire for additional training in a particular area. A priori two independent

constructs, (1) need for additional product knowledge and (2) need for presentation skills,

were expected to underlie Perceived Training Needs. This expectation derived from

open-ended comments from the pretest instrument and comments from the organization's

sales managers.

Initially two factors were extracted from the initial factor analysis of Perceived

Training Needs (Table 16, page 216). Those factors explained 62.3% of the total item

variation (39.8% and 22.5% respectively). Review of item content suggests that one

factor captures Perceived Training Needs regarding sales presentation skills (TN1, TN2,

TN3, TN4, TN5, TN6, TN7, TN8, TN9, TN13, and TN14), and the second factor

captures Perceived Training Needs involving product knowledge (TN10, TN11, and

TN12).

Reason for the cross loadings for items TN4, TN5, TN9, and TN10 may be

related to the overlap between business development and degree of product and product

applications knowledge. Interviews with sales representatives and sales managers

conducted prior to the survey suggested that salespeople in the sample company strived to

become "experts" in one or two product areas, that is to specialize by product item.

Therefore, demonstrating and discussing products may have overlapped in the minds of

salespeople when answering the given items.

Substantial cross loading is apparent for several of the items (TN4, TN5, TN8,

TN9, TN10, TN13, and TN14). The company did not formally or specifically 'push' reps
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on prospecting, following-up, or time management. The low communalities attributed to

TN1, TN9, TN13 and TN14 are troublesome.

Several factor analyses were performed to evaluate Perceived Training Needs

(hereafter TN). TN1, TN5, TN8, TN9, TN13, and TN14 were eventually removed from

the final Perceived Training Needs model because of small communalities or substantial

cross-loadings. The final model explained 72.2% of the variance, with factor 1 (TN-

Selling Skills) accounting for 42.8% of total variation, and factor 2 (TN-Product

Knowledge) explaining 29.4% of total variation (Table 17, page 217). Alpha reliability

for TN-Selling Skills is .90 and that for TN-Product Knowledge is .81. Interestingly,

selling skills and product knowledge were the two of sales training where the sample

company focused the most attention.

Training Satisfaction

Tannenbaum et al. (1991) conceptualized a construct, Training Fulfilment, much

akin to Training Satisfaction. Their construct referred to the extent to which the training

met trainees' expectations and desires. Likewise, Training Satisfaction captures

salespersons' satisfaction with sales training; that is, their emotional disposition toward

specific elements of the sales training program.

Exploratory factor analysis extracted two factors that explained 57.2% of item

variation (29.2% and 28.0% respectively) with eigen values of 4.090 and 3.919 (Table 18,

page 218). Akin to the perceived Training Needs items, Training Satisfaction was

expected a priori to encompass two dimensions; (1) Training Satisfaction (TS) with sales

presentation activities (TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5, TS6, and TS7); and (2) Training

Satisfaction (TS) with sales knowledge (TS8, TS9, TS10, TS11, TS12, TS13, and TS14).
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Several items cross loaded (TS1, TS7, TS10, and TS11) in the exploratory

analysis. For example, "Identifying the best prospects to call on" (item TS1) could be

construed as a selling activity (e.g., the salesperson develops skills necessary to identify

the best individual within an organization to whom a sales presentation may be directed);

or it could be a knowledge component (e.g., the salesperson attempts to identify the best

organizations to where effort may be directed with a high probability of favorable

outcome).

In the subsequent factor analysis, several items (TS 1, TS5, TS8, TS9, TS 10,

TS13, and TS14) were eliminated from consideration. Item TS5 possessed low

communality. Items TS1, TS8, TS9, TS10, TS13 and TS14 involved activities that were

largely omitted from the company's formal sales training program. Such information was

conveyed through self development or on an individualized basis through sales managers.

Table 19 (page 219) summarizes the second factor analysis for Training

Satisfaction. The two factors extracted increased the variance explained to 69.2% (42.9%

and 26.3% respectively). The factors represented sub-dimensions of Training

Satisfaction: (1) Training Satisfaction (TS) with Sales Presentation Activity and (2)

Training Satisfaction with Selling Knowledge. Alpha reliability for TS Sales

Presentation was .86 and it was .78 for TS Selling Knowledge.

Manager Support of Training

The Manager Support of Training instrument was developed for this study and is

intended to assess the salesperson's perception of support for sales training as

demonstrated by behaviors of the trainee's immediate sales manager. The items were

developed through observation, sales manager interviews, and open-ended comments
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from the pilot study. The construct was formed from the consideration behaviors

encompassed by the Ohio State Leadership Studies discussed by Schriersheim (1978) and

subsequent work addressing sales manager behaviors by Fry et al. (1986) and Kohli

(1985; 1989).

Two factors, Managers' Supportive Behaviors (MS 1, MS2, MS5, and MS6) and

Managers' Evaluative Comments (MS3 and MS4) were extracted from the initial factor

analysis (Table 20, page 220). The factors combine to explain '71.4% of the item

variation. Factor loadings were distinct, with little cross loading. Item MS6 exhibited a

low communality. It does not relate back to sales training, and therefore may be

inappropriate to include in the model. Scale reliability assessments also suggest that

scale reliability could be improved with the exclusion of MS5 and MS6. These items

reflect more of an evaluative component on the part of the salesperson whereas the

retained items reflect behaviors. As well, items MS5 and MS6 relate to behaviors of the

manager apart from initial sales training. Reliability improves from .83 to .90 for

Manager Supportive Behaviors when MS5 and MS6 are omitted. Alpha reliability for

Manager Support Evaluative Support was .76. Two factors are once more extracted when

MS5 and MS6 are excluded from subsequent factor analysis. Together, MS Supportive

Behaviors (45.4%) and MS Evaluative Comments (40.1%) explained 85.5% of the item

variation.

Organization Support of Training

The Organization Support of Training construct assesses the salesperson's

perception of support for sales training demonstrated by the organization. Items used to
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reflect Organization Support of Training were adopted from the Learning and Training

facet of the Organizational Climate Questionnaire (Furnham, 1991).

Initial factor analysis of the Organization Support of Training item variation

extracted one factor that explained 68% of the item variation (Table 22, page 222). No

items were deleted from the set. Scale reliability for Organization Support of Training

(DS) for Training is .85.

Learning Orientation

Learning Orientation refers to an individual's enjoyment of the process of

discovering how to sell effectively (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). As a trait, Learning

Orientation is expected to be related positively to sales performance. One factor

extracted for Learning Orientation explained 40% of item variation. Three Learning

Orientation items (LO2, LO4, and L08) exhibited communalities over .50 (Table 23,

page 223). Individual item variation for items LO1, L03, LO5, L06, L07, and L09

appears to be attributable to other, unidentified factors.

Removing items with low communalities and low item-total correlations and

retaining items LO2, L04, L07, and LO8 allowed a more defined set of items. Scale

reliability (a) for the revised Learning Orientation instrument is .76 (Table 24, page 224).

Task Specific Self-efficacy

Bandura (1984) describes Task Specific Self-efficacy as an individual's belief in

his or her ability to perform a specific task. Seven items developed by Chowdhury

(1993) were used to operationalize self-efficacy for selling.

Exploratory factor analysis yielded one factor that accounted for 40.3% of item

variation (Table 25, page 225). No item loading exceeded .70, and all item
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communalities fell below .500. Item SE5 had a particularly low communality (h2 =.186)

and was excluded from further analysis. Item SE2 also had a low communality (h2 =.306)

and was omitted from the measurement model. Items SE2 and SE5 also exhibited low

corrected item-total correlations perhaps because they do not reflect specific selling skills.

Item SE4 was also eventually removed from the scale because of a low item-total

correlation. The final selling self-efficacy scale explained 57.8% of variation for selling

self-efficacy items (Table 26, page 226). The four items retained (SEl, SE3, SE6, and

SE7) in the self-efficacy set reflect specific selling skills and self-confidence (self-

esteem) for selling.

Work Locus of Control

Work Locus of Control captures a generalized expectancy that rewards,

reinforcements, or outcomes in an individual's work environment are controlled either by

one's own actions (internality) or by other forces (externality) (Spector, 1988). A sixteen

item instrument developed by Spector (1988) was employed to operationalize the Work

Locus of Control construct.

The initial analysis of the set of Work Locus of Control items extracted four

factors explaining 55.0% of the item variation (Table 27, 223). Item loadings for the

factors suggest the following appellations: (1) External Locus of Control (24.1%,

eigenvalue = 3.852); (2) Internal Locus of Control (11.6%, eigenvalue = 1.863); (3)

expectancy (11.5%, eigenvalue = 1.845); and (4) response to manager's actions (7.8%,

eigenvalue = 1.245). Item L15 had a very low communality and weak loading and was

removed from future analysis. Factor 4 appears to be a one item factor (item L4), but

several items cross load on it (L7, L10, and L12).
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A factor analysis extracting only three factors generated similar results. Factor 1

(External Locus of Control) was common to both initial and secondary analyses. Factor 2

represents an expectancy construct, while factor 3 reflects an internality construct. No

cross loadings were apparent, but the low communalities for items L4 and L15 were a

concern. A third factor analysis will delete items L4 and L15.

Three factors were once again extracted in the final analysis (Table 28, page 224).

Explained item variation increased to 53.1%. The factors are identified as External Locus

of Control (factor 1), expectancy (factor 2), and Internal Locus of Control (factor 3).

Since subsequent analysis is primarily concerned with the external and internal

dimensions of locus of control, items loading on the second factor (expectancy) were

eliminated from future consideration. Alpha reliability for External Locus of Control is

.83. The alpha reliability for the Internal Locus of Control items is .57.

Serial versus Disjunctive Socialization

Serial Socialization occurs when organizational members act as role models for

new recruits. Disjunctive Socialization occurs when newcomers must develop their own

definitions of situations because no role incumbents are present (Jones, 1986).

Initially four socialization items related a single factor explaining 54% (eigen

value = 2.158) of item variation. When item SZ1 was removed (h 2 =.193) variance

explained rose to 68.2% (eigenvalue = 2.035) and scale reliability increased to .77 (Table

29, page 229).

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

The dimensionality of the items used to identify research constructs was assessed

using confirmatory factor analysis within the rubric of covariance structure modeling.
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Confirmatory factor analysis is used to validate hypothesized relationships instead of

exploring underlying dimensions as was done in the earlier evaluation (Kim & Mueller,

1978).

Bagozzi and Yi (1988) caution that prior to examination of model fit, indicators

should be assessed for evidence of certain anomalies. Common anomalies include

negative error variances, correlations with other indicators, and extremely large parameter

estimates (e.g., X,, XY). Such statistics suggest the existence of model specification errors,

identification problems, or data input errors (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988).

Analysis of numerous measurement models yielded no negative error variances,

no correlations greater than one, or and no extremely large parameter estimates.

Therefore, the constructs were to be measured as indicated earlier.

Commonly used indicators of overall measurement model fit include chi-square

(x), root mean square residual (RMR), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGF), Tucker-

Lewis Index (TLL), and parsimony goodness of fit index (PGFJ) (Bagozzi & Heatherton,

1994, Bagozzi & Yi, 1988, Williams & Holahan, 1994).

The chi-square statistic may be interpreted as a test statistic for the hypothesis that

differences between the model used to estimate sigma and data themselves are only due

to sampling variation rather than model mis-specification or departures from underlying

assumptions (Medsker, Williams, & Holahan, 1994). Chi-square is a likelihood ratio

statistic for assessing a proposed model against an alternative, unconstrained covariance

model (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). Small chi-square values imply little difference between the

reproduced covariance matrix and the sample covariance matrix, while large values

indicate greater differences-or a poorer fit (Jdreskog & Sdrbom, 1989). The sensitivity
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of the x2-test poses a striking problem. As the sample size swells, the chances of

rejecting a model because of increased differences increase (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). The

use of normed fit indices is believed to be an effective manner in which to address the

sensitivity of x2 to increased sample size (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). Fit indices are normed

within a range of X2

Root mean square residual (RMR) represents the average of the residuals of the

fitted covariance matrix (predicted from the parameter estimates) from the observed

covariance matrix (Jdreskog & Sorbom, 1989). RMR can also be used to compare fits of

the different measurement models to the same data (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988).

The adjusted goodness of fit index (AGF1) is the goodness-of-fit index (GIF)

adjusted for differences in degrees of freedom (Jdreskog & Srbom, 1989). It connotes

the relative amount of variances and covariances jointly accounted for by the

hypothesized model (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). AGFI is independent of sample size and

comparatively robust against departures from normality (Jdreskog & Sdrbom, 1989). A

rule-of-thumb holds that an AGFI value of .90 or greater represents a good model fit

(Bagozzi & Yi, 1989).

The Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), was developed initially for factor analysis (Tucker

& Lewis, 1973). The TLI can be used to compare alternative models or a proposed model

against a null model. A null model has no paths, only item loadings and errors. A value

close to .90 reflects a good model (i.e., one that fits the data well).

Parsimony goodness of fit index (PGFI) is used "when the aim is to account for

all of the information in the variance-covariance matrix for the observed variables"

Mulaik, et al. 1989, p. 440). Parsimony goodness of fit indices are goodness-of-fit
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parsimony index is equivalent to: p=(2 dfT)/(k(k-1)), where dfr equals degrees of

freedom in the theorized model, k = number of manifest indicators.

Squared multiple correlations represent the strength of a linear relationship

between the observed indicator and the underlying construct (Jbreskog & Sdrbom, 1989).

This index reveals how well the observed variables serve as measurement instruments for

the latent variables. Large values are associated with stronger constructs (Jdreskog &

Sorbom, 1989).

One more approach proposed for assessing measurement model fit involves

assessment of composite reliability and variance extracted (Fornell & Larker, 1981).

Akin to alpha reliability, composite reliability measures internal consistency of indicators

used to define a construct. That is, composite reliability describes the degree to which the

construct indicators express the common latent construct. A commonly accepted

minimum acceptable reliability is .60 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). However, values below .60

are considered acceptable if the research effort is exploratory in nature as opposed to

confirmatory. Variance extracted represents the overall proportion of variance in the

indicators accounted for by the latent construct (cf., variance extracted by a factor). A

high variance extracted suggests that the indicators are truly representative of the latent

construct. Variance explained should typically exceed .50 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988).

A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on all the research constructs of

interest in order to reassess dimensionality and to gain additional evidence of

discriminant validity. To evaluate discriminant validity, related constructs were

examined in the following groups: training constructs (Training Perceptions, Training
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Needs, Training Satisfaction, and Transfer of Training), support and climate (Manager

Support of Training, Organization Support, and Training Climate), and trait variables

(Task Specific Self-efficacy, External Locus of Control, and Learning Orientation).

Training Perceptions

Two dimensions of Training Perceptions (hereafter TP) were hypothesized to

exist: TP of Training Materials and TP of Social Support. TP-Training Materials

represents how well the sales trainees believed the training materials aligned with their

pre-training expectations. It is a retrospective construct in that salespeople were asked to

recall their initial training. TP-Social Support represents how well the social support

provided to the trainees during initial sales training aligned with expectations prior to

sales training. Measures of model fit for the Training Perceptions model were x2= 17.66

(df=8), root mean squared residual (RMR)= .018, and Tucker-Lewis Index (TL)= .98.

These indices suggest that the two dimension Training Perception model fits the data

well. Completely standardized loadings (X.;) are strong, ranging from .60 to .84.

Squared correlations for the items range from .44 to .71.

Training Needs

Training Needs (hereafter TN) incorporates two dimensions: TN-Presentation

Skills and TN-Product Knowledge. Both training needs constructs represent to what

extent salespeople believe that additional training in sales presentations and product

knowledge is warranted.

Model fit for the two dimensions of the Training Needs model were x2 = 210.66

(df=19), root mean squared residual (RMR)= .058, and Tucker-Lewis Index (TL)= .87.

These indicators suggest that the fit of model to the data could be improved. This level of
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fit is probably due to cross loadings attributable to indicators TN4 and TN10. Handling

prospects' objections (TN4) often depends just as much on product knowledge as on the

general communication skills imparted in initial sales training. Increasing business

(TN10) is also determined by product knowledge as well as presentation skills.

Completely standardized loadings for the TN measurement model (Xi) are strong,

ranging from .72 to .87. Squared item correlations for the indicators range from .52 to

.76 indicating a good fit.

Training Satisfaction

The Training Satisfaction (hereafter TS) group also includes two sub-constructs:

TS-Selling Skills and TS-Product Knowledge. TS-Selling Skills represents to what

extent the salesperson is satisfied with the amount or quality of selling skills imparted

during initial training. TS-Product Knowledge represents to what extent the salesperson

is satisfied with the amount or quality of product knowledge developed during initial

sales training. The measures of model fit were x2= 81.50 (df=13), root mean squared

residual (RMR)= .044, and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)= .90. For the degrees of freedom,

x2 is higher than desired, yet RMR and TLI are acceptable. Completely standardized

loadings (Xi) are strong, ranging from .65 to .84. Squared item correlations (individual

item reliability) range from .43 to .71 (Table 32, page 232).

Transfer of Training

Transfer of Training (hereafter TY) is a key outcome in the training process

(Goldstein, 1993). Transfer of Training represents the degree the salesperson applies the

training presented during sales training into the field (Goldstein, 1993). That is, transfer

represents to what extent a salesperson uses material imparted during initial sales training
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on the job. It is a transfer of knowledge or behavior. Three underlying dimensions of

Transfer of Training are hypothesized: TY-Presentation Skills, TY-Product Knowledge,

and TY-Time Management Skills. TY-Presentation Skills relates to how similar or

dissimilar the salesperson's sales presentations are to the sales presentation model

imparted during sales training. TY-Product Knowledge refers to how much of the

product knowledge presented during sales training the sales person uses. Finally, TY-

Time Management concerns to what extent the sales representative uses the time

management techniques presented during sales training.

The three dimensional model fit the data well. Fit indices the three dimensional

transfer model were x= 13.37 (df=11), root mean squared residual (RMR) = .030 and

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)= .97. Completely standardized loadings (Xc) are less

convincing, ranging from .43 to .71. Squared item correlations range from .09 to .45

(Table 33, page 233). Four of the seven squared correlations are less than .25, which is a

suggested rule of thumb for excluding items from a measurement analysis (Kohli,

Shervani, & Challagalla, 1998). However, the items were included to provide robust

constructs for transfer.

To rigorously assess the dimensionality and discriminant validity of Training

Constructs, a measurement model involving all hypothesized training constructs was then

evaluated. The training constructs evaluated involved all dimensions of Transfer of

Training, Training Perceptions, Training Needs, and Training Satisfaction (Table 34,

page 234).

Fit indices suggest that the dimensions reasonably portray the model. That is,

reasonable dimensionality exists. Fit indices for the model containing all the constructs
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were x2= 625.34 (df = 314), root mean squared residual (RMR) = .049 and Tucker-Lewis

Index (TLI) = .90. Several of the standardized loadings (Xi) are below .40 magnitude.

Corresponding item reliabilities are low as well (Table 35, page 235).

Personality Traits

Personality traits evaluated within the scope of the training attitudes and

outcomes model include: Learning Orientation, Task Specific Self-efficacy, and External

Locus of Control. Each personality trait is hypothesized to be unidimensional. The

confirmatory factor analysis evaluates each construct as an independent dimension.

Learning Orientation

Salespersons who possess a higher Learning Orientation are attracted by

challenging situations and not bothered by mistakes. These individuals value personal

growth feelings and the mastery derived from the job (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994).

The measures of model fit were x2= 13.64 (df =2), root mean squared residual (RMR) =

.014 and Tucker-Lewis Index (TL)= .91. For two degrees of freedom, x2 is higher than

desirable, but RMR and TLI are at acceptable levels. The indices suggest that the data fit

the model acceptably. Completely standardized item loadings (Lii) are acceptable,

ranging from .60 to .73. Squared item correlations range from .36 to .53 (Table 36, page

236).

Task Specific Self-efficacy

Task Specific Self-efficacy refers to a belief in one's ability to perform a specific

task (Bandura, 1986). The measures of model fit were x2= 13.54 (df =2), root mean

squared residual (RMR) = .016 and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLJ) = .90 (Table 37, page 236).

For two degrees of freedom, x2 is higher than desired, but RMR and TLI are at acceptable
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levels. The fit indices suggest that the model represents the data acceptably. Completely

standardized loadings (Agi) are acceptable, ranging from .58 to .67. Squared item

correlations range from .34 to .45.

External Locus of Control

Individuals possessing External Locus of Control ascribe work outcomes to

outside forces, such as luck or the actions of others (Goldstein, 1993). Exploratory factor

analysis and reliability analysis, noted earlier, suggested that there was only one usable

dimension of Work Locus of Control instrument, External Locus of Control. Indices of

fit for the External Locus of Control model, X2 = 32.79 (df =9), root mean squared

residual (RMR)= .021 and Tucker-Lewis Index (TL1)= .95, are acceptable. Completely

standardized loadings (Xi) are acceptable, ranging from .62 to .72. Squared correlations

range from .38 to .52 (Table 38, page 237).

Structural Model Testing

Several models of training attitudes and outcomes are hypothesized in Chapter 3:

the Behavior Driven Model, the Attitude Driven Model, the Discrepancy Based Model,

the Attitude-Behavior Model, and the Training Attitude and Outcomes Model. The TAO

Model incorporates the Behavior Driven Model, Attitude Driven Model, Discrepancy

Based Model, and Attitude-Behavior Based models. Each of the proposed models was

tested using structural equation methodology. The order of testing was as follows:

Behavior Driven Model, Attitude Driven Model, Discrepancy Model, Attitude-Behavior

Model, and Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model. Constructs of interest in the models

include personal traits (External Locus of Control, Task Specific Self-efficacy, and

Learning Orientation), training constructs (Training Perceptions, Training Needs,
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Training Satisfaction, and Transfer of Training), organizational support (Manager

Support of Training, Organization Support, and Learning Climate), Serial versus

Disjunctive Socialization, and Performance.

Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity proposes that dissimilar constructs should be statistically

independent. Discriminant validity was assessed for two estimated constructs by

constraining the estimated correlation parameter (#g) between the construct measures to

one and then performing a difference test on the constrained and unconstrained models

(Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). Chi-square (x2) values that are significantly lower for the

model in which the correlations are not constrained to one indicate that the traits are not

perfectly correlated, and that some uniqueness exists (Bagozzi & Phillips, 1982). Table

39 (page 239 )summarizes results of the analysis of discriminant validity. Each off

diagonal element of the phi (1) (construct correlation) matrix was evaluated by setting

4g to 1. In every case the test model (Q11 =1) x2 is significantly larger than that of the

measurement model. This supports the assumption that the constructs are statistically

independent.

Two-step Approach to Model Testing

Multiple hypotheses were tested simultaneously using structural equation models.

The LISREL 8.12a program (Joreskog & Sdrbom, 1993) was used. A two-step protocol

recommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was employed to test the model. The

two-step approach requires the measurement model to be developed and evaluated

separately from the structural model. After establishing dimensionality, the structural

model of interest is tested.
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Assessing model fit involves evaluating differences in X2 between reproduced and

sample covariance structure matrices relative to degrees of freedom (non estimated

parameters). The "best" model in terms of fit reproduces the sample covariance matrix

with minimal x2 relative to degrees of freedom. Commonly, the best model in a series of

nested models lies between the "just identified" model, where all parameters are

estimated (degrees of freedom is close to zero) and the overall null model, wherein no

structural parameters or constructs are estimated (maximum degrees of freedom).

Anderson and Gerbing (1988) and Williams and Holahan (1994) offer fuller explanation

of evaluating fit within a series of nested structural models.

Once the fit of an hypothesized model (e.g., the Behavior Driven Model) is

determined, the contribution of individual paths is evaluated. That is, each path in the

model is examined to determine to what extent the path contributes to the fit of the model

(Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993). The contribution of each path is assessed by trimming a

single path and then observing changes in x2, TLI, PGFI, RMR, and percent of variance

explained in the endogenous constructs of interest. Paths are trimmed one at a time. If

the removal of a path has little or no influence on the goodness of fit indicators, the path

may be non-contributory. The evaluation must also take theoretical merit of the path into

consideration so as to avoid capitalizing on spurious influences.
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Behavior Driven Model

The behavior driven model, is represented by Figure 16 (page 259), proposes that

Transfer of Training is related to specific personality traits (i.e., Task Specific Self-

efficacy, Learning Orientation, and External Locus of Control), and that Transfer of

'Training positively influences (drives) Performance. Specifically, Learning Orientation,

Task Specific Self-efficacy, and External Locus of Control are posited to directly

influence dimensions of Transfer of Training and those transfer dimensions influence

Performance. Hypothesized relationships are:

HI. Higher self-efficacy beliefs positively contribute to Transfer of Training

(H1). Salespeople who are more confident in their selling ability use

training materials more so than those who are less confident.

H2. A more Internal Locus of Control positively influences Transfer of Training

(H2). Salespeople also ascribe Performance to themselves and transfer

training material more so than those who do not.

H3. A stronger Learning Orientation, positively influences Transfer of Training

(H3). Salespeople who like to learn job oriented information will transfer

more training materials than those who do not.

Table 40 (page 240) summarizes structural model tests of the Behavior Driven

Model. Analysis of structural coefficients, percent variance explained in endogenous

constructs, and fit indices for the "best" Behavior Driven model (x2 = 414.56, df= 238,

TLI =.86, PGFI=.71, and RMR =.056) offers a number of observations.

Several relationships between the trait-based constructs and the Transfer of

Training constructs need to be discussed. Figure 17 (page 260) summarizes relationships
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in the model. First, Learning Orientation relates positively to all three of the Transfer of

Training constructs. Second, salespeople extent of External Locus of Control has little

influence on transfer of sales training. Third, Task Specific Self-efficacy positively

influences TY-Product Knowledge, but it has no systematic relationship to TY-Time

Management or TY-Selling Skills. .

A most counter-intuitive observation, although not the thrust of this study, is the

negative relationship between TY-Presentation Skills and Performance. The path

coefficient from TY-Presentation Skills to Performance is large and significant but its

negative sign (P= -.56) differs from expectations. In other words, the more the sales

trainee makes sales presentations as he or she learned in sales training, the less likely it is

for sales person to sell product. This finding suggests that the sales presentation methods

presented during the initial sales training program may not be appropriate for the field

selling scenarios faced by the salespersons in the sample organization. Alternatively,

some other variables may moderate or mediate the relationship between TY-Presentation

Skills and Performance.

Another finding concerns the relationship between TY-Product Knowledge and

Performance. The beta coefficient for that relationship indicated that greater transfer of

product knowledge is relates positively to Performance (=.61, p<.001). The finding is

very plausible. Open-ended comments from respondents suggest that product knowledge

is valued by salespeople and is thereby an important determinant of Performance.

Several of the proposed paths were deleted from the theory-based Behavior

Driven Model. Relationships were removed with deliberate consideration as to how they
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contributed to the explanatory power of the model based on the fit indices and variance in

constructs as indicated in Table 40 (page 240).

Paths from External Locus of Control to TY-Sales Presentation, TY-Time

Management, and TY-Product Knowledge were removed from the Behavior Driven

Model (See Table 40, page 240). Relationships hypothesized in the theorized model

(Figure 16, page 259) proposed that individuals with a more Internal Locus of Control

(i.e., less External Locus of Control) would tend to transfer training to a greater extent

than individuals with an more External Locus of Control. If such were the case, then

External Locus of Control would relate negatively with Transfer of Training.

Hypothesized paths between the External Locus of Control construct and the Transfer of

Training constructs were removed from the theory model without reducing explained

variation. (Internal Locus of Control was not included in the analysis because of poor

scale reliability).

The hypothesized influence of Task Specific Self-efficacy was only evident with

the trainees' Transfer of Product Knowledge. The gamma (y) coefficient in Figure 18

(page 261) indicates that salespeople possessing greater Task Specific (Selling) Self-

efficacy beliefs more readily transfer product knowledge. Lack of support for a positive

relationship between Task Specific Self-efficacy and TY-Presentation Skills entails

speculation. This belief in selling ability might lead the sales trainee to "free lance" when

it comes to sales presentations. That is, the salesperson might believe his or her own

selling abilities and time management abilities are more appropriate than those presented

in sales training and hence fail to transfer training materials relating to selling.

Contextual information concerning the sample company supports the finding.
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Salespeople in the subject company were constantly presented with new product

items. So it is believable that Task Specific Self-efficacy for selling is positively related

to transfer of product knowledge. Salespeople who believe in their abilities want to know

the industrial cleaning, water treatment, and lubricating products the company markets.

Open-ended responses indicated a desire on the part of many salespeople for more

information about how products were developed and how customers could use them. It

also may be that the initial sales training failed to impart a feeling of confidence in sales

presentation skills.

Learning Orientation refers to a disposition to acquire knowledge and skills

pertaining to a job (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). The best Behavior Driven Model

(Figure 18, page 261) indicates that a sales trainee's Learning Orientation relates

positively to the Transfer of Training constructs. This finding supports the notion that

individuals with higher Learning Orientation use those materials on the job (i.e., who

want to learn new information and acquire skills; Sujan et al. 1994).

Figure 18 (page 261) summarizes the "best" theoretical model. Goodness of fit

indices for the best Behavior Driven Model are very acceptable and the model is more

parsimonious than the theoretical model ("best" model in Table 40, page 240). The x2

statistic relative to degrees of freedom is acceptable, as are TLI, PGFI, and RMR.

Accordingly, slightly more endogenous construct variance is explained by the best model

than by the theoretical model.
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Attitude Driven Model

Figure 19 (page 256) summarizes the hypothesized Attitude Driven model

proposed in Chapter 3. Under the Attitude Driven Model, sales trainees' personal traits

influence attitudes toward sales training, and those attitudes influence performance. The

thesis of the model is that attitudes influence outcomes directly. Attitudes in the model

include the salesperson's satisfaction with training (TS-Selling Skills, TS-Product

Knowledge) and the outcomes are Transfer of Training (TY-Presentation Skills, TY-

Time Management Skills, TY-Training Materials). Relationships hypothesized in the

model include:

H4. Higher self-efficacy beliefs positively influence training satisfaction (H4).

Salespeople who are more confident in their selling skills are more satisfied

with sales training.

H5. A more External Locus of Control positively influences satisfaction with

training (H5). Salespeople who ascribe Performance to outside variables are

more satisfied with training.

H6. A stronger Learning Orientation positively influences training satisfaction

(H6). Salespeople who desire to learn more about how to do the sales job

are more satisfied with training.

Figure 20 (page 263) presents the hypothesized Attitude Driven Model with

structural coefficients. After examining the path coefficients, it becomes evident that

Learning Orientation has no significant influence on TS-Selling Skills (y12 =.03, p=.71)

or TS-Product Knowledge (y2,2 =.01, p=.90). External Locus of Control has no influence
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upon TS-Product Knowledge (Y2,3=.01, p=.90), and only a marginal negative influence

upon TS-Selling Skills (y2, 3= -.15, p=.06).

Figure 21 (page 264) summarizes the "best" Attitude Driven Model. Goodness of

fit indicators are very acceptable. The best model is more parsimonious than the

theoretical model. It has four more degrees of freedom. The TI for the "best" model

could be higher. (Generally a TLI of at least .90 is desirable.) Parsimony Goodness-of-

Fit Index (PGFI), TLI, and Root mean squared residual (RMR) could be improved, but

the paths that would improve fit are not theoretically appropriate. The best model

explains the same amount of endogenous construct variance as explained by the

theoretical model with fewer paths. The model is "better" because it is a more

parsimonious model. Parsimony in a model refers to the extent of variation a model

achieves relative to parameters estimated.

Analysis of structural coefficients, percent variance explained, and fit indices

(x2=550.48, df = 242, TLI =.85, PGFI =.70, and RMR =.074) for the "best" Attitude

Driven Model presents a several compelling findings (Table 41, page 241). No

relationship can be supported between the Performance construct and the two endogenous

Training Satisfaction constructs (TS-Selling Skills and TS-Product Knowledge).

Learning Orientation refers to the individual's enjoying the process of discovering

how to sell effectively (Suj an, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994). In the Attitude Driven Model the

salesperson's Learning Orientation has no influence on training satisfaction. This non-

relationship exists because Learning Orientation refers to the process of discovering how

to sell effectively whereas Training Satisfaction addresses the extent to which training

meets or fulfills a trainee's expectations and desires (Tannenbaum et al. 1991).
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Self-efficacy has the greatest influence in the Attitude Driven Model. TS-Selling

Skills and TS-Product Knowledge are influenced positively by the individual's level of

Task Specific Self-efficacy for selling. To the extent that a salesperson believes and is

confident that salesperson can sell well, then the salesperson is satisfied with the selling

skills and product knowledge imparted during sales training. Personal efficacy beliefs,

positively influence satisfaction with training resources. Perhaps confidence with one's

selling skills reinforces satisfaction with training resources.

External Locus of Control holds a negative relationship with TS-Selling Skills.

The individual who possesses a greater External Locus of Control attributes outcomes to

fate and the efforts of others, and appears to be dissatisfied with training received.

Hence, someone who depends on external entities for support is going to be less than

satisfied with what training is received.

Discrepancy Based Model

The extent that training meets or exceeds a salesperson's expectations is

represented by the Discrepancy Based Model. The Discrepancy Based Model proposes

that the lower the discrepancy between pre-training expectations and perceived reality,

the greater will be the salesperson's satisfaction with training received. The Discrepancy

Based Model posits that Performance is related positively to both attitude (Training

Satisfaction) and behavior (Transfer of Training). Such expectations correspond to the

Behavior Driven Model and to the Attitude Driven Model. The relationships

hypothesized in the Discrepancy Based Model are as follows:
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H7. Favorable perceptions of training positively influence training satisfaction

(H7). Salespeople who possess favorable impressions of sales training are

more satisfied with elements of the sales training program.

H8. Favorable perceptions of training positively influence transfer of training

(H8). Salespeople who are satisfied with the sales training experience are

more inclined to transfer (use) training materials from the training setting

into the selling environment.

Analysis of the structural coefficients, percent variance explained, and fit indices

(x= 418.57, df =172, TLI=.86, PGFI=.66, and RMR =.068) (Table 42, page 242)

derived from the theoretical model (Figure 22, page 265) yielded several points for

discussion. First, a strong influence exists between Perception of Selling Materials (TP-

Selling Materials) and TS-Selling Skills , TS-Product Knowledge, and TY-Presentation

Skills. Structural coefficients (yj) range from.57 to .77 (p<.001) (Figure 23, page 266).

Although the relationship between Perceptions of Selling Materials and TY-Time

Management Skills and TY-Product Knowledge is intuitively appealing, the structural

coefficients are moderate in magnitude. The structural (beta) coefficients range from .35

to .19. Certain relationships may be indirect (through) TS-Product Knowledge, TS-

Selling Skills and Transfer of Training. These findings suggest that as sales training

materials are perceived more favorably, training satisfaction and transfer of training

materials increases.

The influence of TP-Social Support is difficult to interpret. A weak relationship

exists between salespeople's TP-Social Support and Training Satisfaction constructs or

Transfer of Training constructs. Structural coefficients range from a high of .21 to a low
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of -. 10. The smallest coefficients are y3,2 (.01), y2,2 (-.02), and Y12 (-.10). In general,

Social Support exhibits little influence on TS-Selling Skills, TS-Product Knowledge, or

TY-Presentation Skills. These findings are surprising since feedback and interaction

between sales trainees and sales trainers was hypothesized to be associated with

heightened satisfaction and transfer. Some relationship exists between TP-Social

Support and TY-Time Management Skills (yA2=.19, p=.036) and with TY-Product

Knowledge (y5,2=.21, p=.003). Perhaps time management skills and product knowledge

are easier to reinforce through social support.

As with the results from the Attitude Based Model, the relationship between

Training Satisfaction constructs and Performance in the Discrepancy Based Model is

disappointing. However, the relationship between TS-Selling Skills and Performance

suggests some marginal influence ( 6 1 =.20, p=.097). The relationships between Transfer

of Training constructs and Performance are similar to those found in the Behavior Based

Model (Figure 23, page 266). TY-Presentation skills is negatively related to

Performance, and TY- Time Management skills holds a weak relationship to

Performance.

Figure 24 (page 267) summarizes the "best" Discrepancy Based Model.

Goodness of fit measures (Table 42, page 242) for the model are acceptable and the

model is more parsimonious (df=179) than the theoretical model (dfr174). For the just

identified model, the TLI is only slightly lower than for the 'best' model. However, for

both models, the TLI could be higher. The X2 statistic relative to degrees of freedom is

acceptable. The constrained model explains only slightly less of the endogenous construct
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variance than does the theoretical model, but is the preferred model because it more

parsimonious than the theoretical model.

Attitude-Behavior Model

The Attitude-Behavior Model (A-B Model) synthesizes the Behavior Driven

Model and the Attitude Driven Model and is presented in Figure 25 (page 268). It

extends the Attitude Driven Model by incorporating Transfer of Training as a

consequence of Training Satisfaction. The A-B Model proposes that personal traits and

beliefs influence attitudes; attitudes influence behavior, and behavior influences

outcomes.

The following relationships are hypothesized within the A-B Model.

H9. Self-efficacy perceptions contribute positively to training satisfaction (H9).

Salespeople who are more confident in their selling skills are more satisfied

with sales training.

H10. A more External Locus of Control contributes positively to training

satisfaction (H10). Salespeople who ascribe Performance to outside

variables are more satisfied with training.

H11. A stronger Learning Orientation contributes positively to training

satisfaction (H11). Salespeople who desire to learn more about the job are

more satisfied with training.

H12. Satisfaction with training contributes positively to training transfer. (H 12).

Salespeople who are satisfied with their training experience are more likely

to transfer training materials into the selling environment.
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Figure 27 (page 270) incorporates structural coefficients for the A-B Model.

Analysis of the structural coefficients, percent variance explained, and fit indices (x2=

893.37, df= 417, TLI=.80, PGFI=.71, and RMR=.080) for the hypothesized A-B Model

offers several points for observation. First, Task Specific Self-efficacy strongly

influences both Training Satisfaction constructs (TS-Selling Skills (y=.53, p<.0001) and

TS-Product Knowledge (y=.40, p=.003)). This finding suggests that if the salesperson

believes he or she has the ability to learn how to sell, then that individual will experience

greater satisfaction with the sales training experience. In the A-B Model, the influence of

Learning Orientation on Training Satisfaction constructs is minimal y=.06, p=.45 and

y=.02, p=.78). Recall that an individual with a Learning Orientation enjoys the process

of learning and is not particularly concerned with the outcomes or applying the

information obtained.

An individual's degree of External Locus of Control is weakly and negatively

related to TS-Selling Skills (y= -.14, p=.08) and has a very small relationship with TS-

Product Knowledge (y=.02, p=.77).

A review of the structural coefficients between the endogenous constructs offers

points for discussion. TS-Selling Skills (TS-Selling Skills) is positively related to TY-

Presentation Skills (i=.40, p<.0001). Curiously, TS Selling Skills is related more

strongly with Transfer of Product Knowledge (p5 1 =.27, p<.0001) than is TS-Product

Knowledge (f5, 2=.16, p<.0014). Also not surprisingly, the relationship between TS-

Product Knowledge and TY-Presentation Skills is low (p 2= -.04, p=.51). There is also

little relationship between TY-Time Management Skills and either of the Training

Satisfaction constructs (34,1= -.06, p=.23 and p'4,2=.14, p=.046). The relationships
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between Transfer of Training constructs and Performance in the A-B Model are similar to

the relationships identified in the Behavior Driven Model. That is, TY-Presentation

Skills and TY-Time Management Skills are negatively related to Performance (3= -.23,

p=.13 and 6,4= -.10, p=.51). TY-Product Knowledge, as in the Behavior Driven Model,

is positively related to Performance (4,5= .29, p=.75). From Table 43 (page 243) we can

see that the hypothesized and trimmed model (Figure 27, page 270) performed acceptably

in explaining variances of a number of endogenous variables.

The Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model

The Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model (TAO Model) presented in Chapter

3 incorporates the A-B Model along with additional relationships among variables

relating Socialization, Management Support, Organization Support, and Organizational

Training Climate.

In the TAO Model, the socialization construct is hypothesized to positively

influence satisfaction with training. Socialization benefits salespeople in that it fosters a

greater degree of job realism. To facilitate socialization Wanous (1980) urges that

organizations provide job candidates with a realistic job preview as a means to convey

actuality to job candidates before a commitment has been made between the parties.

Particularly in the anticipatory stage of socialization such realism aligns expectations

with actuality, lessening the potential discrepancy and leading to greater job satisfaction

and fit (Dubinsky et al. 1986). Enhanced job satisfaction contributes to commitment to

the sales organization, an outgrowth of the socialization process (Sager, 1994; Sager &

Johnston, 1989). In turn, organizational commitment is expected to have a positive

relationship to Transfer of Training.
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The influences of Manager Support for Training, Organization Support for

Training, and Training Climate are represented in the TAO Model (Figure 28, page 271).

The TAO Model posits that outcome (Performance) is positively associated with behavior

(Transfer of Training). Transfer of Training (behavior) is positively associated with

attitude (Training Satisfaction), and with the training support constructs (Manager

Support of Training and Organization Support of Training). Training Satisfaction

constructs (attitudes) are influenced by traits (e.g., External Locus of Control, Task

Specific Self-efficacy, and Learning Orientation). The hypothesized relationships are as

follows:

H13. External Locus of Control positively influences satisfaction with training

(H13). Salespeople who ascribe Performance to outside variables are more

satisfied with training.

H14. Higher self-efficacy beliefs positively influence training satisfaction (H14).

Salespeople who are more confident in their selling skills are more satisfied

with sales training.

H15. Learning Orientation positively influences training satisfaction (H15).

Salespeople who desire to learn more about how to do the job are more

satisfied with sales training.

H16. Training Satisfaction positively influences transfer of training (H16).

Salespeople who are satisfied with their training experience are more likely

to employ materials presented during training.

H17. Serial Socialization positively influences training satisfaction (H17).

Salespeople who have organizational role models are more satisfied with
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training than are salespersons left to develop their own definitions of

situations (Jones, 1986).

H18. Manager Support for training positively influences transfer of training

(H18). Managers' actions and comments that support the organization's

training efforts increase the amount of training material salespeople use in

the field.

H19. Organization Support for training promotes transfer of training (H19). The

organization's actions that support the organization's training efforts

increase the amount of training material salespeople use.

H20. A positive Training Climate promotes transfer of training (H20).

Organizations that provide a positive training environment (climate)

experience greater transfer of training by their salespeople.

Table 45 (page 245) summarizes structural model tests of the TAO Model (Figure

28, page 271). An analysis of structural coefficients, percent variance explained and fit

indices for the TAO Model (X2=1874.62, df= 978, TLI=.81, PGFI=.69, and RMR =.065)

presents a number of interesting observations. The TAO Model yielded expected results,

yet the level of reproduction of Sigma (the covariance matrix) was disappointing.

Variance explained in the Training Satisfaction constructs is greater than for the other

models (Table 44, 243). The TAO Model explains less TY-Sales Presentation variance

than does the Discrepancy Based Model or the Behavior Driven Model, but it accounts

for greater variance than the A-B Model. The TAO Model explains more of the variance

in TY-Time Management, TT-Product Knowledge, and Performance than the

Discrepancy Based Model or the A-B Model, but less than the Behavior Driven Model.
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The structural coefficients between Serial Socialization and Training (y, 4 =.44,

p<.0001; Y2 3 =.44, p<.0001) support hypothesis 16 (H16) (Figure 29, page 272). The

salespeople are more satisfied with both elements of training (i.e., Training Satisfaction-

Selling Skills and Training Satisfaction-Product Knowledge) when they have

organizational members acting as role models rather than having to develop their own

definitions of situations. The model suggests that salespeople who have a model to

follow are able to learn from a social or vicarious learning perspective (i.e., learning by

observation as opposed to conditioning). Through Serial Socialization salespeople are

able to see first hand what forms of behavior are rewarded and hence desirable.

The impact of Training Satisfaction constructs upon Transfer of Training only

partially supported H17. Only one path from a Training Satisfaction construct (TY

Product Knowledge from TS Selling Skills) remained in the model after all paths with

non-significant coefficients were eliminated (Figure 30, page 273). Support for the

remaining path is questionable since the relationship is negative (p3 1= -.26, p=.004).

Intuitively speaking, salespersons satisfied with training in selling skills would tend to

rely more on sales presentation fundamentals rather than using product knowledge.

Only two other exogenous constructs, Manager Support-Actions (MS Actions)

and Organization Support (OS), appear to influence Transfer of Training constructs

(Y4 5=.44, p<.0001; Y 3 7.50, p<.0001; y5 7=.74, p<.0001). These results partially support

hypothesis 18 (H18) that posits an influence by Organization Support upon Transfer of

Training. Support is considered partial only because no influence upon TY-Time

Management is apparent. Also, partial support exists for hypothesis 18 (H18) in that TY-

Time Management is positively influenced by MS-Actions. No support was generated
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for H20, wherein a positive influence was expected for Training Climate upon Transfer of

Training materials. The impact of Training Climate upon Transfer of Training may be

mediated by Training Satisfaction.

Moderator Variables

Assessment of proposed moderator relationships was accomplished through a

hierarchical regression protocol proposed by Cohen and Cohen (1983). Investigation of

moderating effects from a structural equation modeling framework proposed by Ping

(1996) proved entirely too cumbersome and impractical in the proposed model.

Interaction was assessed from a hierarchical perspective wherein each individual

hypothesized independent variable (Training Satisfaction) and hypothesized moderating

variable (Manager Support, Organization Support, and Training Climate) was regressed

on a dependent variable (Transfer of Training). Variables representing the constructs of

interest are simply summations of the individual items that were identified earlier through

exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. If the amount of variance in the dependent

variable explained by the independent variable (model R2) was significant despite

moderating variables, then a relationship between independent variable and dependent

variable could be said to exist. Next, the dependent variables were regressed

simultaneously on the independent variable. If the improvement in explained variance

(change in R2) from single independent variables is significant, then there is evidence of

main effects. The statistical significance of the change in explained variance was

assessed by determining the F-change (Fca) statistic for the change in explained variance

(Cohen & Cohen, 1983) and then evaluating the probability (significance) that the Fcha

(with the appropriate degrees of freedom (d)) is not significantly different from zero. If
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the Feha statistic was significant, then the addition of the independent variable to the

model increased the explanatory power of the model. To assess presence of a moderator

relationship, the cross products of the two independent variables was added to those of

the independent variables and moderators. If the Fcha statistic was significant then the

conclusion is that there is an interaction taking place between the two independent

variables over and above that of the independent variable.

Table 46 (page 245) summarizes analyses of the hypothesized moderator

relationships for Training Satisfaction, Manager Support, Organization Support, and

Learning Climate. The only evidence of a moderator relationship identified by the Cohen

and Cohen (1983) procedure was the effect upon Transfer of Product Knowledge (TYP)

by the interaction between Training Satisfaction-Product Knowledge (TSK) and

Organization Support (OS). TSK and DS both exhibited main effects as well. Although

the explained variance of TY Product Knowledge was small (R2TSK =.015, p=.018; R 2DS

=.069, p<.001) it is statistically significant. The inclusion of the interaction term (TSK x

DS) generated an increase in R2 from .069 to .096 (p=.003).

The interaction effect may be attributed to the nature of Organization Support.

Most Division Support would include such information as new product sheets, new

product uses and applications, and pricing information. Most of the communication and

feedback from the company would revolve around the company's products and how the

customers might benefit from such products. So salespeople use product knowledge

more when they are satisfied with knowledge imparted through training and when they

perceive greater Organization Support.
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TS-Product Knowledge relates to the degree of positive affect the salesperson

feels toward the amount and content of training about product knowledge. It follows that

TS-Product Knowledge positively influences TY-Product Knowledge. This effect was

seen in earlier models (i.e., The Discrepancy Model; A-B Model). The interaction

between TS-Product Knowledge and Organization Support is plausible when one

considers that Organization Support augments TS-Product Knowledge.

A number of the proposed moderator relationships were unsupported. Perhaps

most surprising was the lack of interaction between Training Satisfaction constructs and

Manager Support constructs. Numerous Training Satisfaction and Manager Support

produced independent variable relationships when regressed on Transfer of Training

constructs, yet there was no suggested support for the interaction term (moderators). It

could be that relationships exist whereby Manager Support mediates Training

Satisfaction rather than interacting and moderating the relationship between Training

Satisfaction and Transfer of Training.

Training Climate behaved in a similar fashion as both of the support constructs

(Manager Support and Organization Support). That is, as an individual variable, Training

Climate, in all cases explained only a small but significant portion of the variance in

transfer constructs. Similar to the support constructs, Training Climate may act as a

mediator of Training Satisfaction constructs rather than a moderator of the relationship

between satisfaction and transfer.

Summary

Chapter Four has reviewed the analysis and results of the research. The chapter

summarized the analytical protocol followed, the exploratory factor analyses and
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confirmatory factor analyses of the constructs, and finally examined the proposed models

in light of respective hypothesized relationships. Chapter Five presents a discussion of

the results, offers theoretical and managerial implications for those results, and then

relates contributions of the study, reviews limitations of the study, and offers

recommendations for future research.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chapter Five discusses the results of the model tests and relates theoretical and

managerial implications of those results. Contributions of the study are also estimated in

light of its limitations, and recommendations are offered for future research.

Results of Model Testing

Results of the model testing were formally presented in Chapter Four. In this

chapter explanation will be offered as to why the results are as they are.

One way to assess the five models involves evaluating to what extent each

accounts for explained variation in the constructs of interest (i.e., Training Satisfaction,

Transfer of Training, and Performance). Table 44 (page 243) summarizes the proportion

of construct variance explained by each of the theoretical models. The discussion begins

with the Behavior Driven Model.

The Behavior Driven Model (Figure 16, page 259) relates specific personal traits

(External Locus of Control, Task Specific Self-efficacy, and Learning Orientation) to

behavior (Transfer of Training and Performance). It explains a greater proportion of

variation in the three Transfer of Training constructs of interest and Performance than do

the other models (Attitude Driven Model; Discrepancy Based Model; Attitude-Behavior

Based Model; Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model). When non-meaningful paths are

excluded or trimmed from the Behavior Driven Model it becomes evident that an

176
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External Locus of Control in a salesperson is unrelated to Transfer of Training, and that

Task Specific Self-efficacy beliefs relate positively to only TY-Product Knowledge.

Task Specific Self-efficacy may positively influence TY-Product Knowledge because to

transfer product knowledge salespeople must be confident that they are representing

salient product information correctly.

Learning Orientation relates positively to all three Transfer of Training constructs

(TY-Selling Skills, TY-Time Management Skills, and TY-Product Knowledge).

Salespeople possessing greater Learning Orientation are more likely to approach sales

training as an opportunity to learn how to do the job better. In their desire to perform the

job better through increased understanding and knowledge, salespeople are more likely to

apply (i.e., transfer) what they learned during training. TY-Product Knowledge is

positively related to Performance, but TY-Sales Presentation Skills is negatively related

to Performance. The implication of the findings is that product knowledge may outweigh

company advocated selling skills in importance as defined in the minds of the industrial

sales representatives in the selected company.

The Attitude Driven Model (Figure 19, page 262) suggests that Performance

relates positively to Training Satisfaction, and that Training Satisfaction is influenced by

specific personal traits (i.e., Task Specific Self-efficacy; Learning Orientation; External

Locus of Control). Tests of the Attitude Driven Model yielded weak relationships

between the two Training Satisfaction constructs and Performance. However, several

posited relationships were supported between personal traits and Training Satisfaction.

Task Specific Self-efficacy relates positively to both TS-Presentation Skills and TS-

Product Knowledge. Salespeople who believe they possess greater skills for selling are
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more satisfied with the training received. This finding may be attributable to the idea that

the salesperson views training as a reinforcement of latent present selling skills rather

than as activities designed to promote changes in behaviors. The finding corresponds

with the adage that people who do not need training are the ones who use it.

The negative relationship between External Locus of Control and TS-Selling

Skills in the Attitude Driven Model is important. Although earlier analysis of items

suggested that External Locus of Control and Internal Locus of Control are not bipolar,

they are probably not completely orthogonal either in that a lower External Locus of

Control implies that salespersons believe they are more responsible for their work

outcomes. TS-Selling Skills could be viewed as an outcome of sales training. Therein,

the relationship between External Locus of Control and TS-Selling Skills suggests that

salespeople with less of an External Locus of Control are more satisfied with training in

presentation skills. In other words, salespeople who tend to believe they are responsible

for their destiny are more satisfied with what training they receive.

The Discrepancy Based Model captures the influence of how salespeople perceive

the type and amount of training upon satisfaction and performance. The Discrepancy

Based Model (Figure 22, page 265) posits an influence for training perceptions (TP-

Selling Materials; TP-Social Support) on attitudes (TS-Presentation Skills and TS-

Product Knowledge) and Behaviors (TY-Sales Presentation, TY-Time Management, and

TY-Product Knowledge). Findings suggest that TP-Selling Materials relates positively to

TS-Presentation Skills, TS-Product Knowledge, and TY-Presentation Skills. TS-Selling

Materials related positively to Performance. TY-Presentation Skills related negatively to

Performance.
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Drawing from the findings, it appears that industrial supplies sales representatives

as a population desire to possess greater knowledge concerning the products they market.

Salespeople may see acquiring greater knowledge as helpful for establishing what aspects

of the product transcend to specific buyer benefits.

The Attitude-Behavior Model (A-B Model) (Figure 26, page 269) melds the

Behavior Driven Model with the Attitude Driven Model. The A-B Model relates

Transfer of Training as a consequence of Training Satisfaction and proposes that personal

traits and beliefs (i.e., External Locus of Control; Learning Orientation; Task Specific

Self-efficacy) influence attitudes (Training Satisfaction); attitudes influence behavior

(Transfer of Training); and behavior influences Performance.

The Attitude Behavior Model did not account for as great a proportion of variance

of endogenous constructs (i.e., TS-Selling Skills, TS-Product Knowledge, TY-Sales

Presentation Skills, TY-Time Management, and TY-Product Knowledge) as did the other

models (Table 44, page 243). The only construct the model accounted for to a notable

extent was Performance. Only three gamma (y) coefficients (paths from exogenous

constructs to endogenous constructs) were significant in the Attitude-Behavior Model:

Task Specific Self-efficacy to TS-Selling Skills; Task Specific Self-efficacy to TS-

Product Knowledge; and External Locus of Control to TS-Selling Skills. As in the

Attitude Driven Model, a negative relationship was supported between External Locus of

Control and TS-Selling Skills. TS-Sales Presentation was positively related to TY-

Presentation Skills. Transfer of Presentation Skills was negatively related to

Performance.
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The negative relationship supported between TY-Presentation Skills and

Performance in the A-B Model suggests that the type of sales training used by the subject

company may be less than optimal. The sample organization's initial sales training

concentrates on product demonstrations and a "social" approach to selling. The "social

selling" approach is designed to make the customer relax and feel comfortable. However,

the approach places little emphasis on product benefits or on identifying buyers' needs.

Instead, the approach is designed to get the buyer to like the salesperson. The social

selling approach is not designed to elicit potential customer needs and for that reason may

be ineffective as a selling philosophy or technique in an individual sales setting.

The Training Attitude and Outcomes Model (Figure 28, page 271), builds upon

the Attitude Behavior Model by incorporating environmental constructs: Management

Support for Training (Action and Feedback), Organization Support for Training,

Organization Training Climate, and socialization experience (Serial Socialization).

Compared to the other hypothesized models, the TAO accounts better for Training

Satisfaction and reasonably accounts for Transfer of Training, but it accounts poorly for

Performance. Addition of the environmental constructs is likely to have contributed to

the increases in explained variance of both Training Satisfaction constructs and the

Transfer-Time Management and Transfer-Product Knowledge constructs. Serial

Socialization was positively related to both Training Satisfaction constructs. For that

reason learning is accelerated under Serial Socialization because salespeople have the

additional opportunity of vicarious learning in addition to classical and instrumental

conditioning.
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Manager Support-Actions was positively related to TY-Time Management Skills.

Help from the manager facilitates more effective time management behaviors.

Organization Support was positively related TY-Presentation Skills and TY-

Product Knowledge. To the extent sales representatives believe they are supported by the

company they apply sales materials in the field. Training Climate related positively to

TY-Time Management Skills and TY-Product Knowledge. Salespersons who perceive a

positive training climate tend to transfer more time management and product knowledge

training. The Training Satisfaction constructs are both related positively to Task Specific

Self-efficacy. Salespersons who believe they have greater selling skills experience higher

Training Satisfaction.

A perplexing result occurs between TS-Selling Skills and TY-Product

Knowledge. The beta (p) coefficient is significant, but the sign of the relationship is

negative. This case may exist because a focused selling skills training (social selling) de-

emphasizes use of product knowledge by salespeople. Salespeople who are satisfied

with selling skills training may tend to rely on sales skills instead of incorporating

product knowledge into the sales presentation. Alternately, a salesperson who is

dissatisfied with selling skills training may rely extensively on product knowledge to sell.

The salesperson may envision the company's method of sales presentation as counter

productive or underpowered.

Discussion and Implications

Several conclusions will be drawn from the findings. One observation involves

the impact Task Specific Self-efficacy beliefs have on: (1) the extent salespeople apply

product knowledge imparted during sales training; and (2) the satisfaction the salesperson



ascribes to the sales training program. This influence is reflected by positive

relationships between Task Specific Self-efficacy and Transfer of Product Knowledge

Training and by that between Task Specific Self-efficacy and Training Satisfaction. Such

relationships were evident in all models incorporating Task Specific Self-efficacy. These

findings suggest that organizations develop programs that focus on building mastery.

The mastery should be in areas such as product knowledge and sales presentation skills.

Mastery will enhance Task Specific Self-efficacy which should then promote increased

transfer of training and thereby improved performance.

A second observation involves lack of influence observed for External Locus of

Control. At the inception of the study, External Locus of Control was expected to inhibit

Transfer of Training materials (H2) and yet to influence training satisfaction in a positive

manner (H5). Salespeople who possess a more external focus were expected to want

training but to fail to apply that training. However, none of the relationships involving

External Locus of Control were supported in the Behavior Driven Model, nor were they

supported in the Training Attitude and Outcomes Model (TAO Model). A relationship

involving External Locus of Control was evident only in the Attitude Driven Model and

in the Attitude-Behavior Model. The relationship between External Locus of Control

and TS-Selling Skills was negative and weak. Thereby, less externally oriented (more

internally oriented) salespeople experienced greater satisfaction with selling skills

training.

A negative relationship between External Locus of Control and a construct of

interest may potentially be interpreted as a positive relationship between that construct

and Internal Locus of Control. A positive relationship between Internal Locus of Control

182
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and TS-Selling Skills can be supported. Internally oriented salespeople believe that

subsequent success or failures are due to their own efforts or lack thereof. It follows that

salespeople who have an Internal Locus of Control, relate their training satisfaction back

to their own efforts. The relationship between Internal Locus of Control and Training

Satisfaction-Selling Skills may be important because selling skills are activities (e.g.,

demonstrations, prospecting, overcoming objections, closing) that the salesperson must

successfully perform. Salespeople who are self-driven and believe in their own

effectiveness will be satisfied with what training they receive.

A third observation involves the trait variable, Learning Orientation. Learning

Orientation was expected to positively influence Transfer of Training and Training

Satisfaction. Salespeople who seek to learn about the selling job were supposed to be

more likely to transfer training materials than were those who do not enjoy learning about

selling (H3). Further, salespeople who desire to learn more about the job were expected

to be more satisfied with training they receive (H6).

Learning Orientation was supported as a determinant only in the Behavior Driven

Model where it was related positively to all three Transfer of Training constructs. It was

not instrumental in any of the other hypothesized relationships involving training

satisfaction constructs.

Given such findings it appears that Learning Orientation may be an important

determinant of Transfer of Training. Salespeople who possess a stronger Learning

Orientation are more likely to approach sales training as an opportunity to learn how to

do the job better and to thereby use (transfer) the training they receive. In their desire to
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acquire increased understanding and knowledge, salespeople are more likely to apply

what they learned during training.

A fourth observation involves salespeople's perceptions regarding the degree to

which initial training met or exceeded expectations (Training Perceptions). Favorable

Training Perceptions were expected to lead to heightened Transfer of Training (behavior)

(H8) and higher Training Satisfaction (attitude) (H7). Training Perceptions had varied

influences on behavioral and attitudinal constructs. Perceptions of Selling Materials was

positively related to both TS-Selling Skills, TS-Product Knowledge, and TY-Presentation

Skills. However, Perceptions of Social Support demonstrated no significant relationships

with Training Satisfaction or Transfer of Training constructs.

It appears that salespeople equate the quality of sales training materials with the

quality of sales training. Hence, salespeople's satisfaction with training would derive

directly from perceptions of training materials' quality. Along those lines, salespeople

are expected to recognize the importance of selling materials to the performance of their

jobs. The salesperson who believes the training materials provided by the company are

of higher quality is more likely to use those materials in the selling arena.

The lack of consistent relationships between Perceptions of Social Support from

Manager and Transfer of Training is surprising in light of the influence of Serial

Socialization on Training Satisfaction. Apparently, sales trainees are less concerned with

the encouragement and support from fellow trainees and trainers than they are with

learning how to do the job better from other salespeople and trainers.

A fifth observation concerns Serial Socialization. Serial Socialization positively

impacted Training Satisfaction. Serial Socialization refers to the organization providing
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role models for sales trainees and new hires during the initial socialization experience of

sales training. Role models for salespeople could be other sales reps, managers, or sales

trainers. Serial Socialization is important because sales trainees learn how to perform the

job correctly and to behave correctly by observing behaviors of role incumbents and

seeing the resulting reinforcements or punishments associated with various behaviors.

By learning vicariously (socially), sales trainees' adoption of correct behaviors

accelerates. Salespeople who experience Disjunctive Socialization (no observable role

incumbents or mentors) must learn the appropriate behavior via classical or instrumental

conditioning (i.e., failure to sell results in negative reinforcement-no income). Vicarious

learning for salespeople is much faster than conditioning because salespeople do not have

to experience the gamut of situations before succeeding consistently . Nicely, the

relationships between Serial Socialization and Training Satisfaction constructs was

positive and significant.

A sixth observation concerns relationships supported between Training

Satisfaction constructs and Transfer of Training Constructs. The relationships inhere

guided interpretation. In the TAO Model, a negative relationship existed between TS-

Selling Skills and TY-Product Knowledge. In the A-B Model, a positive relationship

existed between TS-Selling Skills and Transfer of Presentation Skills. From the two

relationships it can be inferred that the salesperson who is satisfied with selling skills

training is less likely to use product information and is more likely to use selling skills

training. The relationship heightens awareness of the tendency towards personality or

socially oriented based selling espoused in some sales forces. It could be that an

organization that emphasizes selling skill and de-emphasizes product knowledge may be
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doing its salespeople a disservice. Such an emphasis signals that product knowledge and

by indirect implication, knowledge of customer needs is unimportant.

A seventh observation concerns the relationships Manager Support-Actions,

Organization Support, and Training Climate hold with the Transfer of Training

constructs. Manager Support-Actions related positively to TY-Time Management Skills.

Organization Support relatedly positively to TY-Presentation Skills and TY-Product

Knowledge. Training Climate related positively to TY-Time Management Skills. The

consistency that emerges from these findings is that a training oriented climate fosters

Training Satisfaction and positive Transfer of Training. However, no relationship could

be supported between training climate and Performance.

One inference that can be drawn is that a training oriented climate facilitates

transfer of behavior. Whether behaviors salespeople enact account positively for

performance has to be viewed as a tactical question. That is, a relationship between sales

training behaviors.

Theoretical Implications

Findings of the model tests entail theoretical implications. First, the results

illustrate the importance of socialization that occurs during the training program.

Feldman (1981), Dubinsky et al. (1986), and Jones (1986) relate the utility of

socialization during organization entry. In particular, Serial Socialization plays an

important role in building efficacy beliefs and facilitating transfer of behavior for sales

trainees. Salespeople who believe they can role model are more satisfied with training

and hence more adaptive of behaviors derived from sales training. That is, salespersons
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are more satisfied with initial sales training when incumbent salespersons are present to

act as role models and mentors.

Second, the influence of Serial Socialization supports the influence of vicarious

(social learning) or behavioral learning upon Training Satisfaction and Transfer of

Training. Salespersons experiencing Serial Socialization as opposed to Disjunctive

Socialization were more satisfied with training elements and transferred more materials

from training into the job setting.

Third, Learning Orientation influences Transfer of Training. Sujan et al. (1994)

present the idea that salespersons can learn to work smarter and perform as successfully

as those salespersons who work harder (e.g., who input greater effort). They also

advocate the idea that salespersons who possess a stronger Learning Orientations are

more likely to work smarter (i.e., to manage their territory better). The influence of

Learning Orientation upon Transfer of Training constructs found here supports this

notion. Those individuals who possess a greater Learning Orientation transferred training

materials from the training environment into the selling arena to a greater extent than did

those salespeople who possess a lower Learning Orientation. .

Fourth, Task Specific Self-efficacy positively influences salespersons' Transfer of
Training. Chowdhury (1993) and Sujan et al.(1994) advocate the importance of Task

Specific Self-efficacy to sales performance. The present research suggests that Task

Specific Self-efficacy is an important determinant of transfer behavior, and of Training

Satisfaction. Salespeople will transfer skills to the extent that they believe the have

mastered those skills.
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Managerial Implications

Findings concerning reinforcement of training imply that sales organizations can

benefit sales people by providing role models and mentors during the initial sales

training. Sales trainees are more likely to be satisfied with training if role models

continuously and consistently demonstrate correct and expected selling behaviors. Of

course, if behavior of role models is inconsistent with training, ambiguity perceptions of

salespeople may escalate.

Findings also imply that managers who are confident that transfer of sales training

materials leads to selling success should attempt to identify and hire recruits who possess

higher levels of Learning Orientation. Learning Orientation relates to transfer of training

behaviors. Such a finding implies that hiring recent college graduates may be preferable

to hiring more experienced salespeople. Recent graduates may be expected, all else held

constant, to possess a higher learning orientation.

Initial training efforts should concentrate on monitoring self-efficacy and on

developing high levels of Task Specific Self-efficacy. Efficacy beliefs are correlated with

Training Satisfaction and Transfer of Product Knowledge. It follows then, that if the

salesperson believes he or she has the ability (Task Specific Self-efficacy) to perform

requisite tasks for successful selling, then that salesperson will be satisfied with training.

Also, if the salesperson is confident in his or her ability to use product knowledge (Task

Specific Self-efficacy), then he or she is more likely to use that knowledge in the sales

arena.

A social approach to selling (i.e., "social selling") also has a detrimental impact

upon utilization of training. The social selling approach concentrates upon building
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rapport between the salesperson and customer. This rapport is a result of a personal

relationship building process that is unrelated to customer needs or wants. Essentially,

social selling depends on the notion of "buying from a buddy." Sales trainees want

instruction in product knowledge, applications, and usages so that they might present

cogent solutions to customers' problems, that is to satisfy buyers' needs. Salespeople

also desire more customer knowledge and hence more customer understanding in order

that the salesperson might more easily recognize customer needs.

Contributions

This study is the first attempt to test models of training that integrate

salespeople's perceptions, attitudes, and behavior. Perceptions include perceptions of

sales training materials and social support imparted during initial sales training. Attitudes

include satisfaction with product knowledge training and sales presentation skills

training. Behaviors include transfer of training and sales performance.

This research offers several contributions. First, this study is the initial sales

management work to operationalize Transfer of Training as a behavioral construct.

Transfer of Training is an important variable in that it refers to the trainee's ability to

learn (Wexley & Latham, 1991) something in one environment and use the learned skill

or knowledge in another environment (Goldstein, 1993). Transfer of Training serves a

metric for return on investment in sales training.

Second, the research offers the first sales training model that incorporates

relationships between Training Climate and behavioral outcome variables (Transfer of

Training and Performance). The TAO Model ties climate characteristics and training-

related perceptions to transfer of training behaviors and performance.
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Third, the research compares alternative theoretical models (i.e., Behavior Based

Model, Attitude Based Model, Discrepancy Driven Model, Attitude-Behavior Based

Model, and Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model). Tests of different models yielded

different benefits (see Table 44, page 243). The model that best explains both Transfer of

Training and Performance (both behaviors) is the Trimmed Behavior Driven Model

(Figure 18, page 261). The model that incorporates attitudinal (i.e., Training Satisfaction)

constructs that best explains Transfer of Training (a behavior) is the Trimmed

Discrepancy Model (Figure 24, page 267). The Discrepancy Model also explains the

greatest proportion variance in Performance and also incorporates attitudinal constructs.

Further work is needed to determine how to meld the benefits of the models into a single

framework.

Fourth, Transfer of Training is a useful construct because of the skill based nature

of the sales job. For this reason it is important to recognize and understand traits,

attitudes, perceptions, and organizational influences that promote transfer, and as well to

assure that selling strategy corresponds with market needs. Salespersons are physically

and emotionally separated from the organization. The sales manager is seldom on hand

to promote correct behaviors (e.g., selling techniques; correct use of product knowledge;

proper time management). In that sense, proper practice of selling skills and product

knowledge become extremely important. In order for salespersons to enact those

behaviors, they must be know what are the correct behaviors. Knowledge of correct

behavior is derived from and reinforced through sales training. If sales training is

correctly oriented to the market, it becomes functional only if salespeople transfer it into

the selling environment.
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A fifth contribution involves the importance of personal traits in influencing

Transfer of Training. In particular, Learning Orientation plays a major role in

determining transfer. The Behavior Driven Model suggests salespeople who transfer

training into the job arena are persons with strong Learning Orientations. Therefore,

sales organizations that desire to increase transfer of skills from training to the field need

to identify salespeople who seek to learn how to sell effectively rather than to rely solely

on personality or experience.

A sixth realization is that higher transfer of training occurs when salespeople hold

beliefs in their mastery of the task (self-efficacy). In other words, Task Specific Self-

efficacy must be developed for successful Transfer of Training to occur. In this study,

Task Specific Self-efficacy was particularly influential upon TY-Product Knowledge.

The salespersons studied perceived a need for increased product knowledge (observation

derived from open ended survey responses). Salespeople who were more confident in

their selling skills used more product knowledge. However product knowledge is

important when it can be employed by the salesperson to assist the customer in

recognizing and satisfying perceived customer needs. The salesperson who possesses

heightened Task Specific Self-efficacy (in this instance the ability to use product

knowledge) is more likely to use the product knowledge effectively.

The seventh contribution of this research concerns the importance of behavioral

or vicarious learning on the part of the salesperson. This research suggests that

salespersons who are positively socialized are more satisfied with training and experience

higher Transfer of Training. Salespeople learn through vicarious learning rather than

conditioning approaches.



Limitations

The study inheres several notable limitations. First, the timing of the research

efforts could be improved. Ideally, the research subjects (newly hired and trained

salespeople) would be surveyed immediately as a cohort after completion of initial sales

training and then performance data would be analyzed over subsequent periods. As it

was, salespeople were surveyed all at one time, some proximal to sales training, but most

distal from the initial training event.

Another limitation involves generalizability of findings. The sample was industry

and policy specific. The sample consisted of salespersons and sales managers employed

by one organization. The organization manufactured and marketed industrial cleaning

chemicals, water treatment systems, and industrial lubricants. Salespersons were

compensated under a full commission scheme except for a short period of time

immediately after hiring when they were compensated with commission and a draw

against that commission. This sample might cannot be expected to be representative of

salespersons representing organizations marketing different products or salespeople

compensated under other compensation schemes.

Additional worrisome limitations revolve around the measurement

instrumentation of two of the constructs. A more robust measure is needed to

operationalize Transfer of Training. It will be difficult to develop such a measure since

Transfer of Training may be population specific. Another instrumentation concern

includes the measure used to operationalize Locus of Control. There was no indication

from the scale developer of the multi-dimensionality of the Work Locus of Control Scale

(Spector, 1988).
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Recommendations for Future Research

Future research should evolve in a number of areas. One of those areas should be

the investigation of the relationships between Manager Support constructs and Training

Satisfaction. In the TAO Model, Manager Support was first hypothesized to moderate

the relationship between Training Satisfaction and Transfer of Training. The

hypothesized relationships were unsupported. At that point the relationship between

Manager Support constructs and Transfer of Training Constructs was investigated.

Manager Support was expected to act much like a subjective norm (Fishbein and Ajzen,

1975) whereby behavior (Transfer of Training) was influenced by the salespersons' desire

to conform his or her behavior to the beliefs and opinions of other referent sources.

Support was found only for Manager Support-Behavior directly influencing Transfer of

Time Management Skills. All relationships between Manager Support-Behavior

constructs and Transfer constructs during the hierarchical regression testing hypothesized

moderator effects were found to be significant, although explained variance was small.

Manager Support-Feedback was also related to only Transfer of Product Knowledge. The

manager may very well influence Training Satisfaction by lessening role ambiguity and

role conflict through mentoring during initial sales training.

One other area of research would be to assess the dimensionality of Organization

Support for Training. Organization Support could take many different forms. It could

range from simple assistance in placing orders to complex analysis of potential

customers' needs and uses of a product. Further investigation of Organization Support

could prove beneficial because of potential "economies" possible. The organization

might find that what benefits one salesperson would more than likely benefit many
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salespersons. The organization might be more efficient at disseminating information to

the sales people than the first line manager level.

One other important area to investigate is the relationship between Internal Locus

of Control (ILOC) and External Locus of Control (ELOC). Both Spector (1988) and

Rotter (1966) conceptualized Locus of Control (LOC) as unidimensional. That is, they

believed that Internal LOC on one end of the LOC continuum and External LOC

occupied the opposite end. Spector's (1988) Work Locus of Control Scale purported to

be unidimensional, when in fact it was multi-dimensional. Through exploratory factor

analysis several dimensions of Work Locus of Control Scale were identified. They

included External LOC, Internal LOC, instrumentalities, and expectancies. Continued

development and testing of the Work LOC instrument is warranted to explain these

issues.

An additional area that warrants future research is content of training programs.

Sales management researchers, sales managers, and sales trainers must assess whether or

not the sales training materials are determinants of sales performance. In the present

study the relationship between Transfer of Training and Performance was seldom

significant and occasionally had a negative relationship. Sales managers and sales

trainers are under the belief that a positive relationship exists between Transfer of

Training (behavior) and Performance (outcomes). An assessment of the content of sales

training and materials transferred is important.
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Table 1

Skill Variables

Skill Variable

Vocational skills

Sales presentation

Interpersonal

General management

Vocational esteem

Definition

Job- and company-specific skills; technical knowledge and
vocabulary related to the firm's product line; knowledge of
the company and its policies

- Skills related to evaluating customer needs, presentation
style, ability to handle objections and close the sale.

- Skills related to understanding, persuading and getting
along with other people.

Skills related to organizing, directing, and leading other
people.

Degree of liking or preference for tasks and activities
associated with sales jobs.

Ford, N. M., Walker, 0. C., Jr., Churchill, G. A., Jr., & Hartley S. W. (1987). Selecting successful
salespeople: A meta-analysis of biographical and psychological selection criteria. in Review ofMarketing
1987, ed. Michael J. Houston, (Chicago: American Marketing Association, 104).

Table 2

Selected Areas of Sales Training Research

Area of Study

Chonko, Tanner, & Weeks, 1993
Pur, 1993
Honeycutt, Howe, & Ingram, 1993
Honeycutt, Harris, & Castleberry,
1987

Erffmeyer, Russ, & Hair, 1991
Honeycutt & Stevenson, 1989

Leigh, 1987
King & Booze, 1986
Dubinsky & Staples, 1981

Shortcomings of sales training
programs

Needs assessment and evaluation of
sales training programs

Content of sales training programs

Researcher

I

I

"

I
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Table 3

Transfer of Training and Potential Outcome Matrix

Potential Outcomes

Transfer of Training
Materials

(Inputs)

High
Transfer

Low
Transfer

High
Performance

(Cell 1)

High
Performance

(Cell 3)

Low
Performance

(Cell 2)

Low
Performance

(Cell 4)

Table 4

Proximal Classifications of Salespeople's Training Perceptions Variables

Determinants of Variables
STP Antecedent to

STPs

Self-efficacy

Age

Education

Locus of control

Learning orientation

Previous selling
experience

Perceived training
needs

Training
expectations

Sales people's
Training
Perceptions (STP)

Training satisfaction

Quality of training

Extent of training

Instrumentality of
training

Variables that
moderate
relationships
between STPs,
antecedents,
mediators, and
outcomes

Manager support

Organization
support

Colleague support

Training satisfaction

Variables that

mediate
relationships
between STPs and
distal outcome
variables

Training satisfaction

Transfer of training

Role clarity

Post-training task
specific self efficacy

Distal outcome

variables

Sales performance

Effort

Intention to leave

Withdrawal

..
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Table 8

Definitions of Constructs Used in Research Framework

Construct

Training

Transfer of Training

Sales

Activities

Commitment

Withdrawal

Intention to Stay

Perceived Training
Needs

Training
Satisfaction

Task Specific Self-
Efficacy

Role Clarity

Manager Support of
Training

Organization
Support of Training

Education

Sales Experience

Locus of Control

Learning
Orientation

Definition

The organized accumulation of skills, rules, concepts, or attitudes that
result in enhanced performance in another environment (Goldstein, 1993).

The application to the work place of knowledge, skills, behaviors, and
attitudes gained in training (Wexley & Latham, 1991).

Unit of performance over a window used by the sales organization (e.g.,
total dollar volume, total orders, and average dollar volume per order).

Total presentations; total product demonstrations; and total cold calls
made over a performance period.

An individual's identification with and involvement in a particular
organization (Mowday, Porter, & Steers, 1982).

Salesperson's thoughts, intentions, or desires to leave the current sales job
(Rosse & Hulin, 1985).

A behavioral intention to remain with the employing organization.

The specific selling areas in which the trainee perceives needs for
additional sales training.

The extent to which training meets or fulfills a trainee's expectations and
desires (Tannenbaum, Mathieu, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1991).

The belief in one's ability to perform a specific task (Bandura, 1986).

The extent to which required information is communicated and
understood (Donnelly & Ivancevich, 1975).

The extent that the salesperson believes the sales manager advocates and
reinforces the formal training the salesperson received.

The extent that the salesperson believes the company encourages
salespeople with product information and ongoing technical support.

The number of years of formal education beyond high school.

The years of selling experience garnered prior to current sales
employment.

A generalized expectancy that rewards, reinforcements, or outcomes in an
individual's work environment are controlled either by one's own actions
(internality) or by other forces (externality) (Spector, 1988).

An individual's enjoyment of the process of discovering how to sell
effectively (Sujan, Weitz, & Kumar, 1994).
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Table 9

New Pilot Study Constructs

Construct # of items n Reliability (a)
Transfer of Training 1 40 .64
Perceived Training Needs 14 41 .97
Training Satisfaction (I)* 14 36 .90

Training Satisfaction (II) 9 38 .91
Manager Support for Training* 6 30 .80

Organization Support for Training* 6 32 .81

*Responses for these measures were collected at a later date.

Table 10

New Construct Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

Item Group Group S.D. Training Training Transfer Transfer Transfer
Mean Needs Satisfaction (I) (II) (II)

Training 3.99 .94 .97

Needs

Training 3.87 .94 -.05 .91
Satisfaction

Transfer 3.48 1.15 .03 -.14 .81
(I)

Transfer 3.70 .74 .27 .16 .05 .62
(II)

Transfer 4.28 .55 .24 -.08 .12 .31 .61

Cronbach's a on diagonal of correlation matrix.
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Table 12

Transfer of Training - Initial Factor Analysis

Construct: Transfer of Training
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .738
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 474.382 (p=.0000)
Factors present = 3 EigenvalueFactor 1 - Variance explained = 15.5 1.709 Sales presentation skillsFactor 2 - Variance explained = 15.1 1.661 Time management skillsFactor 3 - Variance explained = 13.7 1.511 Product and selling knowledgeTotal variance = 44.3

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
(b ) Loading Loading Loading

TY1 I always use procedures from the .353 .523 .121 .255Gears of Selling

I seldom use the product
demonstration ideas the division
provides (R)

.536 .110 .101 .717

TY3 I usually employ training I received
on warming up prospects

I seldom use the training I received on
handling a buyers objections (R)

I often use training I received on
building up a network of prospects
through referrals

.344 .509 -.146

.604 .184 .108

.253

.747

.281 .492 .170 .101

TY6 I have adapted much of the formal
training I have received to fit my style
and my territory

.446 .662 .008 -.004

I use very little of the technical
information I receive (R)

I regularly employ the time
management training I receive

I rarely use the territory planning
training I receive (R)

I regularly use the product
applications information I receive

.299 .269 .252

.567 .002 .745

.605 -.008 .709

.517 .384 .534 -.290

TYl 1 I often use training I received on .400 .474 .400 .125identifying and qualifying prospects

TY2

TY4

TY5

TY7

TY8

TY9

TY1O

.304

.105

.309
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Table 13

Transfer of Training - Final Factor Analysis

Construct: Transfer of Training
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .657
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 245.208 (p=.0000)
Factors present = 3 Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 28.1 1.967 Time management skillsFactor 2 - Variance explained = 16.6 1.161 Sales presentation skillsFactor 3 - Variance explained = 14.0 .980 Product and selling knowledgeTotal variance = 58.7

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
(h2) Loading Loading Loading

TY2 I seldom use the product demonstrating,

TY3

TY4

ideas the division provides (R)

I usually employ training I received on
warming up prospects

I seldom use the training I received on
handling a buyers objections (R)

.364 .110 .101

.344 .509 -.146

.604 .184 .108

.717

.253

.747

TY7 I use very little of the technical
information I receive (R)

.299 .269 .252 .304

I regularly employ the time
management training I receive

I rarely use the territory planning
training I receive (R)

.567 .002 .745

.605 -.008

.105

.709 .309

TY1O I regularly use the product applications .517 .384 .534 -.290information I receive

TY8

TY9
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Table 14

Training Perceptions - Initial Factor Analysis

Construct: Training Perceptions
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.814
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 1376.353 (p=.0000)
Factors present = 3 Eigenvalue
Factor I - Variance explained = 42.6 3.830 Training content and reinforcement
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 15.1 1.359 Social support during training
Factor 3 - Variance explained = 11.3 1.020 Training challenge
Total variance = 69.0

Item Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
ID (h2) Loading Loading Loading

TP1 Sales training was mentally .677 .368 .240 .696
challenging

TP2 Sales training showed me the right .676 .775 .148 .233
way to handle my sales calls

TP3 Sales training provided flexibility over .505 .620 .134 .321
my behavior

TP4 I received sufficient feedback about .657 .797 .143 .036
my performance during sales training

TP5 I had a chance to practice what I .704 .808 .211 -.088
learned during sales training

TP6 The training material was clearly .666 .760 .241 -.175
presented to me

TP7 I met other salespeople during sales .831 .217 .885 -.027
training

TP8 Other sales people were supportive of .831 .213 .887 .003
me during sales training

TP9 My sales training was difficult to .660 -.158 -.207 .770
complete
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Table 15

Training Perceptions - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.793
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 1047.49 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 43.9 2.635 Training materials
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 29.3 1.756 Social support during training

Item Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
ID (h2) Loading Loading

TP2 Sales training showed me the right way to handle .612 .770 .139
my sales calls

TP4 I received sufficient feedback about my .702 .824 .149
performance during sales training

TP5 I had a chance to practice what I learned during .731 .823 .233
sales training

TP6 The training material was clearly presented to me .664 .773 .259

TP7 I met other salespeople during sales training .841 .217 .891

TP8 Other sales people were supportive of me during .839 .203 .894
sales training

a Reliability .85 .81
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Table 16

Training Needs - Initial Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.924
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 4006.799 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 39.747 5.565 Sales presentation skills and activities
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 22.512 3.160 Product knowledge
Total variance = 62.259

Item Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
ID (h2) Loading Loading

TN1 Identifying the best prospects to call on .488 .655 .242

TN2 Qualifying prospects .644 .767 .235

TN3 Closing the sale .701 .804 .235

TN4 Handling prospects' objections .620 .691 .377

TN5 Demonstrating the products .560 .613 .429

TN6 Warming up/approaching the prospects .720 .829 .180

TN7 Gaining control over the sales presentations .682 .786 .254

TN8 Following up with information the customer .590 .625 .447
requests from me

TN9 Building up a network through referrals .489 .583 .386

TNIO Increasing my business with a customer through .645 .408 .691
new products and sales volume

TN11 Developing product knowledge .734 .206 .849

TN12 Understanding how prospects use our products .728 .243 .818

TN13 Developing a territory coverage plan .579 .611 .454

TN14 Managing my time .515 .608 .381
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Table 17

Perceived Training Needs - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.868
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 2118.878 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 42.8 3.424 Sales presentation skills and activities
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 29.4 2.351 Product knowledge
Total variance = 72.2

Item Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
ID (h2) Loading Loading

TN2 Qualifying prospects .634 .745 .282

TN3 Closing the sale .778 .842 .262

TN4 Handling prospects' objections .707 .735 .404

TN6 Warming up/approaching the prospects .730 .833 .189

TN7 Gaining control over the sales presentations .740 .819 .262

TNIO Increasing my business with a customer through .648 .386 .706
new products and sales volume

TN11 Developing product knowledge .789 .209 .864

TN12 Understanding how prospects use our products .751 .246 .831

a Reliability .90 .81
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Table 18

Training Satisfaction - Initial Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.909
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 3303.369 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 29.215 4.090 Presentation activities
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 27.996 3.919 Territory and customer knowledge

58.211

Item Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
ID (h2) Loading Loading

TS1 Identifying the best prospects to call on .486 .584 .380

TS2 Qualifying prospects .660 .779 .229

TS3 Closing the sale .613 .713 .324

TS4 Handling prospects' objections .598 .682 .364

TS5 Demonstrating the products .456 .627 .250

TS6 Warming up/approaching the prospects .597 .749 .191

TS7 Gaining control over the sales presentations .608 .671 .398

TS8 Following up with information the customer .665 .171 .797
requests from me

TS9 Building up a network through referrals .552 .281 .688

TSIO Increasing my business with a customer through .577 .446 .615
new products and sales volume

TS11 Developing product knowledge .412 .397 .504

TS12 Understanding how prospects use our products .573 .329 .682

TS13 Developing a territory coverage plan .570 .348 .670

TS14 Managing my time .638 .260 .756
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Table 19

Training Satisfaction - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =..842
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 1382.160 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 42.9 3.007 Presentation activities
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 26.3 1.844 Territory and customer knowledge
Total variance explained = 69.3

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
(h 2) Loading Loading

TS2 Qualifying prospects .641 .772 .211

TS3 Closing the sale .664 .758 .301

TS4 Handling prospects' objections .648 .710 .380

TS6 Warming up/approaching the prospects .626 .784 .108

TS7 Gaining control over the sales presentation .663 .772 .258

TS11 Developing product knowledge .811 .224 .872

TS12 Understanding how prospects use our products .797 .269 .851

a Reliability .86 .78
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Table 20

Manager Support of Training - Initial Factor Analysis

Construct: Manager Support of Training
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .706
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 973.835 (p=.0000)
Factors present = 2 Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 47.4 2.843 Manager's supporting behaviors
Factor 2 - Variance explained = 24.0 1.441 Manager's evaluative support

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
(h2) Loading Loading

MS1 My immediate manager helps me practice .801 .895 -.021
qualifying prospects

MS2 My immediate manager and I regularly practice .789 .888 .015
overcoming customers' objections

MS3 My immediate manager criticizes what was .801 -.058 .893
presented in my initial sales training

MS4 My immediate manager makes suggestions that .783 -.159 .870
are contrary to my initial sales training

MS5 The training I have received from my manager .629 .769 -.194
has been minimal since my initial sales training
(R)

MS6 My manager doesn't care how I make a sales .482 .654 -.233
presentation, just as long as I get the order (R)
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Table 21

Manager Support of Training - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.521
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = (p=.0000)

Factor 1 - Variance explained =
Factor 2 - Variance explained =
Total variance explained =

45.4
40.1
85.5

Eigenvalue
1.815 Manager's supporting actions
1.603 Manager's communications

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2
(hz) Loading Loading

MS1 My immediate manager helps me practice .905 .947 -.009
qualifying prospects

MS2 My immediate manager and I regularly practice .907 .950 -.006
overcoming customers' objections

MS3 My immediate manager criticizes what was .808 -.002 .899
presented in my initial sales training

MS4 My immediate manager makes suggestions that .799 -.123 .889
are contrary to my initial sales training

a Reliability .90 .76
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Table 22

Organization Support of Training - Initial Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.784
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 720.135 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 68.3 2.73 Orga

Item ID Item

DS 1 My sales training materials were not as extensive as I
expected R)

DS2 The division doesn't seem to care about sales training
for new representatives R)

DS3 The division doesn't provide enough initial sales
training R)

DS4 The division doesn't provide enough continuing sales
training R)

a Reliability

nization Support of Training

Communality Factor 1
h2) Loading

.575 .895

.691 .832

.802 .811

.658 .758

.85
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Table 23

Learning Orientation - Initial Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.854
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 950.448 (p=.0000)

Eigenvalue
Variance explained = 39.4 3.54 Learning Orientation

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1
(h2) Loading

LO1 Making a large or tough sale is very satisfying .354 .595

L02 An important part of being a good salesperson is .563 .751
continually improving your selling skills

L03 Making mistakes when selling is just a part of the .306 .553
learning process

L04 It is important for me to learn from each selling .523 .723
experience

L05 There really aren't a lot of new things to learn .094 .307
about selling (R)

L06 I am always learning something new about my .360 .600
customers

L07 It is worth spending a great deal of time learning .413 .642
new approaches for dealing with customers

L08 Learning how to be a better salesperson is of .556 .745
fundamental importance to me

L09 I put in a great deal of effort sometimes in order to .375 .612
learn something new
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Table 24

Learning Orientation - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .752Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 407.279 (p=.0000)
EigenvalueFactor 1 - Variance explained = 57.6 2.304 Learning Orientation

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1
(h2) Loading

L02 An important part of being a good salesperson is .561 .749continually improving your selling skills

L04 It is important for me to learn from each selling .586 .765experience

L07 It is worth spending a great deal of time learning new .512 .716approaches for dealing with customers -. 1
LO8 Learning how to be a better salesperson is of

fundamental importance to me .645 .

a Reliability 
.74
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Table 25

Self-efficacy - Initial Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .804Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 583.725 (p=.0000)
EigenvalueVariance explained = 40.3 2.821 Self-efficacy

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1
(h2) Loading

SEl I am good at selling 
.463 .680

SE2 It is difficult for me to put pressure on a customer .306 .554(R).36 .5

SE3 I know the right things to do in selling situations .485 .696
SE4 I find it difficult to convince a customer who has a 427

different viewpoint than mine (R) .4.654

SE5 My temperament is not well-suited for selling (R) .186 .432
SE6 I am good at finding out what customers want .468 .684
SE7 It is easy for me to get customers to see my point .486 6of viewy-697
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Table 26

Self-efficacy - Final Factor Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-OIkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .804Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 583.725 (p=.0000)
EigenvalueVariance explained = 40.3 2.821 Self-efficacy

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1
(h2) Loading

SEI I am good at selling 
.463 .680

SE3 I know the right things to do in selling situations .485 .696
SE6 I am good at finding out what customers want .468 .684
SE7 It is easy for me to get customers to see my point of .486 .697

view

a Reliability 
.73
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Table 27

Work Locus of Control - Initial Factor Analysis

Construct: Work Locus of Control
Kaiser-Meyer-olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.861Bartlett Test of Sphericity =1761.540 (p=.0000)Factors present = 4 EigenvalueFactor 1 - Variance explained = 24.1 3.852 External Locus of ControlFactor 2 - Variance explained = 11.6 1.863 Internal Locus of ControlFactor 3 - Variance explained = 11.5 1.845 Internal expectancyFactor 4 - Variance explained = 7.8 1.245 Response to manager's actionsTotal variance explained = 55.0

Item ID Item Communality Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
(h 2) Loading Loading Loading Loading

Li A job is what you make of it .413 .182 .595 .135 -009
L2 In most types of jobs, people can

pretty much accomplish whatever
they set out to accomplish

L3 If you know what you want out of a
job, you can find a job that gives it
to you (R)

L4 If somebody is unhappy with a
decision made by his or her
manager, he or she should do
something about it (R)

L5 Getting the job you want is mostly a
matter of luck

L6 Making money is primarily a matter
of good fortune

L7 Most people are capable of doing
their jobs well if they make the
effort (R)

L8 In order to get a really good job you
need to have family members or
friends in high places

L9 Sales success is usually a matter of
good fortune

LlO When it comes to landing a really
good job, who you know is more
important than what you know

L11 Success goes to the salespeople who
perform well on the job (R)

L12 To make a lot of money you have to
know the right people

L13 It takes a lot of luck to be an
outstanding employee on most jobs

.640 -.002 .763 .143

.551 .003 .714

.629 .141 .306

.125

.003

.191

-.156

.125 -.707

.491 .677 .004 .157 -.007

.510 .687 -.007

.445 .004 .331 .535 -.219

.599 .705 .154 .122 .251

.630 .792

.597 .570 .215

.677

.625

.553

-.003

.475

.008 .004 .818 .002

.561 .148 .002 .536

.735 -.008

L14 People who perform their jobs well .630 128generally get rewarded for it (R)

.000 -.005

.151 -.010

.007-. 003
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Table 28

Work Locus of Control - Final Factor Analysis

Construct: Work Locus of Control
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =.819
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 1213.96 (p=.0000)
Factors present = 1 Eigenvalue
Factor 1 - Variance explained = 49.8 3.98 External Locus of Control
Item Item Communality Factor 1

I..(h 2) Loading
L5 Getting the job you want is mostly a matter of luck .444 .666

L6 Making money is primarily a matter of good .426 .653fortune

L8 In order to get a really good job you need to have .588family members or friends in high places-.767

L9 Sales success is usually a matter of good fortune .561 .749
L1O When it comes to landing a really good job, who .452

you know is more important than what you know .672
L12 To make a lot of money you have to know the right .444 .666people

L13 It takes a lot of luck to be an outstanding employee .544 .738on most jobs

L16 The main difference between people who make a .524 724
lot of money and people who make a little money is
luck

a Reliability 
.83
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Table 29

Final Factor Analysis - Serial versus Disjunctive Socialization

Construct: Serial versus Disjunctive Socialization
Kaiser-Meyer-olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .679Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 347.031 (p=.0009)
Factors present = 1 Eigenvalue
Factor I - Variance explained = 68.2 2.045 Serial versus Disjunctive Socialization

Item ID Item n Communality Factor 1
(h2) Loading

SZ2 I receive/received little guidance from experienced 441 616salespeople as to how I should perform my job.785

SZ3 I have little access to other people in this 445 .685 .828organization

SZ4 I have been/was left alone to discover what my 442reo44ts863role should be in this organization.

a Reliability.7
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Table 30

Training Perceptions - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Training Perceptions Indicator Standardized Squared
Loading CorrelationTP-Training Materials

Sales training showed me the right way TP2 .60 .44to handle my sales calls

I received sufficient feedback about my TP4 .77 .58performance during sales training

I had a chance to practice what I learned TP5 .72 68
during sales training *

The training material was clearly TP6 .68 56
presented.-

TP-Social Support

I met other salespeople during sales TP7 .84 71training

Other salespeople were supportive of TP8 .71 66
me during sales training

x2 17.66

df 8

RMR .018

TLI .98
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Table 31

Training Needs - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Training Needs Indicator Standardized Squared
Loading Correlation

Presentation Skills

Qualifying prospects TN2 .72 .52
Closing the sale TN3 .87 .76
Handling prospects' objections TN4 .84 .70

Warming up/approaching the prospects TN6 .76 .58

Gaining control over the sales TN7 .80 .65
presentation

Product Knowledge

Increasing my business with a customer TNIO .74 .55
through new products and sales volume

Developing new product knowledge TN11 .78 .61

Understanding how prospects use our TN12 .78 .61
products

x2 210.66

df 19

RMR .058

TLI .87
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Table 32

Training Satisfaction - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Training Satisfaction Indicator Standardized Squared
Loading Correlation

Selling Skills

Qualifying prospects TS2 .72 .51

Closing the sale TS3 .80 .64

Handling prospects' objections TS4 .79 .63

Warming up/approaching the prospects TS6 .65 .43

Gaining control over the sales TS7 .74 .54
presentation

Product Knowledge

Developing product knowledge TS11 .77 .59

Understanding how prospects use our TS12 .81 .66
products

x2 100.89

df 13

RMR .028

TLI .90
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Table 33

Transfer of Training - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Transfer of Training Indicator Standardized Squared
Loading Correlation

Transfer of Presentation Skills

I seldom use the product demonstration TY2 .49 .24
ideas the division provides (R)

I usually employ training I received on TY3 .34 .12
warming up prospects

I seldom use the training I received on TY4 .69 .48
handling buyers objections (R)

Transfer of Time Management Skills

I regularly employ the time TY8 .54 .29
management training I receive

I rarely use the territory planning TY9 .73 .53
training I receive

Transfer of Product Knowledge

I use very little of the technical TY7 .44 .19
information I receive (R)

I regularly use the product applications TY10 .23 .05
information I receive

x2 21.489
df 11

RMR .029
TLI .921
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Table 34

Training Constructs

Construct Dimension Abbreviation

Transfer of Training Presentation Skills TY-Time Management
Time Management TY-Presentation Skills
Product Knowledge TY-Product Knowledge

Training Perceptions Training Materials TP-Training Materials
Social Support TP-Social Support

Training Needs Presentation Skills TN-Presentation Skills
Product Knowledge TN-Product Knowledge

Training Satisfaction Selling Skills TS-Selling Skills
Product Knowledge TS-Product Knowledge
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Table 35

Training Constructs - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Training Constructs

TS-Selling Skills
Qualifying prospects

Closing the sale

Handling prospects' objections
Warming up/approaching the prospects
Gaining control over the sales presentation

TS-Product Knowledge
Developing product knowledge
Understanding how prospects use our products

TY-Presentation Skills
I seldom use the product demonstration ideas the division provides (R)
I usually employ training I received on warming up prospects
I seldom use the training I received on warming up prospects

TY-Time Management Skills
I regularly employ the time management training I receive
I rarely use the territory planning training I receive (R)

TV-Product Knowledge
I use very little of the technical information i receive (R)
I regularly use the product applications information I receive

TP-Training Materials
Sales training showed me the right way to handle my sales calls
I received sufficient feedback about my performance during sales training
I had a chance to practice what I learned during sales training
The training material was clearly presented to me

TP-Social Support
I met other salespeople during sales training
Other salespeople were supportive of me during sales training

TN-Selling Skills
Qualifying prospects

Closing the sale
Handling prospect's objections

Warming up/approaching the prospects
Gaining control over the sales presentations

TN-Product Knowledge
Increasing my business with a customer through new products and sales
volume

Developing product knowledge
Understanding how prospects use our products

Indicator Standardized Squared
Loading Correlation

TS2

TS3
TS4

TS6

TS7

TS 1l
TS12

TY2

TY3

TY4

TY8

TY9

TY7

TY10

TP2

TP4

TP5

TP6

TP7

TP8

TN2

TN3

TN4

TN6

TN7

TN10

.75

.83

.82

.66

.70

.80
.84

.44

.39

.57

.62

.65

.35

.37

.67

.75

.79

.78

.87

.80

.75

.89

.82

.82

.82

.73

.57

.70

.67

.43

.49

.64

.71

.19
.15

.33

.39

.42

.12

.13

.44

.56

.63

.61

.75

.64

.56

.79

.68

.67
.67

.53

TN1l .80 .64
TN 12 74 jz.MJ9 55 cc

625.37

df 314

RMR .049

TLI .90
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Learning Orientation-Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Learning Orientation Indicator

An important part of being a good salesperson is continually L02
improving your selling skills

It is important for me to learn from each selling experience L04

It is worth spending a great deal of time learning new L07
approaches for dealing with customers

Learning how to be a better salesperson is of fundamental L08
importance to me

df

RMR

TLI

Table 37

Self-efficacy - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Self-efficacy Indicator

I am good at selling SE1

I know the right things to do in selling SE3
situations

I am good at finding out what SE6
customers want

It is easy for me to get customers to see SE7
my point of view

x2

df

RMR

TLI

Standardized
Loading

.58

.67

.62

.64

13.54

2

.016

.90

236

Squared
Correlation

.41

.44

.36

.53

Standardized
Loading

.64

.66

.60

.73

13.64

2

.014

.91

Squared
Correlation

.34

.45

.39

.41

I

.

- IIII

IIlllHIMI

I
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Table 38

External Work Locus of Control - Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Construct: Indicator Standardized Squared
External Work Locus of Control Loading Correlation

Getting the job you want is mostly a matter of L5 .63 .40
luck

Making money is primarily a matter of good L6 .62 .38
fortune

In order to get a really good job you need to L8 .67 .45
have family members or friends in high places

Sales success is usually a matter of good L9 .72 .52
fortune

It takes a lot of luck to be an outstanding L13 .69 .48
employee on most jobs

The main difference between people who L16 .61 .50
make a lot of money and people who make a
little money is luck

X2 32.79

df 9

RMR .021

TLI .95
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Table 44

Variance Explained

Variance Explained in Constructs
Theoretical TS - Selling TS - Product TY - Sales TY - Time TY - Product Performanceowledge Presentation Management Knowledge
Behavior na na 43% 28% 81Drivena42%32%
Model

Attitude 36% 19% na
Driven na na 0%
Model

Discrepancy- 50% 31% 40% 13% 26% 16%Based Model

Attitude- 35% 17% 15% 3% 12% 13%Behavior
Based Model

TAO Model 58% 40% 28% 25% 54% 4%
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Table 46

Tests of Moderator Variables
Transfer of Selling Skills Transfer of Product

Knowledge

R2
K Fcha sig R2 K FCa sig R2

K FCha
TSS
OS

TSS,ODS
TSSDS, TSS, OS

TSK
OS

TSK, OS
TSKDS, TSK, OS

TSS
MSB

TSS, MSB
TSSMSB, TSS, MSB

TSS
MSF
TSS, MSF
TSSMSF, MSF, TSS

TSK
MSB

TSK, MSB
TSKMSB, MSB, TSK

TSK
MSF

TSK, MSF
TSKMSF, MSF, TSK

TSS
TCL
TSS, TCL
TSSTCK, TCL, TSS

TSK
TCL
TSK, TCL
TSKTCL, TCL, TSK

0.007 1
0.069 1
0.072 2

0.072 3

0.015 1
0.069 1
0.069 2
0.096 3

0.007
0.029
0.031
0.032

0.007
0.009
0.013
0.014

0.015
0.029
0.038
0.046

0.015
0.009
0.022
0.023

2
3
1

2
3

1
1

2
31
1

2

3

0.007 1
0.060 1
0.061 2
0.065 3

0.015
0.060
0.062
0.066

2
3

2.1571 0.143 0.079 1
22.6788 0.000 0.098 1

0.9763 0.324 0.119 2
0.0000 1.000 0.120 3

4.6599 0.032 0.018
22.6788 0.000 0.098
0.0000 1.000 0.098
9.0199 0.003 0.098

2.1571 0.143 0.079
9.1390 0.003 0.051
0.6233 0.430 0.105
0.3120 0.577 0.106

2.1571 0.143 0.079
2.7790 0.097 0.019
1.2239 0.269 0.085
0.3063 0.580 0.085

4.6599 0.032 0.018
9.1390 0.003 0.051
2.8254 0.094 0.060
2.5325 0.113 0.060

4.6599 0.032 0.018
2.7790 0.097 0.019
4.0143 0.046 0.033
0.3091 0.579 0.033

1

2
3

1
1
2
3

1

2
3

1

1

2
3

1

1

2

3

2.1571 0.143 0.079 1
19.5319 0.000 0.070 1
0.3216 0.571 0.104 2
1.2920 0.257 0.113 3

4.6599 0.032 0.018 1
19.5319 0.000 0.070 1

0.6439 0.423 0.071 2
1.2934 0.256 0.073 3

26.2476 0.000 0.015
33.2461 0.000 0.041

7.1986 0.008 0.042
0.3432 0.558 0.042

5.6090 0.018 0.006
33.2461 0.000 0.041

0.0000 1.000 0.041
0.0000 1.000 0.047

26.2476 0.000 0.006
16.4447 0.000 0.041
18.2212 0.000 0.041

0.3378 0.562 0.047

26.2476 0.000 0.015
5.9266 0.015 0.001

21.7836 0.000 0.015
0.0000 1.000 0.019

5.6090 0.018 0.006
16.4447 0.000 0.091
2.8915 0.090 0.092
0.0000 1.000 0.092

5.6090 0.018 0.006
5.9266 0.015 0.001
4.3723 0.037 0.007
0.0000 1.000 0.010

26.2476 0.000 0.015
23.0323 0.000 0.085
11.4598 0.001 0.085
3.0643 0.081 0.089

5.6090 0.018 0.006
23.0323 0.000 0.085

0.3251 0.569 0.086
0.6516 0.420 0.091

TSS - Training Satisfaction-Selling Skills

TSK - Training Satisfaction-Product Knowledge

OS - Organization Support

MSB - Manager Support-Behavior

MSF - Manager Support-Feedback

TCL - Training Climate

Transfer of Time
Management Skills

4.6599
13.0824

0.3152
0.0000

1.8471
13.0824
0.0000
1.9014

1.8471
13.0824

0.0000
1.9014

4.6599
0.3063
4.2924
1.2314

1.8471
30.6337
0.3326
0.0000

1.8471
0.3063
1.8248
0.9152

4.6599
28.4262
0.0000
1.3260

1.8471
28.4262
0.3304
1.6612

1

1

2
3

Sig

0.032
0.000
0.575
1.000

0.175
0.000
1.000
0.169

0.175
0.000
1.000
0.169

0.032
0.580
0.039
0.268

0.175
0.000
0.565
1.000

0.175
0.580
0.178
0.340

0.032
0.000
1.000
0.250

0.175
0.000
0.566
0.198

1
1
2
3

1
1

2
3

1
1

2
3

1

1

2

3

1

1

2

3

1

1

2
3

1
1
2
3
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Figure 1. Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model (TAO Model)
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Figure 2. Socialization Model
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Feldman, Daniel C. (1981), "The Multiple Socialization of Organization Members," Academy of Management Review, 6, 309-318.
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Figure 3. A proposed model of salesforce socialization
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Dubinsky, Alan J., Roy D. Howell, Thomas N. Ingram, and Danny N. Bellenger (1985), "Salesforce Socialization," Journal of Marketing, 50(October), 192-207.
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Figure 4. The influence of training fulfillment
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Figure 5. Model of newcomers' information-seeking behavior
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Figure 6. Motivational influences on training effectiveness
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Noe, Raymond A. (1986), "Trainees' Attributes and Attitudes: Neglected Influences on Training Effectiveness,"Academy of Management Review, 11 (4), 736-749.
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Figure 7. The influence of trainee attitudes on training effectiveness
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Noe, Raymond A., and Neal Schmitt (1986), "The Influence of Trainee Attitudes on Training Effectiveness: Test of aModel," Personnel Psychology, 39, 497-523.
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Figure 8. Model of social learning
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Figure 9. Job learning model
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Figure 10. Self-efficacy and transfer of training
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Figure 13. Discrepancy Based Model
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Figure 15. Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model
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Figure 16. Hypothesized Behavior Driven Model
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Figure 17. Hypothesized Behavior Driven Model (with paths)
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Figure 18. Trimmed Behavior Driven Model
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Figure 19. Hypothesized Attitude Driven Model
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Figure 20. Hypothesized Attitude Driven Model (with paths)
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Figure 21. Trimmed Attitude Driven Model
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Figure 22. Hypothesized Discrepancy Based Model
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Figure 23. Hypothesized Discrepancy Based Model (with paths)
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Figure 24. Best Discrepancy Based Model
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Figure 25. Attitude-Behavior Driven Model
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Figure 26. Hypothesized Attitude-Behavior Driven Model (with paths)
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Figure 27. Trimmed Attitude-Behavior Based Model
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Figure 28. Hypothesized Training Attitudes and Outcomes Model
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Figure 29. Hypothesized TAO Model (with paths)
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NCH
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
2727 CHEMSEARH BLkIRVING. TEXAS 75062

February 23, 1995

Dear Sales Colleague:

At NCH, continued growth and success is important to each of us. On a personal level you
know your success will increase by sitting back every now and then to review what you do
on a day-to-day basis. You examine what's working, what needs to be improved, and then..,
you take the appropriate action!

We're trying to do the same thing. We need your perspective on things that are working
and areas that need improvement. NCH has contracted with Dr. Jeff Sager at The
University of North Texas to help us better understand and meet your needs.

Dr. Sager's survey focuses on issues related to sales success, management, training,
marketing, and your general impressions about what you do as a sales representative. All
surveys will be sent to Dr. Sager, and your responses will be kept confidential.

Taking a few minutes of your time to complete the survey will help us provide the kind of
support and training that's most meaningful to you.

Thanks!

Best regards,

/ Jim Friedberg / Don Carafiol

M EPHONE A :4"43 <:'::. . E Ek'33a CAe . A M . E -. . . TELECOPY A C 214-438-018.
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 152170. IRVING. TX 75015-2170
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tUniversitN of North Texas

Cutlet> it e Adhlil tl .

February 23. 1995

Dear NCH Sales Associates:

Enclosed please find your "NCH Sales Survey ". You have been selected to record yourimpressions of: your job: what you do: your customers: and your company. NCH needs yourevaluations in these areas so we can provide the training and support that's most meaningful to
you.

The survey is simple to complete and we encourage you to be spontaneous as you answer. Firstimpressions are usually the best impressions! The survey should take a few minutes and youare encouraged to complete the booklet in the quiet of your home.

Your responses are confidential! We need your candid feedback because the data are useful onlyif you respond honestly. All surveys will be mailed directly to The University of North Texas.Data will be coded into our computer at The University of North Texas and the original surveydestroyed.

Your responses will be combined with those of your colleagues across the country. The trendsthat emerge from the responses of all of your fellow sales representatives will be shared withthe Levy's, Jim Friedberg and Don Carafiol. Your collective "input" will help the leadershipof your company make more informed decisions regarding training, recruiting, management
technique and other key procedures that may effect the growth of the company.

Your company is anxious to receive your feedback in order to do a better job for you. Pleasefeel free to make any suggestions or comments regarding the survey on the last page.

Thank you for your help!

Sincerely,

Jeff Sager, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Marketinu
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Survey of NCH Salespeople

Please circle the number that corresponds to your feelings. Some questions will require a differentanswer format. Leave an item blank if you are unable to respond.

I. Indicate how strongly you agree or
disagree with the following statements Stronglyconcerning different aspects of your sales Disagree Dir Neither Agree Age StrAngletraining (circle your response). 1 2 r 4 A

3 4 $

1. I always use procedures from the Gears of Selling...2. 1 seldom use the product demonstration ideas the division providesro- -......................1 2 3 4 5
3. I usually employ training I received on warmg up prospects......... ........-.-..-.-.. 1 2 3 4 54. 1 seldom use the training I received on handing a buyer's objections-......-.-........---.. .1 2 3 4 5
5. I often use training I received on building up a network of prospects through refrrals....... .1 2 3 4 5
6. 1 have adapted much of the formal training I have received to fit my style and my territory.-.--- 1 2 3 4 5
7. 1 use very little of the technical information I receive.y.y..y...ry--.-..-.-.. . .1 2 3 4 5
8. 1 regularly employ the time management training I receive..............................1 2 3 4 59. 1 rarely use the territory planning training I receive.'---....................... 1 2 3 4 510. 1 regularly use the product applications information I receive.-.-- ..--.-.-.-... -.-.1 2 3 4 5
11. I often use training I received on identifyig and qualifyig prospects.. ........... - 1 2 3 4 512. It is important for me to use my skills and abilities......-...-.-.-.-.-.-.......... 1 2 3 4 513. It is important for me to accomplish something worthwhile.-.-.................. 1 2 3 4 514. Receiving praise from my manager is important to me. .........-.-.-.-.-.-.-... -.-. 1 2 3 4 515. Being recognized for my accomplishments is unimportant.-............ -.-.--... -.. 1 2 3 4 516. Making a lot ofimoney is important to me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . .  1 2 3 4 517. Having a secure future after I build my territory is important.-..........--..............1 2 3 4 518. Sales training was mentally challenging. .............-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 1 2 3 4 519. Sales training showed me the right way to handle my sales calls.............. -.--......-- .1 2 3 4 520. Sales training provided flexibility over my behavior.......'....-.-.-.......... 1 2 3 4 521. 1 received sufficient feedback about my performance during sales training.....................1 2 3 4 522. I had a chance to practice what I learned during sales traming------.............. 1 2 3 4 523. The training material was clearly presented to me...-........-.......... .... 1 2 3 4 524. 1 met other salespeople during sales trauni. ...... '.......' '.'... -. - 1 2 3 4 5

25. Other sales people were supportive of me during sales training....-.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-1 2 3 4 526. My sales training was difficult to complete......-................... ... 1 2 3 4 527. 1 expected sales training to be mentally challenging...............-.-......... -.... .1 2 3 4 528. 1 expected sales training to show me the right way to handle my sales calls-.-.................1 2 3 4 529. 1 thought sales training would provide flexibility over my behavior. -i- .-.-------...... -1 2 3 4 530. I thought I would receive sufficient feedback about mypeo--n-a-.........1 2 3 4 531. 1 thought I would have a chance to practice what I learned during sales training--...........1 2 3 4 532. 1 expected the training material would be presented clearly to me.s..r.i......... .....-- 1 2 3 4 533. 1 expected to work with other sales people during sales training..----.......--1 2 3 4 534. 1 expected other salespeople to be supportive of me during sales traing...-.. .-..-.-... 1 2 3 4 535. 1 expected my sales training to be difficult to complete..--.-............ 1 2 3 4 536. My sales traing allows me to develop my sales territory better. - - --.--.--1 2 3 4 537. My sales training allows me to penetrate my accounts better..-.-.-.-.-.-...-.-1 2 3 4 538. My sales traing allows me to be a better salesperson, no matter where sell.-....-...........1 2 3 4 539. If I perform well at my sales job I will feel better about myself as a person~- -........- - 1 2 3 4 540. If I perform well at my sales job I will accomplish something worthwhile. -..-.-.-.....-..... 1 2 3 4 541. If I perform well at my sales job I will win praise from my managers--............. 1 2 3 4 5
42. IfI perform well at my sales job I will get recognized for my performanc-.-.-...-..-..-.. -.. .1 2 3 4 5
43. If I perform well at my sales job I will make a lot of money.---......................... 2 3 4 544. If I perform well at my sales job I will attain- secure future after building my tei -o-..-.-.......1 2 3 4

s.. -. 1 2 3 4 5
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How important is it for you to receive Veryadditional sales training in the following Unimportant Unimportant Of moderate Very
areas (circle your response)? 2 5 importance Important Important

3 4 $

45. Identifying the best prospects to call on............ ................ .46. Qualifying prospects..............................................-.-......
47. Closing the sale.............. ...... ...-.-.-..-.-............
48. Handling prospects' objections ........-.-.-...-.-.-.-.-......
49. Demonstrating the products... . . ....................------......
50. Warming up/approaching the prospects-......'...........-........ 1
51. Gaining control over the sales presentations......-..-.-...........................1
52. Following up with information the customer requests from me--- .. . ..-. ----....- 1
53. Building up a network through referals..-......-.....................
54. Increasing my business with a customer through new products and sales volume ...... 1
55. Developing product knowledge......ses......e.-.-.-.-.-... -... -.1
56. Understanding how prospects use our products.---................................. 1
57. Developing a territory coverage plan.............---........................ 1
58. Managing my time...............-..--.-..-.-..........1.

5
How satisfied are you with the training you Very
have received in each of the following areas Unsatisfied Uisr asseSdfVery
(circle your response)? Neither Satisfied Satisfied

23 4 5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
34

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

L 3 4 &

5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

59. Identifying the best prospects to call on.................
60. Qualifying prospects...............--..--...........-

.. ................................. I6 1 . C l o s in g th e s a l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ....6. H n l g p r s e t o b c i n s . .. 
. .62. Handling prospects' objections .....-....-..-.....-................ . .....63. D em onstrating the products . . . . . . . . . .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.. . .. . . -.. ..

64. Warming up/approaching the prospects.............-.--........................1
65. Gaining control over the sa"" presenio.s ... .-....--. ---........I66. Following up with information the customer requests from me-..............--.........-.I
67. Building up a network through referrals.............-......-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
68. Increasing my business with a customer through new products and sales -vlum -. . .........
69. Developing product knowledge......s......--.........
70. Understanding how prospects use our products ...................................
71. Developing a territory coverage plan.....-.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...
72. Managing my time ..............--..--.....-........ '......... 1

Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Sfollowing statements regarding ySrimdat aae trongly Neither agree Strongly
folowig sateent reardngyour immediate manager Disagree Disagree nor disagree Age Areand your division (circle your response). s 2 4 A

1 23 4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

73. My unmediate manager helps me practice qualifying prospects..74. My immediate manager and regularly practice oveo g Customers' bjections.............75. My immediate manager criticizes what was p esenedinmy niutalsbectrin............ .
76. My immediate manager makes suggestions that are contrary to my initial sales trann...--....
77. The training I have received from my manager has been minimalssincesming.y......initial sales training. ..................................

78. My manager doesn't care how I make a sales presentation, -ust-as -o-g-a--getthe.ord........ .
79. My sales training materials were not as extensive as I expected..ust..... .e.re-..... -...
80. The division doesn't seem to care about sales trainingfo'.ne.......... --.....-
81. The division doesn't provide enough initial sales trainew-.-..-.-~ .-............ .1
2. The division doesn't provide enough continuing sales training.-........................

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 52 3 41 5



84i. ivialanga large or a tough sale is very satisfying....................
84. An important part of being a good salesperson is continually improving your selling skills..- -....85. Making mistakes when selling is just a part of the learning process..........s.s......- .86. It is important for me to learn from each selling experience.......... -.........-........
87. There really aren't a lot of new things to learn about selling..'.............'.'............
88. I am always learning something new about my customers...... -........-..............
89. It is worth spending a great deal of time learning new approaches for

dealing with customers- . . ..-...deaingwit cutomrs.......................... ..................... .90. Learning how to be a better salesperson is of fundamental importance to me......-..-..-...91. 1 put in a great deal of effort sometimes in order to learn something new.-..................

tU~av e . . . .

useless.....--
adequate......-.
incomplete....
comprehensive -
boring.......
applicable...----
meaningless.--

1........

1....,...1........

1,"......

1.......1 -----....1--------.

2-------. .. ... . ----. --. ---. worthless
2-4-- -.- .3 - --5- - - --. . -. . . . .. u se fu l

3...- -...-4........-5-...............inadequate
2 - 4 . . ..3 . . . .5- . . .. c o m p le te
2...... ......- 3 -5 -...-4- - -.- -.... shallow2. 4..... 5 ...-.-.... .... stimulating2......... 3......... 4 -... 5. ..2-------- .3..4..inapplicable---- --- 4----- -............... meanngful

For each of the following items, choose the point on the Describrange from 1to 5 that describes your approach to selling? me not at all e(circle your response) 1 
y3 4 5

100. Basically, I use the same approach with most customers... .101. I vary my selling style from situation to situation........-..................
102. I like to experiment with different sales approaches.-.......-..-...... -....-..
103. I find it difficult to adapt my presentation style to certain customers...--........-.--....- .104. Each customer requires a unique approach...........----.---...
105. 1 am very sensitive to the needs of my customers.-....-. ..-.-...
106. When 1 find that my sales approach isn't working, I can easily change to another approach.--'--
107. It is easy for me to modify my sales presentation if the situation calls for it..er.PPr-...... .
108. I feel that most buyers can be dealt with in pretty much the same manner..-'............. .109. 1 am very flexible in the selling approach I use..........-.-..-' -.'..............-' -110. 1 try to consider how one customer or prospect differs from another. --..............
11 I f confident that I can change my planned presentation when necessary.'....~.- - .-.-.- .112. I don't change my approach from one customer to another....-...... .-..............113. 1 treat all customers pretty much the same...--..-.114. 1 use self-help books, tapes, or videos to improve my selling skills --.-. -...
115. 1 regularly consult Gears of Selling as a refresher. ... ..... . .....--....-- ..-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reprset tm n your ivisioron ko: ldeyuhv
Based on your experience or on knowledge you have gined, how long in weeks traw number) does it take a new sales

116. Learn the features and specifications of existing products?............ ..117. Learn the apphcations and functions. of existing product
118. Establish a base of steady customers?...........--.-...-.-........

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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IdcthostogyyuareodiarewtthStogyfollowing statements regarding selling itselftrgy Neither agree Strangle
(circle your response). Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agree*1 2 3 4 5

2
2
2
2

2

2

2

Indicate your feelings about the sales training that you received. (Please circle your responses)
92_ val~ir b

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

1 2 3 4 5

1
1
1
1

1
1

I L 
4 S

2_ 12

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
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119. Reach a sales level achieved by most expenenced salespeople in your division?.......
120. Learn to communicate product information clearly? -... ........-....... ....... .......... _
121. Learn to make a sales presentation clearly? . . . . . .

-
.

-
.

-
.

- -
. . . . .

-
. . . 

--
.

-
.

-
. . . . .

-
. .

122. What is your overall estimate of how long it takes a new sales representative in yourdivision to learn how to do their sales job well?..................

II. Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongly Neither agreeStronglyfollowing statements regarding your saies manager Disge Disagree hn r agree Agee Areegl
(circle your response). disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agree

12 3 4 S

1. My sales manager does a good job of helping me develop my potential.
2. In general, I am satisfied with my sales manager........'...'........... ..-..-.... 1 2 3 4 5
3. 1 enjoy working with my sales manager..........'..."...................... ''.'--.-1 2 3 4 54. My sales manager is too interested in his or her personal success to care about my needs..--.-.1 2 3 4 5
5. My sales manager sees that I have the things I need to do my job.----......... 2 3 4 56. ---ih a i o .-........ .. . 1 2 3 4 5

Based on your interactions with your immediate sales

manager, how true is each of the following statements (circle Very False
your response)?e.. Very true12 3 4 5

6. Rules with an iron h and.
7. Encourages continual improvement in my performance.-----------

8- Speaks in a manner not to be questioned. . . .. . . . .. . ...... .----------------- 2 3 4 59. Consistently sets challenging goals for me.. . . . ...-.-.-.-.--.-... -.--.... .. 1 2 3 4 5
10. Refuses to give in when I disagree with his or her suggestions-.-............. --...... .1 2 3 4 511. Gives me recognition for improvement in my performance......-.--.-.-.............-.-1 2 3 4 512. Needles me for greater effort.. .. ..........- 1 2 3 4 5
13. Lets me know that I need to perform at my highest level. . .-.-.-.-.-..-- - 1 2 3 4 5
14. Demands more thanI can do............ ................ ...... . -...... 1 2 3 4 5
15. Demonstrates confidence in my ability to meet most objectives-.---.---....... . ...... 1 2 3 4 5

4 516. 
~ ds efm a 

................ ,......................1 2 3 4 516.Rides me if I make a mistake. . . .. .. .. . . . ''"'' . 2. 4.17. Gives clear recognition for outstanding work..................... .. .....-...... 1 2 3 4 518. Insists that everything be his/her way... ......-. 1 2 3 4 5
19. Praises me when my performance is especially good.............'..... ----. --.. ..-... 1 2 3 4 5
20. Shows approval for me when I put forth my best efforts........-..--..-- . .- .. 1 2 3 4 5

- - -- -- -- --- -- -- -- 1 2 3 4 5

III. Please provide some information about yourself.

21. Your age."........
22. Your gender female (1); male (2) - -.-.-- ,-.-.-.
23. Your ethnic origin African American (1); Anglo American (2); NMexican American (4);Americanmerican (5) ( atve American (3)
24. Your years of formal education (first grade through college or university)..........
25. Number of full time jobs you've held including your present job.26. Number of months you have been employed with NCH.-.....-..................................
27. Number of months of sales experience you possess...-.---....--.-............ ..-.-.........
28. Number of months of sales experience you have with NCH....................................-......-
29. Number of months of managerial experience you have with NCH (if any)..............
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30. Your income from your sales job for fiscal year 1994:
(0) Less than $21,000 (5) $60,000 to $69,999
(1) $2 1,000to $29,999 (6) $70,000 to $80,000
(2) $30,000 to $39,999 (7) greater than $80,000
(3) $40,000 to $49,999 (8) not employed by NCR as a salesperson n 1994.
(4) $50,000 to $59,999

31. Relative to your 1993 income from your NCH sales job or other job, your 1994 income was ( +or -).....Not employed by NCH in 1993............... ,w + .. . .......... _

Employed by NCH for only part of 1993...................................................
32. Average number of hours you have worked per week over the last three months............................
33. Number of months you have worked for your sales manager... ............................34. If you manage salespeople (or sales managers), number of individuals who report directly to you35. Number of nights per month you spend away from home on your sales job.....p .. y........ .....36. Eighty percent of your annual sales revenue comes from customers. (raw number).37. Eighty percent of your sales revenue comes from products. (raw number).38. Days of sales training (not ongoing training) you received in your first year39. The amount of sales training you received when you started with the division was:(I) more than you expected (2)._about what you expected (3)_less than you expected.40. Number of working days you have missed in the last six months (or months you have beenemployed with the division) because of personal illness ......41. Number of working days you have missed in the last six months (or months you have beenemployed with the division) because of exhaustion or depression .....

IV. Indicate how strongly you agree or Stronglydisagree with the following statements Disagree Disagre Neither Agree Are Stronglyregarding yourself and your sales manager I 2 4 A
(circle your response). 3 4 5

1. Iamgood at selling. .....................
2. It is difficult for me to put pressure on a customer................................. . 1 2 3 4 53. Know the rightthigs to do in selling situations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 2 3 4 5
4. I find it difficult to convince a customer who has a different viewpoint than m.-.-....-.-......1 2 3 4 5

. My temperament is not well-suited for selling. ...........-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 1 2 3 4 5
6. am good at finding out what customers want. . ................................. 1 2 3 4 5
7. It is easy for me to get customers to see my point of view.............................--.1 2 3 4 58. The most important things that happen in life involve work.-............................1 2 3 4 5
9. Work is something that people should get involved in most of the time.-........ -......... 1 2 3 4 510. Work should be only a small part of one's life..... ... ......-.. --.... . 1 2 3 4 511. Work should be considered central to life.................................1 2 3 4 512. In my view, an individual's personal life goals should be work-oriented- -----........... 1 2 3 4 513. Life is worth living only when people get absorbed in work........-.....................1 2 3 4 5
14. A job is what you make of it..............-'.-.---.......................... 1 2 3 4 515. In most types of jobs, people can pretty much accomplish whatever they set out to accomplish.' - .. 1 2 3 4 516. If you know what you want out of a job, you can find a job that gives it to you................1 2 3 4 5
17. If somebody is unhappy with a decision made by his or her managers, 1 2 3 4 5

he or she should do something about it. .....
1. 

.18. Getting the job you want is mostly a matter of luck.'..................................1 2 3 4 519. Making money is prunarily a matter of good fortune.................................---1 2 3 4 520. Most people are capable of doing their jobs well if they make the effort-....................1 2 3 4 521. In order to get a really good job you need to have family members or friends in high places.......1 2 3 4 522. Sales success is usually a matter of good fortune.s....... .-...-.-.. ... 1 2 3 4 523. When it comes to landing a really good job, who you know is more important than what you know . 1 2 3 4 524. Success goes to the salespeople who perform well on the job.y....... .. w... 1 2 3 4 525. To make a lot of money you have to know the right people. .................... 1 2 3 4 526. It takes a lot of luck to be an outstanding employee on most jobs-.-.-.-.-.-..... -. 1 2 3 4 527. People who perform their jobs well generally get rewarded for it.-.-................... 1 2 3 4 5
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28. Most employees have more influence on their mangers than they think......29. The main difference between people who make a lot of money and le1 2 3 5
who make a little money is luck.......... ............

When you are under stress in your job, how often do you do Almost
each of the following (circle your response)? Almost

neveralways

2 3 4 5

30. Meet with my manager and discuss the situation which caused the stress..................31. Take tranquilizer or drugs... .........-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...-... .... 1 2 3 4 5
32. 1 say to myself that this is not real. .......-.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-... -..... 1 2 3 4 5
33. 1 come up with several alternative solutions to the problem...-...-. 2 3 4 5
34. Take a trip......................--............................1 2 3 4 5
35. 1 make a planand follow it.................................................1 2 3 4 5
36. Attend sporting, cultural, or commercial events. 1 2 3 4 5
37. 1 take things one step at a time.........-...................................1 2 3 4 5
38. Give my best effort to do what I think is expected of me.- --............................. 1 2 3 4 5
39. 1 talk with people who are involvedinthe situation which caused the stress....-...... 1 2 3 4 540. I think about how a person I admire would handle the situation and use that as a model...........1 2 3 4 5
41. Smoke cigarettes, cigars, or pipe... . . . . . ....-.-.-.-.-.-...-. -. 1 2 3 4 5
42. 1 try to find a new source of faith to believe in....-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-1 2 3 4 543. Avoid being in the situation if I can. .......-.........-.-.-.-.-.-... -.-.1 2 3 4 544. 1 accept the situation because there is nothing that can be done........-........-...........1 2 3 4 5
45. Watch TV.... . ................... 1 2 3 4 546. 1 work on changing policies which caused this situation-.-..............................1 2 3 4 5
47. 1 remind myself that work is not everything......'............'-..............1 2 3 4 548. Drink alcohol in a moderate amount.... . . *.....'.-.-.-.-...............1 2 3 4 549. 1 take it out on family or friends by getting angry at them-..............................1 2 3 4 550. 1 am inspired to do some creative activity outside of work.-............................-1 2 3 4 551. 1 hope a miracle will happen...............'..-................-..........1 2 3 4 552. Itry to forget the whole thing................................................1 2 3 4 553. Decide what I think should be done and explain this to th peop----le-who-re-afft............... 1 2 3 4 554.I avoid being with people in general.a.f.f..t.e....... .-...-.-.-.-.-..... 1 2 3 4 555. 1 refuse to believe that it has happened..... .................................. 1 2 3 4 556. Itry to work more efficiently......-..........-.-.........-.......................1 2 3 4 557. Do physical exercise....... ...... .........-.-........................... 1 2 3 4 558. Have fantasies about how things would work out.......-.--.-.--.............. 1 2 3 4 5

59. Eat snacks. . .. ............... ................................... 1 2 3 4 5
60. Turn to prayer or spiritual thought.........................................1 2 3 4 5
61. 1 devote more tune and energy to my job..-... ............... 1 2 3 4 562. Alter my appearance......................-. 1 2 3 4 5

6.---hisohie-.-..-.-...-.--...1 2 3 4 5

Please circle the number that best describes yourA. s.-
response to each item about life ingeneral on . . . . . ..e. . . 1 23y
(circle your response). dotoot Possibly Definitely Absolutely

1 2* 3 4 5
63. 1 feel that life is worthwhile......

64. 1 wish 1 had never been born. . .. ...-------- 1 2 3 4 5
65. 1 feel that there is more disappointment in lfe than satisfacton. .- -- .- . - .- . -.--.-. 1 2 3 4 5
66. My future looks hopeful and promissng. .......-..-.-.-.... -. - 1 2 3 4 5
67. Things have worked out well for me. . .------. 1 2 3 4 5
68. When I wake up in the morning I expect to have a miserable day......................... 1 2 3 4 5
69. When I look back. I think life is good for me..-.-.-.-.-.-.....-.-...1 2 3 4 5. want to run away from everything........-.-.-.. ........-.. 1 2 3 4 5
7. Living is a wonderful adventure for me......-.-.-.-.............2
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How true is each of the follow ig statements (circle your Very
response)? Very

False 
true

1 2 3 4 5

10. 1 have searched for another job since I joined this sales organiation.....11. have found a better alternative than my present job if I want it-.-..-...............-1 2 3 4 5
12. 1 am exerting a great deal of effort searching for an alternative job- -.........-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-1 2 3 4 5

-k o-----i-r--- -......... 1 2 3 4 5

VI. Indicate the accuracy of the following statements about Veryhow you carry out your sales job (circle yourcresponse). Inaccurate Very
1 2 accurate

9o. 3 4 5

1- I feel certain about how much authority I have. . .. .. .
2. Clear, planned goals and objectives exist for my job. .r.moregroup........................ 1 2 3 4 5
3. 1 know that I allocate my time effectively to different aspects of the job - - - - - - - - ~ . - . - - - - - - - - 1 2 3 4 5

4. 1 i know what m y responsibilities arem . t. . . mor . p.e.e.- -.-.---................ .....1 2 3 4 5
5. 1 know exactly what is expected of me . . .e.so . . customer........for .... ex-amp 1 2 3 4 5
6. Explanation is clear of what has to be done. .............................--- .- 1 2 3 4 5
7. 1 have to do things the way the company wants that could be done "better y- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 3 4 5

8. 1 receive a sales objective without the resources to complete itvisione-..wy............. 1 2 3 4 5
9. I have to buck a rule or policy in order to make sales. - .-- .- .- ' .-- .- .-- . - .-- 1-1 2 3 4 5
10. I work with two or more groups that operate quite differently. .- -- -- - . .- . --.--.--.--. 1 2 3 4 5

11. 1 receive incompatible requests from two or more people. t . .-..-.-. - ~- - -.--.-..-..-... 1 2 3 4 5

12. 1 do things that are apt to be accepted by one proacsoe 1 2 3 4 5

and not accepted by others, for example, my boss. . ....... .13. 1 receive a sales objective without adequto support from the division-. - -- 1 ------ 2 3 4 5
14. 1 spend too much time on unnecessary things...........-.-.--.--...................1 2 3 4 515. Iamgivenenoughtimetodowhatisexpected of me on my- --b'. --....... ----.. -. --. . --..-. 1 2 3 4 5
16. It often seems like I have too much work for one person to do....-.....--.-. --. -..-. 1 2 3 4 5
17. The performance objectives on my job are too high................................. 1 2 3 4 5

- --.. -. '. ----------- 1 2 3 4 5

Indicate your degree of certainty concerning the following VeryVery
(circle your response). Uncertain Uncertain Neutral Certain Certain1 2 3 4 5

18. How I am expected to interact with my customers (either formal or informal)119. How much service I should provide to my customers.................................. 1 2 3 4 5
20. How I should behave with customers.............. --...... --...................... 1 2 3 4 5
21. How I am expected to handle my customers' objections................................'-1 2 3 4 5
22. How I am expected to resolve unusual problems and situations.-.............-- .-.-..-. ......-. 1 2 3 4 5
23. How I am expected to deal with customers' criticisms.'......... -......... -...--....... 1 2 3 4 5
24. Which specific company strengths I should present to customers......- .....-..-.-.-.-.- 1 2 3 4 5
25. Which specific service benefits I am expected to highlight for customers..-.-.-.--.--.-.-.-- .1 2 3 4 5

----... . -.. -..... -- 1 2 3 4 5

Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Stronglfollowing statements regarding rpoYsinlD Neither agree Stronglylloint regrng your professional Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agreedevelopment (circle your response). 13 4 5

26. Experienced salespeople see advising new representatives as one of their job responsibilities 127. 1 receive/received little guidance from experienced salespeople as to how I shouldperform my job................
28. 1 have little access to other salespeople in this organization....... . -.-................... 1 2 3 4 5
29. 1 have been/was left alone to discover what my role should be in this organization...............1 2 3 4 5
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72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

I am a happy person.......................................................
The future looks so gloomy that I wonder ifWI should go on..............................1
When I get up in the morning I expect to have an interesting day-.........................1
I feel that life is drudgery and boredom. .......................... .............. 1
I feel blue and depressed....................................................
For a salesperson with my record and qualifications, a good sales job is always available. ......... 1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

4
4

5

5

5

5

55

Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongly Neither agree Stronglyfollowing statements concerning the effort you put into your Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agree
job (circle your response). 1 2 3 4 5

78. I often do extra work for my job that really isn't required. -..................... . ... 1 2 3 4 5
79. I believe that I work less hard than other salespeople in my division......................... 1 2 3 4 5
80. 1 sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget................................1 2 3 4 581. I like to gossip at times................... ...................... 1 2 3 4 582. Based on my full potential as 100 percent effort, Iusually input: ..............-...-- . ........ . . . . .%

For each item indicate how you respond when you have a Definitely do Definitelyproblem on your job (circle your response). not react react this
this way way

1 2 3 4 5

83. Lose motivation to do my job as well as 1 might otherwise............................. 1 2 3 4 584. Start my calls late or quitting early because I am not in the mood to work................... 1 2 3 4 585. Call in sick occasionally because I don't feel like working............................. 1 2 3 4 586. Put less effort into my job..................................................1 2 3 4 587. Take a lot of coffee/coke breaks or a long lunch.......................................1 2 3 4 5

V. Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongly Neither agree Stronglyfollowing statements regarding your future with this Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agreecompany (circle your response). 1 2 3 4 5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

During the next six months, I intend to search for another full-time job.......................1 2 3I intend to leave this division during the next six months.................................1 2 3I fit in at NCH.........................................1 2 3
I regularly think about quitting my job..........................................1 2 3
Thoughts of quitting seldom cross my mind...................................... 1 2 3I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's feelings..................... 1 2 3
For any salesperson with your qualifications in your industry, how would you describe the number of available salesjobs?
(1)_ a great number of sales jobs exists
(2) a few sales jobs exist.

4
4

4
4
4
4

5
5

5
5
5
5

Use the following codes for questions 8 and 9 below.
I = 0% chance 2 = 20% chance 3 = 40% chance 4 = 60% chance 5 = 80% chance 6 = 100% chance

2 3 4 5 6
2 3 4 5 6

8. If you ever decided to quit your sales job here, what are the chances
you would quit without having accepted an alternative job offer first? .

9. What are the chances that you will search for an alternative job within a year? . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

. i w . w

-

-
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30. 1 have been through training specifically designed to give new salespersons a thorough
knowledge of job related skills..................................................

31. During my training for this job I was normally physically apart from other salespersons..........
32. 1 did not perform any of my normal selling activities until I was thoroughly familiar with my

division's procedures and work methods.........................................1
33. Much of my job knowledge has been acquired on a trial and error basis-.-................... 1
34. I have been very aware that I am seen as "learning the ropes" in this division..................1
35. My sales manager reviews my performance on a regular basis...........................1
36. There are appropriate induction procedures in this division................................1
37. 1 have received the training I need to do a good job...................................1
38. In this division, we are committed to helping each other learn from our own sales experiences ..... 1
39. In general, this division learns as much as possible from its successes and its failures.-..........1
40. My performance targets are clear...............................................1
41. I know exactly what output is expected of me......................................1
42. 1 am unclear about the performance levels expected of me............................. 1
43. Clear, planned goals and objectives exist for my job................................... 1
44. 1 know what I am expected to achieve on this job....................................1
45. The training I receive is of high quality...................................... . .1
46. 1 would like more training......................................................1
47. 1 always try to practice what I preach...........................................1

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongly Neither agree Stronglyfollowing statements regarding the stress associated with Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agree
your sales job (circle your response). 1 2 3 4 5

48. My job tends to affect my health directly.................................-.-....... 1
49. 1 work under a great deal of pressure...........................................1
50. 1 have felt fidgety or nervous as a result of my job................................. . 1
51. If I had a different job, my health would probably improve............................... 1
52. Problems associated with my job have kept me awake at night.......................... 1
53. 1 have felt nervous before attending meetings with my sales manager.........................1
54. 1 often take my job home with me in the sense that I think about it when doing other things........1
55. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different from my own.............1
56. 1 feel I treat some customers as if they were impersonal "objects."-.......................
57. 1 feel indifferent toward some of my customers..................................... 158. I feel a lack of personal concern for m y sales m anager. . ... .........................59-fe I-bc m-mo e a d-d-r-y-l- . . .. .. 159. 1 feel I'm becoming more hardened toward my sales manager..............-----------------.----.. . 1
60. I feel I have become callous towards customers.......................................1
61. I feel insensitive towards support employees........................................
62. 1 feel I am becoming less sympathetic toward top sales management in Irving...................1
63. I feel alienated by the top sales management.........................................1
64. 1 feel I perform effectively to meet the needs of my customers..........-- .- ..---.....
65. 1 feel effective in solving the problems of my customers.....................-.-......... 1
66. 1 feel I am an important asset to my supervisor.....................................1
67. 1 feel my supervisor values my contribution to the firm.................................1
68. 1 feel my coworkers truly value my assistance............... ........---.
69. 1 feel I am a positive influence on my coworkers.................................... 1
70. 1 feel I satisfy many of the demands set by top management-............................ 171. 1 feel I make a positive contribution toward top management goals ...... ..... . .
72. Working with customers is really a strain for me.....................................1
73. 1 feel I am working too hard for my customers because they're too demanding........--. .. 1
74. Working with my sales manager directly puts heavy duty stress on me. ........... ..... 1
75. I feel emotionally drained by the pressure my sales manager puts on me. ................... 1
76. 1 feel frustrated because I can't work directly with non sales employees

(e.g. shipping, order processing, customer service)...................................
77. 1 feel I work too hard trying to satisfy non sales employees of the company............ ....
78. 1 feel dismayed by the actions of top management..........................-........
79. I feel burned out from trying to meet top management's expectations.-.....................1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

5

5
5
5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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VII. Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongly Neither agree Strongly
following statements regarding your relationship with your Disagree Disagree nor disagree Agree Agree
division (circle your response). j 2 3 4 5

1. I do not feel a strong sense of belonging to my division..................1
2. My division has a great deal of personal meaning for me...............................
3. I do not feel emotionally attached to my division. -- --........--.. ..... 1
4. 1 do not feel like part of the family at my division........-...........................
5. 1 would be very happy to spend the rest of my career with my division...........
6. 1 enjoy discussing my division with outsiders......................1
7. I really feel as if my division's problems are my own.'-...............................1
8. I think I could easily become as attached to another organization as 1 am to my division..........19. I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake. ..............
10. I do not feel any obligation to remain with my division... ............. ....... 1
11. Even if it were to my advantage, I do not feel it would be right to leave my division now... .1
12. 1 would feel guilty if I left my division now. ...................... . . .... .
13. My division deserves my loyalty................. ..... .............. 
14. I would not leave my division right now because I feel obligated to the people in it.............
15. 1 owe a great deal to my division..............................................
16. Right now, staying with my division is a matter of necessity as much as desire.........-.-....
17. Too much of my life would be disrupted if I decided I wanted to leave my division now.........18. One of the major reasons I continue to work for my division is that leaving would require

considerable personal sacrifice--another organization may not offer the overall benefits I now have .119. 1 feel that I have too few options to consider leaving my division......... . . .......
20. One of the few negative consequences of leaving the division would be the ----------. .

scarcity of available alternatives...................... ... ....
21. It would be very hard for me to leave the division right now, even if I wanted to..----....-....
22. It wouldn't be too costly for me to leave my division in the near future.-......-..... -......
23. 1 am not afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without having another one lined up........1
24. If I had not already put so much of myself into this organization, I might consider working elsewhere 1

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2
2

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3

Indicate to what extent each of the following statements Not verydescribes your relationship with your friends and family Not at all much Somewhat Much
(circle your response). like me like me like me like me

1 2 3 4

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

When I'm with my friends, I feel completely able to relax and be myself............. .I share the same approach to life that many of my friends do............................
People who know me trust me and respect me. ..................
No matter what happens, I know that my family will always be there for me should I need them. .When I want to go out to do things, I know that many of my friends would
enjoy doing these things with me..............................................
I have at least one friend I could tell anything......-...........-..--.....-.......
Sometimes I'm not sure if I can completely rei on my family-...........................1
People who know me think I am good at what I do....................................
I feel very close to some of my friends.................................-- - - ......
People in my family have confidence in me........................
My family lets me know they think I am a worthwhile person...........................
People in my family provide me with help in finding solutions to my problems. .. .... .-..
My friends would take the time to talk over my problems, should I ever want to...............
I know my family will always stand by me....................................
Even when I am with my friends I feel alone. ...................................... 1

2
2

2
2

2

2
2
22

2
2
2

4
4
4

4
4

5
5
5

5
5

Very
much like

me
5

3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5

5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the Strongl eihrage trnlfollowing statements regarding your life and your job DisaNrethDrsagree Strngy

(circle your response). iare Dsge nor disagree Agree Agree
1 2 3 4 5

40. In most ways my life is close to my ideal..................................1 2 3 4 5
41. Thire have been occasions when I felt like smashing things............................ 1 2 3 4 5
42. The conditions of my life are excellent................ ---.--.............--- ........ 1 2 3 4 5
43. Iamsatisfied withmylife........................-.-..-.-.- ............... 1 2 3 4 5
44. So.far,.I.have.gotten.the.important.thingsIwantinlife..- - ..... 1 2 3 4 5
45. If I-could live my life over, I would change almost nothing.........-.-....-.-. .-... ...... 1 2 3 4 5
46. Ifindrealenjoymentinmyjob. ................-..-...... 1 2 3 4 5
47. I like my job better than the average worker does...........-......-................. 1 2 3 4 5
48. Iam seldom bored with my job................................................1 2 3 4 5
49. I would not consider taking another job.....................-....-.-------.--- .... 1 2 3 4 5
50. Most days I am enthusiasticabout myjob......................... ..-.....--....... 1 2 3 4 5
51. Ifeelfairly wellsatisfied withmyjob......... ......................... 1 2 3 4 5
52. At times I have really insisted on having things my own way..........................1 2 3 4 5

- - -- --- --- . --... . .. .- . 1 2 3 4 5

Thank you so much for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. Your responses are anonymous. Please jot any thoughts or
suggestions you have for the research on the bottom of this page. We will provide a summary report to NCH sales management
to your Division sales manager of responses to these questions ntand

Please tear off the cover sheet of the questionnaire,
fold the booklet in half so the return address appears on the outside,seal it with tape (please do not staple), and drop it in any U.S. mailbox.
Again, thanks.
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Item Item n Mean SE Std. Var. Kurt. Skew

Mean Dev.
TYI I always use procedures from the 452 3.978 .038 .815 .665 .733 -.798Gears of Selling

TY2 I seldom use the product
demonstration ideas the division
provides (R)

TY3 I usually employ training I received
on warming up prospects

TY4 I seldom use the training I received
on handling a buyers objections (R)

TY5 I often use training I received on
building up a network of prospects
through referrals

TY6 I have adapted much of the formal
training I have received to fit my
style and my territory

TY7 I use very little of the technical
information I receive (R)

TY8 I regularly employ the time
management training I receive

TY9 I rarely use the territory planning
training I receive (R)

TYlo I regularly use the product
applications information I receive

TYI 1 I often use training I received on
identifying and qualifying prospects

451 3.938 .047 .998 .996 .533 -. 993

449

450

451

4.111

4.024

3.592

.044

.043

.044

.926

.918

.942

.858

.843

.887

2.357

.836

-.198

-1.425

-1.001

-.436

447 4.248 .037 .780 .609 3.415 -1.433

451

434

441

449

449

4.339

3.376

3.574

4.087

4.105

.044 .935

.044 .912

.051 1.070

.042 .896

.037 .776

.874

.931

1.145

.803

.603

3.047

-.114

-.604

2.356

1.898

-1.773

-.280

-.394

-1.369

-1.017

TP1 Sales training was mentally
challenging

TP2 Sales training showed me the right
way to handle my sales calls

TP3 Sales training provided flexibility
over my behavior

TP4 I received sufficient feedback about
my performance during sales
training

TP5 I had a chance to practice what I
learned during sales training

TP6 The training material was clearly
presented to me

TP7 I met other salespeople during sales
training

447

445

441

439

443

440

438

3.542

3.935

3.537

3.581

3.858

3.868

3.895

.051 1.085

.043 .914

.042 .876

.049 1.021

.042 .885

.044 .916

.048 1.012

1.176

.836

.767

1.043

.783

.839

1.023

-.359

1.352

.332

.179

1.602

1.495

1.621

-.538

-1.061

-.502

-.769

-1,116

-1.111

-1.307

TP8 Other sales people were supportive 434 3.896 .043 .894 .800 1333 -.963of me during sales training
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Item Item n Mean SE Std. Var. Kurt. Skew

Mean Dev.
TP9 My sales training was difficult to 437 2.197 .046 .969 .938 035 662

completed -0 -

TEl I expected sales training was 439
mentally challenging

TE2 I expected sales training to show me 439
the right way to handle my sales
calls

TE3 I thought sales training would 429
provide flexibility over my behavior

TE4 I thought I would receive sufficient 435
feedback about my performance
during sales training

TE5 I thought I would have a chance to 434
practice what I learned during sales
training

TE6 I expected the training material 433
would be presented clearly to me

TE7 I expected to work with other 435
salespeople during sales training

TE8 I expected other sales people to be 434
supportive of me during sales
training

TE9 My sales training was difficult to 436
complete

TNl Identifying the best prospects to call 447
on

TN2 Qualifying prospects 446
TN3 Closing the sale 446

TN4 Handling prospects' objections 446
TN5 Demonstrating the products 443
TN6 Warming up/approaching the 446

prospects

TN7 Gaining control over the sales 445
presentations

TN8 Following up with information the 447
customer requests from me

TN9 Building up a network through 446
referrals

TN10 Increasing my business with a 445
customer through new products and
sales volume

3.699 .039 .820

4.141 .031 .643

3.462 .038 .783

3.811 .034 .700

3.871 .035 .720

4.069 .030 .627

3.848 .034 .718

3.763 .038 .782

2.720 .048 1.010

3.922 .051 1.082

3.668 .052 1.109

4.150 .050 1.046

4.193 .045 .947

3.824 .050 1.053

3.567 .062 1.308

3.912 .052 1.102

3.888 .057 1.196

4.074 .043 .903

4.315 .039 .822

.672 .961

.414 1.455

.614 .612

.490 1.650

.519 3.342

.393 5.346

.516 1.422

.611 1.401

1.020 -.423

-.769

-.655

-. 165

-.776

-1.216

-1.239

-.703

-.723

.206

1.171 .087 -.878

1.229 -.424 -.579

1.094 .855 -1.215

.898 1.698 -1.317

1.109 .051 -.764

1.711 -.914 -.505

1.215 .097 -.930

1.431 -.281 -.841

.815 1.309 -1.086

.676 1.483 -1.226

.676 1.483 -1.226
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Item Item n Mean SE Std. Var. Kurt. Skew

Mean Dev.
TN11 Developing product knowledge 446 4.341 .042 .897 .805 2.727 -1.606
TN12 Understanding how prospects use 447 4.148 .043 .918 .844 1.720 -1.221

our products.-

TN13 Developing a territory coverage 444 3.752 .051 1.076 1.157 -.109 -.663
p la ny1 .1 2 3 . 7 7 6 - . 6 9

TN 14 Managing my time 447 4.096 .050 1.060 1.123 .776 -1.169

TS I Identifying the best prospects to call 443
on

TS2 Qualifying prospects 443
TS3 Closing the sale 443
TS4 Handling prospects' objections 444
TS5 Demonstrating the products 445
TS6 Warming up/approaching the 442

prospects

TS7 Gaining control over the sales 444
presentations

TS8 Following up with information the 444
customer requests from me

TS9 Building up a network through 444
referrals

TS 10 Increasing my business with a 444
customer through new products and
sales volume

TS 11 Developing product knowledge 445

TS 12 Understanding how prospects use 443
our products

TS 13 Developing a territory coverage 443
plan

TS 14 Managing my time 445

MS1 My immediate manager helps me
practice qualifying prospects

MS2 My immediate manager and I
regularly practice overcoming
customers' objections

MS3 My immediate manager criticizes
what was presented in my initial
sales training (R)

433

432

3.609

4.029

4.027

3.854

4.112

4.140

3.804

3.764

3.664

3.779

3.724

3.494

3.666

3.591

3.386

3.088

.045

.036

.039

.042

.035

.036

.040

.044

.042

.044

.951

.750

.664

.886

.748

.767

.845

.936

.875

.931

.048 1.010

.046 .969

.042 .878

.044 .932

.055 1.141

.054 1.126

421 3.860 .049 1.001

.904

.526

.815

.784

.559

.588

.713

.876

.765

.868

1.020

.938

.770

.868

1.302

1.268

.356

2.968

2.337

1.068

1.516

2.395

.350

.188

.307

.332

.230

-.231

.193

-.009

-.546

-.723

1.002 -.322

MS4 My immediate manager makes 421 32.012 .051 1.041 1.83 414 957suggestions that are contrary to my
initial sales training

-.801

-1.212

-1.183

-.963

-.900

-1.093

-.587

-.657

-.572

-.743

-. 847

-.524

-.565

-. 577

-.468

-.125

-.518
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Item Item n Mean SE Std. Var. Kurt. SkewID Mean Dev.
MS5 The trainingI have received from 427 3.241 .064 1.315 1.728 -1.056 -.278

my manager has been minimal since
my initial sales training (R)

MS6 My manager doesn't care how I
make a sales presentation, just as
long as I get the order (R)

DS 1 My sales training materials were not
as extensive as I expected (R)

DS2 The division doesn't seem to care
about sales training for new
representatives (R)

DS3 The division doesn't provide
enough initial sales training (R)

DS4 The division doesn't provide
enough continuing sales training (R)

LO1 Making a large or tough sale is very
satisfying

L02 An important part of being a good
salesperson is continually improving
your selling skills

L03 Making mistakes when selling is
just a part of the learning process

L04 It is important for me to learn from
each selling experience

L05 There really aren't a lot of new
things to learn about selling (R)

L06 I am always learning something new
about my customers

L07 It is worth spending a great deal of
time learning new approaches for
dealing with customers

L08 Learning how to be a better
salesperson is of fundamental
importance to me

L09 I put in a great deal of effort
sometimes in order to learn
something new

434 3.694 .055 1.148 1.317 -.292 -.667

3.466 .056 1.165 1.357 -.532

4.063 .051 1.048 1.099 .815 -1.139

426 3.662 .060 1.232 1.518 -.555

437 3.343 .063 1.312 1.721 -1.052

451 4.772 .021 .451 .203 2.012

451 4.674 .023 .479 .229 -.931

451 4.284 .031 .653 .426 1.898

451 4.375 .029 .614 .377 .010

451 4.191 .049 1.030 1.061 2.060

444 4.295 .029 .609 .317 1.681

3.993 .040 .846 .716 1.116

446 4.341 .031 .647 .418 3.341

447 4.13 .034 .713 .508 .925 -.679

SE1 I am good at selling 449 4.325 .032 .676 .457 .991 -.806
SE2 It is difficult for me to put pressure 449 2.862 .054 1.139 1.298 -.863 173on a customer (R). -

-.481

-.661

-.347

-1.728

-.867

-.847

-.554

-1.552

-.621

-.875

-1.118



Item
k. . fUIt. SKeWID Mean Dev.

SE3 Iknow the right things to do in 449 3.976 .032 .669 .448 .926 -.465selling situations

SE4 I find it difficult to convince a
customer who has a different
viewpoint than mine (R)

446 3.406 .045 .945 .893 -.392 -.360

SE5 My temperament is not well-suited 449 4.434 .040 .848
for selling (R)

SE6 I am good at finding out what
customers want

447 3.973 .035 .745 .522 .101 -.259

SE7 It is easy for me to get customers to 444 3.649 .034 .722
see my point of view

Ll A job is what you make of it

L2 In most types of jobs, people can
pretty much accomplish whatever
they set out to accomplish

447 1.611 .031 .653

447 2.134 .045 .945

L3 If you know what you want out of a 444 2.108 .039 .832
job, you can find a job that gives it
to you (R)

L4 If somebody is unhappy with a
decision made by his or her
manager, he or she should do
something about it (R)

449 2.114 .038 .809

L5 Getting the mob you want is mostly 446 2.063 .043 .907
a matter of luck

L6 Making money is primarily a matter 446 2.078 .040 .851
of good fortune

.654 .603 .654

.823 .950 .946

.724 1.026 .904

L7 Most people are capable of doing
their jobs well if they make the
effort (R)

448 1.911 .030 .628

L8 In order to get a really good job you 448 1.799 .036 .765
need to have family members or
friends in high places

L9 Sales success is usually a matter of 446 1.948 .039 .818
good fortune

L1 0 When it comes to landing a really
good mob, who you know is more
important than what you know

446 2.296 .046 .982

L11 Success goes to the salespeople who 448 1.717 .029 .615
perform well on the job (R)

.395 4.475

.586 1.260

.669 1.290

.964 -.307

.378 2.443

1.102

.899

.986

.452

782

L12 To make a lot of money you have to 446 2.291 .046 .962 .926 006 620know the right people.06 -

L13 It takes a lot of luck to be an 448 1.882 .035 .740 .547 2.197 1.024outstanding employee on most jobs

n Mean E Std- Va r

.719 4.534 -1.976

.522 .101 -2.59

.427 3.426

.892 .692

.693 1.517

1.233

.948

.975

295

Item
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Item Item n Mean SE Std. Var. Kurt. SkewID Mean Dev.
L14 People who perform their jobs well 449 1.949 .029 .623 .388 .972 .425

generally get rewarded for it (R)

L 15 Most employees have more
influence on their managers than
they think (R)

442 2.667 .043 .899 .808 -.051

L16 The main difference between people 445 1.746 .034 .714 .510 1.837
who make a lot of money and
people who make a little money is
luck

SZ1 Experienced salespeople see
advising new representatives as one
of their job responsibilities (R)

SZ2 I receive/received little guidance
from experienced salespeople as to
how I should perform my job

SZ3 I have little access to other people in
this organization

SZ4 I have been/was left alone to
discover what my role should be in
this organization

SZ5 I have been through training
specifically designed to give new
salespersons a thorough knowledge
of job related skills

SZ6 During my training for this job I
was normally physically apart from
other salespeople

SZ7 I did not perform any of my normal
selling activities until I was
thoroughly familiar with my
division's procedures and work
methods

SZ8 Much of my job knowledge has
been acquired on a trail and error
basis

442 3.491 .051 1.070 1.144 -.250

441 3.370 .056 1.178 1.388 -.724

445 3.187 .063 1.330 1.769 -1.173

442 3.339 .058 1.217 1.481 -.880

436 3.725 .051 1.069 1.142 .106

436 2.750 .064 1.334 1.779 -1.188

435 2.393 .053 1.103 1.216 -.696

440 3.220 .056 1.167 1.361 -.818

SZ9 I have been very aware that I am 424 2.750 .056 1.160 1.346 -.925 006seen as "learning the ropes" in this
division

.385

.974

-.563

-.414

-.201

-.309

-.829

.220

.439

-.281
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